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PREFACE

You know how long ago. in the earlier-than-
Victonan days, the country cousin, in order to
see life, went up to the Metropolis. A terrible
journey it was. but well worth the labour and
anxiety. Accounts are stiU extant of how the
bustle and noise of the streets amazed him, ofhow encUess the houses seemed, how startled
he waa by the ghttering. clattering folk, how
mnocent and countrified he felt by comparison
with them. Nowadays, though the Londonwe know IS to that old London a« a vast and
sleepless city to a smaU somnolent town, the
country cousm is no longer carried oflF his feetby a visit to it. It is not vast enough or noisy
enough or new enough to impress him. Per-
haps no single city ever will be again
But Canada

! Some Winnipeg school teacherswho came over recently to see London, told
a joumahst that it seemed so quiet com-
pared with Canadian cities. 'In our cities'

I! J



vi THE FAIR DOMINION

they said,
' it is impossible to escape from the

noise of the streets.' ... Yet the streets and

the cities are not reaUy the things that impress

one most in Canada. The amazing things are

the forests and the fields, the prairies and the

lakes and the mountains: aU the illimitable

space and the irrepressible men who are closing

it in and giving it names for us to know it by.

Clearly the English country cousLn who wishes

to be impressed should go to Canada. It is as

easy to r«ach as London was in the old days,

and there are no highwaymen. He will come

back—if he comes back—with many stories to

teU his friends of the wonders he has seen and

of the still more incredible things that will

soon be visible. That is at leaat my position.

I went out originaUy for the Bystander, which

wanted its Canadian news, like all its other

news, up-to-date and not too solemn, and I am

indebted to the editor of that journal for

permission to make use in parts of the articles

I sent him for ihi: book, in which, by the way,

I have still endeavoured to avoid solemnity.

For some reason or other, many writers upon

Canada do faU into a solemn and portentous

way of describing the country—with the result
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that people who know nothing of the facts say
to themselves, 'This is indeed an important
Dominion, but dull.' As a matter of fact, of
course, Canada is a highly exciting country^
from its grizzly bears to its political problems—
tud having spent delightful months in various
parte, some well known, others, such as the
French River, the Columbia VaUey, and the
Selkirks, very little known ; riding in trains or
on mountain ponies, sometimes trying to catch
maskinong^s (a tigerish kind of pike), some-
times trying to catch prime ministers (who
cannot be described in such a general way)
I have tried to set down my impressions as
incompletely aa I received them. Never, I
hope, have I fallen into the error of describujg
exactly how many salmon are canned in the
Dominion, or what Sir Wilfrid Laurier should
do if he really wishes to remain a great party
leader. The errors I have fallen into will be
obvious, and I need not run through them here.
... As for criticisms—if now and then I stop
to make some- if I start saying, ' Canada is a
great country, nevertheless, we do some things
just as well or better at home,' no Canadian
need mind. Country cousins have said just

II



Tiii THE FAIR DOMUnON

that sort of thing from all time. Every cousin

—even the most countrified—makes some re-

servations in favour of his own place ; he would
not be worth entertaining otherwise. If the

criticisms are pointless, Canadians may say,
' What can you expect from a country cousin ?

'

If there is something in them, they will be
entitled to remark, ' This English country

cousin shows some intelligence. But then

he has been to Canada—the centre of things.'
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THE FAIR DOMINION

CHAPTER I

THE START FROM LIVERPOOL

Canada .nd if wonders might lie befon, •
,,

aooKs, where we waited our ODDortunifv „
o.ie thing, the sun on that August day of iZ

Who were seeing other people off was iZ)

SSior?.h*"°r' ' *"^ '^^ «-"-' - in my

on the great ship, the people irthe Ct^!
Ir



2 THE FAIR DOMINION

pleasure of those who were making for a new

world, thoughts to sadden those who, whether

by their own choice or not, were staying behind.

Less than my bull-mastiff could they be either

deceived or solaced. True, they might remember

that this is the way a great Empire is made.

We talk of the Empire often enough. But

then we who talk of it are rarely those who

make it or suffer for it ; and perhaps we are

therefore more easily consoied by a great idea

than they.

Luckily going on board ship has to be a

bustling business. My two companions and I,

who had been promised a four-berth third-class

cabin between us, had to bustle quite a lot

—

to different gangways from which we were

rapidly sent back and into various queues,

which turned out, after we had waited in them

for some time, to be composed of some other

class of passenger. We were extremely heated

before we found ourselves in the end about to

be passed up a gangway at which the medical

inspection of a group of Scandinavians was

at the moment going on. Scandinavian seems

to be a roomy word which covers all Swedes,

Norwegians, Danes, Lapps; and no foreigners

not coming under this category are carried

by the ' Empress ' boats.

I
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.)

th-??,.*''""^ T""" *° ^ •" '^g*"! to themthat they are the only right and proper sW
^ey were being pretty cai^fuUy examined

TnJ '
1?^'

.

""^^ ^"'^ ^"""^n alike. Thedoctors attention seemed to centre on theirheads and eyelids. Hats were puUed offa"they came level with them, and tow-coloured

with satisfactory results, for only a couple Selder y people were held back for a few minuLand they I fancy had not passed the eye tit'and wer« therefor, not fr.e from s^iSn

STTk.T '"PP"'"*^ *° ''^"^^ total blind-ness which IS least of all to be desired in a newcountry The two detained Scandinavians werere-examined and passed, after which ourCcame. I think we all three felt a little uneZm the eyelids as we advanced upon the doctoTbut we need not have been anxious, for2a swift glance at us he reassured us by gnn^^;and saymg. There 's nothing wrong wrthTu'I should say,'-and so we passed'on board'For the next hour or two we were part of awhirl of confused humanity. There I al^a tendency among landsmen to become sheepishat sea, and in the steerage there were nine

i>]

m

WI

••Ml



4 THE FAIR DOMINION

hundred of us, most of whom had never been

at sea before. So we rushed together and got

jammed down companionways and in passages

which even on so big a liner as this could not

hold us all abreast, and scrummed to find the

numbers of our berths from the steward, and

flung ourselves in masses upon our baggage,

and pressed pell-mell to the sides of the ship to

wave good-bye, and formed a solid tossing

square saloonwards when bells rang and we

thought they might mean meals.

Of course there must have been even then

self-iJQSsessed passengers, who knew what they

were about and only seemed to be lost with

the crowd, and to be vaguely trying to muddle

through. Canadians returning to their own

country were conspicuous later by reason of

their cool bearing and air of knowing their way

about the world. And the invisible discipline

of the ship that was to turn us all later into

reasonable and orderly individuals was no

doubt already at work. But the impression

any one looking down on us that first evening

would have received would have been the

impression of a scurrying crowd, fancifully and

variously dressed for its Atlantic voyage-

clerks in pink shirts and high collars and

bowler hats, peasants in smocks, women in the
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27 if**^*/»PPi"« head-gear, or bareheaded
and shawled, infants either terribly smart ormere bundles of old clothes.
Up on the first-cla^s deck superior people

«ere walking calmly about with just the right
clothes and manners for such a small event

ZrTV^^ '^"""*'" "'""' ^^^^ b««n to

r^r ?,t ";. <^<"'««'°n^% one of these
upper folk would come to the rails, lean overand smih..gly stare at us : wondering perhaps
at our confusK,n. But then all our fortunes
were embarked on the ship, and only a little
part of theirs.

When I went to sleep that night on a cleanstraw mattress in a lower berth, with a pleasant
air blowing in through the port-hole in the
passage, we were. I suppose, out to sea, and themr was Atlantic air, and no longer that of the
old country.

M

M

m\
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THE FAIR DOMINION

CHAPTER II

THE STEEBAOE PASSAGE

Apart from its other merits the steerage has
this to its credit—every one is very friendly
and affable. No one required an introduction
before entering into conversation, and the sus-

picion that we might be making the acquaint-
ance of some doubtful and inferior person who
would perhaps presume upon it later did not
worry any of us. I sat at a delightful table.

Some one who knew the ins and outs of a
steerage passage had advised me to go in to
meals with the first ' rush,' instead of waiting
for the second or third. His theory was that
the first relay got the pick of the food. So
my two friends and I had taken care to answer
the very first call to the saloon, which happened
to be for high tea, and, seating ourselves at
random, found that we were thereby self-

condemned to take every meal in the same
order—including breakfast at the unaccus-
tomed and somewhat dispiriting hour of 7 a.m.



THE STEEEJGi! PisSiGE

;^. .0 ««-.»*". rrzt;

board very hunsrv Z? T ^""^ *'^'^«'* °n
out the 7^^rm TTT^'^'^^^'S^-
butter with h?eu.^n„i° '^^^P J'^^^" to

most of hfstr witTT' M '' '^^ ^^ fi^'^l'^d

rise and st^ttfa^d lid dtr"' '^ ^''"^^

the table, if he silhlT 7 *™ *" down
afar off. As

' £ ^""'^thing appetising

steward, ^oj^:Z^ ZlT' T^beaten in the first nl!? » °* ''*^« ^'^^n

this behav oL and r' ""t-
'"*'*^'' ^^^^^^^^

bour-was deputed tlt^' T* '*°°^ "^'Sh-

in his seat Jirtt desSeat™.,""*^""^'^
paased him.

eatables could be

(3) A Durham miner going to a mine in

fll
1-1
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8 THE FAIR DOMIir -X

northern Ontario. A cheery red-faoed person.
He had bought a revolver before starting for
Canada, because friends had told him that
they were rough sort of places up there. I
afterwards stayed a night in a mining town,
and the only row that I heard was caused by
a young Salvation Army girl, who beat a drum
violently for hours outside the bar. We ad-
vised the miner to practise with his revolver
in some isolated spot, these weapons being
tricky.

(4) A small shy cockney boy who was going
out to his dad at Winnipeg. I don't know
what his dad was, but I should think a clerk
of sorts.

(5) A brass metal worker from the North.
Going to a job in Peterborough. A quiet
pleasant young man.

(6) A chauflFeur who had also been in the
Royal Engineers. Had been in the South
African War, and told stories about it much
more interesting than those you see in books.

(7) A horse-breaker, with whom I spent
many hours learning bout bits and bridles
and shoes. He was the only married man
among these seven. He hoped to bring his
wife and family out within the year, and was
not going to be happy until he did, even though

7
I li
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the kids would hav« t^ i,

generaJy Of toit^
represented the ateeraj

I --ember somrch'ri:/''^
^'^'^^^ ^^P^"

°f the less woX soJJ
""*"' ^"doners

in dirty clotheftLTT^r'^y-^''''"'* ^""ths

-hat was once a eoSt o' , JT*
«"^^ *^°''* '"

perfect genius ;o;o:S\°,,ta'Jr^^^^^ '^ "^

on a comb K,-» „
.*"<* making music

by oritic^ms p^sedTon^'^'r*'' ^"^^'^^

Canadians. wa«'"k fy ZVmJ"' f""'"«
cessful.

^ ® °"ef and unsuc-

«id2'aW:'Stel*r *° "''* '^ '^^'^^'^ °f -n-

plum-pudding, L£faTl fC di^hops and
you are huncrv F^»t\ j

dinner when

'I'

•
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10 THE FAIE DOMINION

and the majority of the nine hundred had pro-

bably never been to sea before. The strange

affliction took them unawares, and they did

not know how to deal with it. Where they

were first seized, there they remained and were

ill. The sides of the ship whinh appealed to

more experienced travellers did not allure

them. It was during this affliction that a

device which had struck me as a most excellent

idea upon going on board seemed in practice

less good. This was a railed-in sand-pit which

the paternal company had constructed between

decks for the entertainment of the emigrant

children. I had seen a dozen or more at a

time playing in it with every manifestation of

delight. Even now while they were ailing

there, they did not seem to mind it.

Everjrwhere one went on that day of tribula-

tion one had to walk warily.

Afterwards the sea settled down into a mill

pond, and every one began to wear a cheerful

and hopeful look. In the evenings, and some-

times in the afternoons as well, some of the

Scandinavians would produce concertinas and
violins, and the whole of them would dance

their folk-dances for hours. It was extra-

ordinary how gracefully they dancei—the squat

fair-haired women and the big men heavily



THE STEERAGE PASSAGE n
clothed and booted. There was an attempton the part of some of the English people to
take part m these dances, but they soon H,alised
their mfenonty. and gave it up in favoui
Of sports and concerts. The sports, though
highly successful in themselves, led to a slight

IT T r**'"
'^"^ ^•«''°P °^ L°«don. who

happened to be on board, came over by request
to distribute the prizes. The Scandinavians,
who quite wrongly thought they had been left

Z*l u- T"^' '^'^^ *^^ opportunity affordedby the bishop's address (which was concerned
with our future in Canada), to form in Indianme. with a concertinist at theu- head, andmarch round and round the platform on which

5t Ini ,?^/*"°'^; '"'^'''"S " ^«*f«"i"« «oi«e-

«n„ffl !
/"' " ""'" ^' '^ t*'^^ "night be a

scuffle between them and the prize-winners,
but pea^e prevailed, though we were aU pre-vented from hearing what was no doubt very
sound advice. Apart from this, there was no
horseplay to speak of until the last right but
one. when a rowdy set, headed by a fat York-
shujeman. chose to throw bottles about in the

ai «r '" '^"^ P^'"* °* '^' '^^ ^h^'*
about fifty men were berthed together. Fortms the ringleader was hauled before the
captain and properly threatened.

it'

A
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12 THE PAIR DOMINION

Our conciTt* went with lew Mat. They

were held in the dining-saloon, and there were

usually good audiences. It seemed however

that we had only one accompanist, whose

command of the piano was limited, and in any

ca«o self-consciousness invariably got the better

of the performers at the last moment. Either

they would not come forward at all when

their turn arrived, or else, having come forward,

they turned very red, wavered through a few

notes and then lost their voices altogether.

Our best English concertina player, a fat little

Lancashire engineer, had his instrument seized

with the strangest noises halfway through

' Variations on the Harmonica,' and after a

manly effort to restrain them, failed and had

to retire in haste. We generally bridged over

these recurring gaps in the programme by

singing ' Yip i addy.'

It was so fine most of the voyage, that one

could be quite happy on deck doing nothing

at all but resting and strolling and talking. A

few of the girls skipped occasionally and some

of the men boxed : there was no real zeal for

deck games. The voyage was too short, and

with the new life and the new world at the

end of it we all wanted to find out from one

another what we knew—or at least what we
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thought—Canada would be like. We stood
in some awe of returning Canadians who talked
of dollars as if they were pence, and we wondered
if we ahould get jobs as easily as people said
we should. Almost every type of worker was
represented among us, and many types of
people.

Chief among my own particular acquaint-
ances made on the boat were a young lady-
help from Alberta, two Russian Jews from
Archangel, a Norwegian farm hand from some-
where near the Arctic circle, two miners from
Ontario, and three small boys beloncinc to
Perth. Scotland.

I do not know how the Russian Jews came
to be on the boat. They had some Finnish,
and I suppose sMpped in with the Scandina-
vians. They also spoke a few words of
German, which was the language we misused
together. They were brothers, good-looking
men with charming manners. The elder wo v*

a frock coat and a bowler hat, and looked
a romantic Shylock. The other was clothed
in a smock, and was hatless. They said
they had fled from the strife of Russia, and
they wished particularly to know if Canada
was a free country. The younger man was an
ironworker and made penny puzzles in iron

I
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which, 80 far as I uould make out, the elder

brother invented. They had one puzzle with

them, but it wag very complicated, and I wan

afraid that the sale of auoh things in Canada

might be limited, unless Canadians fancied

bewildering themselves over intricate ironwork

during the long winters. Still those two fugi-

tives rolled Russian cigarettes very well too,

which should earn them a living.

The Norwegian was a simple youth in a queer

hat, which afterwards blew off into the sea

much to his sorrow. He was very bent on

acquiring the English language during the

voyage, not having any of it to start with. I

used to sit with him on one side and the small

Perthshire boys on the other, while we translated

Scottish into Norwegian and back again. The

Scotch bojrs would inquire of me what ' hat

'

was in Norse, and I would point to the queer

head-gear above-mentioned, and ask its owner

to name its Norwegian equivalent. One of

the things that stumped me—being a mere

Englishman—was a question put by the smallest

Perth boy :
' Whit is gollasses in Norwegian ?

'

It took me some time to find outwhat gollasses

were in English, and I don't know how to spell

them now.

'i



TENDING IN CANADA IS

CHAPTER III

LANDING IN CANADA

It was whUe we were rtiU out to sea that I
fiwt realised what Canada might be like, and
how different from England. We had been
steaming for five days, and hitherto the Atlantic
had seemed a familiar and still English sea
The sky above, the air around, even the vast
slowly heaving waters and the set of the sun
one might sec from an English cliff. But on
this last day but one, which was a day of hot
sun, the sky seemod to have risen immeasui-
ably higher than in England and to have
become incredibly clearer, except where little
white rugged clouds wore set. Snow clouds
in a perfect winter's sky. I should have said,
If I had known myself to be at home

; yet the
air round the ship was of the very balmiest
summer. We should never get such a sky and
such an air together in England, and we were
aU stimulated by it and began to forget England
and thmk more of Canada. We wondered

Ul
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when we were going to see the lights of Belle
Isle, and somebody said we should pass an
island called Anticosti, and we began to look
out for Anticosti, and anybody who knew any-
thing about Anticosti was listened to like an
oracle. Not that anybody did know much

—

even those who had crossed to and fro
several times. After all there was no reason
why they should, for Atlantic liners do not stop
there, and there is not much to be seen in pass-
ing. Still we weighed the words of those who
had passed it carefully, and decided to see
what we could of it so that we might also be
regarded as oracles next time we came that
way.

Though we had not seen Canada, yet we had
received a favourable impression of it, which
was lucky, because the next day, when we had
got into the St. Lawrence, it came on to sleet

and vapour. We of the steerage, who had
brought up our boxes and babies almost before
breakfast, so as to be ready to land at the
earliest moment, had to content ourselves
with sitting on them between decks (on the
boxes, for choice, but the babies would get in

the way too), and watch the little white villages

and tinned church spires and dark woods of
French Canada drive past the portholes in the

I!
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cussed that extraordinarily lucid book of
Monsieur Andr6 Siegfried, which deals with
the race question in Canada. The archbishop
admitted its value, though he thought it
unfair in parts. He was assured, for example,
that the unsoc-M attitude of the Irish and
J'renoh Canadian Catholics towards one another
as well as towards those of another religion
was fast disappearing, nor did he seem to think
that the Church any longer tended to frustrate
enterprise by keeping its members under itswmg in the East. Many Catholics were going
West nowadays, and after the Congress he
himself was going West in the spirit of the
times. Perhaps he was right about the rwp-
prochement of the Irish and French Catholics
though men on the spot maintain that their
unsociability is largely due to the fact that
both have a singular yearning for State employ-
ment and the employment will not always
go round. '

It was stiU raining when I recrossed to the
steerage, and it was still raining when we got
into the Canadian Pacific Railway dock at
about 5 P.M. I was standing beside the horse-
breaker at the time, and the first thing that
caught his eye in Quebec was the shape of
the telegraph poles.
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and evsrybody shoving and pushing, and we
felt like some sheep at sheep-dog trials which

have to be driven through pen after pen, and

would go so much faster if they only knew how,

and the dogs didn't press them. However it

was all accomplished at last, and then the

emigrants got into the westbound train that

was waiting for them. First and second-class

passengers had long since vanished in carriages

to such abodes of luxury as the Chateau

Frontenac and the rest of the leading hotels.

Now there were no carriages left. And we

heard that a hundred people at least had been

turned away from the Chateau Frontenac, so

full was it ; and since in any case we wished to

start our Canadian impressions from a humbler

standpoint, we set out in the rain for a Quebec

inn which some of the Canadians returning in

the steerage had told us of. I suppose we had

a good deal more than a mile to go through

the rain carrying bags, along those awful roads

from the docks. I know something about those

roads, because I not only walked along them

that night, but next morning I drove a dray

along them. 1 had gone back to the docks to

get my trunk which I had had to leave there,

and the dray was the only thing I could get

to drive up in. Soon after we had started

1 ! .
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youth, as he lit a cigar and sat down to read a

newspaper.

We went downstairs, and there in a narrow
little room behind a long counter which had
plates of sausage rolls, under meat covers to

keep them from the flies, upon it, and little

high stools upon which you ait in discomfort

to eat the sausage rolls quickly in front of it,

we found a small pale-faced boy who said
' Sure !

' in the cheeriest way when we
repeated our question about food. Five

minutes later he had produced from a stove

which he was almost too small to reach fried

bacon and eggs and coffee, and while we sat

and ate these good things, he gave us advice

about the future. He evidently knew without

asking that we were emigrants from the old

country, and he supposed we wanted jobs. He
recommended waiting as a start—waiting in

a hotel. Waiting was not, he said, much of

a thing to stick at ; but there was pretty good
money to be made at it in the season. Lots

of tourists gave good tips—especially in Quebec
—and you could save money as a waiter if

you tried. He himself was from the States,

but he liked Quebec well enough. Of course

it was not as hustling as further west, and not

to be compared to the States. If a man

M
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Refreshed by our supper and his advice, we

adjourned to the bar which was handy, and

got further enlightenment from the barman

there. He was a French Canadian, very

dapper in a stiff white shirt and patent leather

boots. Money was also his theme. He told

us he made forty cents an hour, and meant

to get up to seventy-five cents pretty soon.

That was good money to get, but he was worth

it, and if the boss didn't think so he would

try some other boss who did. It was no good

a man's sitting down and taking less money
than he was worth. A man would not get

anywhere if he did that sort of thing. He
certainly mixed cocktails at a lightning pace,

and all the time he chatted he strode up and

down behind the bar like a caged jackal. He
gave me my first idea of that un-English rest-

lessness—American, I suppose, in its origin

—

which is beginning to spread so rapidly through

Canada. In America I fancy they are beginning

to distrust it a little. Too much enterprise

may lead to an unsettled condition that is not

much better than stagnation. Farm hands

tend to leave their employers at critical

moments, just for the sake of novelty. Farmers

themselves are so anxious to get on that they

take what they can out of the land, and move

ii.vi
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CHAPTER IV

I,

I

A FAIRLY LONO DAY IV QUEBEC

Quebec city is full of charma mid memorieB.
I am no lover of cities when they have grown
so great that no one knows any longer what
site they were built on, or what sort of a
country is buried beneath them. Their streets

may teem with people and their buildings be
very splendid, but if they ha\j shut ofi the
landscape alt .^(,ther I cannot admire them.
Quebec will never be one of those cities, how-
ever great she may grow. Quebec stands on
a hill, and just as a city on a hill cannot be hid,

so too it cannot hide from those who live in

it the country round, nor even the country it

stands on. Always there will be in Quebec a
sense of steepness. The cliffs still climb even
where they are crowded with houses. And
the air that reaches Quebec is the air of the
hills. Always too—from Dufferin Terrace at
least—there will be visible the sweep of the
St. Lawrence, the dark crawl to the north-
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types, Ameriuan touriaU and Dominican frian,
habitanU from far villages, and butineia men
from the contre of things, archbishops and
Members of Parliament, and ships' stewards
and commercial travellers, and freshly arrived
immigrants ard old market women. The fair

Quebeckers love the terrace as much as their
men folk, and I saw several pretty faces among
them and many pretty figures. They know
how to walk, these French Canadian ladies,

and also how to dress—the latter an art which
has still to be achieved by the women of the
West.

The terrace besides being gay is very friendly
too. My two companions of the voyage had
gone on that morning, being in a hurry to reach
the prairie ; but I found several new friends on
the terrace in the course of the day. One was
a young working man from England, who had
brought his child on to the terrace to play when
I first met him. He was so well-dressed and
prosperous looking that 1 should never have
guessed he was only a shoe-leather cutter, as
he told me he was. iSut then he had been
out in Quebec for five years, and he was making
twenty-five dollars a week instead of the
thirty-two shillings a week he used to make in

Nottingham at the same trade. He said he
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would last them a year or two, after which they

could scrap it and get something new. That

kept the money in circulation. An3rway, he

insisted, a thing was no good if it was better

than what a customer required. I had not

thought of things in that way before, and it

was interesting to hear him.

My third acquaintance was a member of

the Quebec Parliament, who started to chat

quite informally, and having ascertained that

I was fresh from the old country took me to

his house, that I. might drink Scotch whisky,

and be informed that French Canadians loved

the King and hated the Boer War. I think

when a French Canadian does not know you

well, he will always make these two admissions

—but not any more—lest you should be un-

sympathetic or he should give himself away.

That is why, since the position of French

Canadians in Canadian politics will some day

be of the greatest importance, we ought aU to

be thankful for the existence of Mr. Bourassa.

Mr. Bourassa is represented—by his opponents

—as the violent leader of a small faction of

French Canadians, as a trial to moderate men

of all sorts, including the majority of his own

French-Canadian fellow-citizens. All this is

very true. In Canadian politics, as they stand

u
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be, and aa up-to-date as any—allowing for the

fact that Canada changes yearly—declared in

in it, some years ago, that the French

Canadians realised that for them to populate

the North-West was a dream to be given up.

It may be a dream, but I doubt if it is given

up: and the dreams of a population more

proUfic than any other on the face of the earth

may some day become realities. What is

against these dreams ? The influx of English

immigrants ? The rush for the land of Ameri-

can farmers ? But these are only temporary

obstacles. The Americans may go back again.

Th 1 often do. The English immigrants are

larji.iy unmarried young men, and there are

no women in the West. They are making

ready the land, but the inheritors of it have yet

to appear. It is not strange if Mr. Bourassa

sees those inheritors among his own people

—

only it is not yet their time, not for many years

yet—not for so many years yet that it seems

almost unpractical and absurd to look forward

to it. Even such a faith as that which Mr.

Bourassa has confessed to in regard to the

Eastern provinces— Quebec, Ontario, Nova

Scotia, New Brunswick—that ' In fifteen years

they will have become French in language and

Eoman Catholic in faith,' seems highly unprac-
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cards those splendid dreams which might in a

French-Canadianised Canada become realities.

What dreams ? Rome shifted to Montreal for

one, and the Vatican gardens of the future

sweeping down to the St. Lawrence. The

whole vast wealth of the Dominion diverted

to the carrying out of those traditions which

are neither French nor English but Canadian

. . . started four hundred years before by

the captains and the priests, voyageurs and

martyrs, who in an age of unbelief went forth

in response to miraculous signs for the further-

ance of the glory of God.

I said that Quebec was full of memories.

It is well to remember that most of these are

French-Canadian memories. The Englishman,

at home or touring, thinks most naturally of

Wolfe in connection with Quebec, and thinks

with pride how that fight on the Plains of

Abraham marked, in Major Wood's words,

' three of the mightiest epochs of modem times

—the death of Greater France, the coming of

age of Greater Britain, and the birth of the

United States.' The splendid daring climb

of the English army, the romantic fevered

valour of its general, the suddenness and com-

pleteness of the reversal of positions, unite

to make us think that never was a more glorious

H
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will dare to s;y i^^''^*'^'"«'°°»JNationalist

'We owe nothing to Great Britain. England

'ili
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did not take Canada for love, or to plant the

Cross of religion as the French did, but in order

to plant their trading posts and make money.'

Gratitude is not a virtue nations take pride

in possessing ; they are indeed seldom nations

until they have forgotten to be grateful. I

suppose French Canadians are on their way

to forgetting to be grateful to England for

what she did in times past, but it is not because

they have any real quarrel with England, or

desire to injure her. Merely because they fe«l

that from England exudes that Imperialism

which appeals in no way from the past, and

menaces, they think, their future.

m
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CHAPTER V
The attbaction op the saodenay

ea-t fails to atJct^d !« tlat*'^man might not spend many yea« h o L"
province alone and «t;ii r ^ Quebec

vast xuUA 1,.
"' '*"^® «««n little of its

present. EvervlJvlv I " '"''* J"«* *'

Have.o„t?rsiori;rs.SsV
ftij EHot rt^m^-'-^^-^^
day no doubt the tTde till'rrct

'""*'

or flow both ways equ^X tL .T°'
westward. ^ ^' ^°"^*y '* ^o^

I should have been sorry, however if 1 h.^

to speak. irritSte inS IXT S^"a thm. pale youth. somewfatXSromSS

.i.'ih!*
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ing at hU hair, who sat next to me at dinner my
thiid day at Quebec. He announced to the

table at large that he was travelling for his

pleasure, but to judge from his strained face,

travelling for his plensiire was one of the

hardest jobs he had tried. He had been

doing Quebec, and he gave all Canadians

present to understand that Quebec had made

him very very tired. Look at the trips around

too. Look at the Montmorency Falls. Had

anybody present seen Niagara ? Well, if any-

body had seen Niagara, the Montmorency

Falls could only make him tired. One or two

Canadians present bent lower to their food.

But on the whole Canadians do not readily

enter into argument, and half Niagara Falls

is Canadian too, so that finding no opponents

the youth proceeded triumphantly to give the

relative proportions in figures of the two falls.

As he directed them chiefly at me, I felt bound

to say that I had seen falls about a tenth the

size of either which had struck me as worth

going to see. He then said that he guessed I

was from England. I said this was so. There-

upon he told me that everybody in England

was asleep. I suggested that sleep was better

than insomnia, and shocked by my soporific

levity, he advised me to go and have a look at
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tiwdneM left him I il ? '
*"** *" **>»»

the busynesa of New virH f, T'^ *»«"»

forgotten it aii yet
•"** ^ '"'^•' '^''""y

Canadian a«kedTe if I h!^^ "'L " ^°""»»
trip, and when i"ai'Ltl h"V'''^*«"^"''y
he.ro„,Jy^.,^;Vnt\;rr'^""^'*-

ide^id'^Xr^Ttr-- ^--^'•'

f«>m the start arQuel;tr* *"° '^'y'

back, and you go in a ««!
^''"'"""'"i and

boat which' pair iirrrr :i '•^t

otr.x;Lrt:a°^ f faron't

that young AmerSTi^f'X'^llJ^S^^^ie
twenty years ago Quee^ Vil "^^ ""'^

occupied the Kent .y^" /'"toria's father

now^a hotel wl',rml?^ ^''^ ^•^•
a farm close by Trobrh ° ^^^^ '"

bed in the worldH ^ ^ "^ "" °*^«'- ««k-^"rid were plans so big with fate
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conceived. Then the lie d'Orleans floats by
—^that fertile island which Cartier named after

the Grape God four hundred years ago, because

of the vines that grew there. All this water-

way is history, French-Canadian history mostly.

With a fine mist hung over the river, conceal-

ing the fow modern spires and roofs, you can

see the country to-day just as Cartiei" saw it

when he came sailing up. Neither four hundred

nor four thousand years will serve to modernise

the banks of the St. Lawrence. Take that

thirty-mile stretch where the Laurentides climb

sheer from the water. That is what Cartier

saw—nothing different. No houses, no people ;

only the grey rock growing out of the green

trees, and the grey sky overhead. Lower down,

with the sun shining as it did for us, Cartier

would see, if he came sailing up to-day, all

those picturesque French-Canadian villages

which have sprung up along the shore—Bale

St. Paul, St. Ir6nee, Murray Bay, Tadousac,

with the white farms of the Habitants, and the

summer homes of the Quebeckers and Mon-

trealers, and the shining spires of the churches,

and the wooden piers jutting far out into the

river. Those piers are particularly cheerful

places. There are always gangs of porters

waiting to run out freight from the hold, and

if"

yv
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habitants playinKTbouT?'
^'"^ ^^^P' of little

The habitaVrppetrto jr^^ *'^'' P'P««-
age of eight orSe v. '^ ^" P'?^ ** *he
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ticularly sorry S-
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the whole fur trade 71^^"'''- ^" "«»
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date. I should Se to h!
'''*"' °^ **"^*
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cannot easilytTelttf^'- ''°''''^'' -^

--dititsist^^:: r-"^^"
^^-«
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have not tamed the wildness of the place

;

and still, in grim repose, the mountains hold

their guard around the waveless lake that

glistens in their shadow, and doubles, in its

sullen mirror, crag, precipice and forest.'

I know that Parkman goes on to say that

when Champlain landed here in April 1608

he found the lodges of an Indian camp, which

he marked in his plan of Tadousac. When we
landed, there were also a few shacks in much
the same spot, and in one of the best lighted

of them hung a placard to this efEect :

—

THE ONLY REAL TJDLAN

BUY WORE FROM HIM.

The lodges Champlain saw belonged to an

Algonquin horde, ' Denizens of surrounding

wilds, and gatherers of their only harvest

—

skins of the moose, cariboo, and bear ; fur of the

beaver, marten, otter, fox, wild cat, and lynx.'

Other days, other harvests. From the shack

of the Only Real Indian I saw one stout tourist

issue forth (a Chicago pork-packer he must have

been, if persons ever correspond to their pro-

fessions), laden with three toy bows and arrows,

as many miniatiu« canoes, and what appeared

to be a couple of patchwork bedspreads. That

the descendant of braves should live by making
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»* that moment ha^see„Th''*^ """''^ '
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«t his ample belt Th.
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-nt on to Chicoutimi. hut

rf fongs' America; tZ 7. ^^ ^'"^
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« late hour of the „ight
.^1„?°'«'*' «*".. till

bracmg rfver air wfuH h
'" ^''^ •=«*« the

Only in the moving t ^7 '"'"^'^
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Saguenay again did I ^^.r^^K ^*'"" '""^

strangeness. Men havewtf 'f^^
*"'*

rooks at laat, but the sf *"'"'^' through
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aarJcness fifteen hundred

human tourist visiS th« T"*^ '" *he
man's instinct to le^^,^"",V ^^'^aps it is

When the boafZw^ '"'t
'«""«* "^*'^-

«lraws opposite Cap lVi„it^,
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stewards produce buckets of stones and passen-

gers are invited to try and hit the Cap with the

stones from impossible distances. I do not

know that it greatly added to the pleasure of

the trip, but we all tried to hit the cliff with the

stones and most of us failed, and had to content

ourselves with drawing echoes from it. After

that we went on, and some of the white whales

which are characteristic of the Saguenay began

to appear, and experienced travellers explained

that they were not really white whales but a

sort of white porpoise. Once again, as we
passed it, Tadousac was invisible, but this time

because a white fog had wrapped it round. So

silently we turned out of the Saguenay into

the St. Lawrence. I think the silence of the

Saguenay was what had most impressed me.

Not very long before I had steamed down the

Hoogly where by day the kites wheel and shriek

overhead, and the air buzzes with insects'

sounds, and all night the jackals scream—

a

noisy river, full of treacherous sandbanks, its

shores green with the bright poisonoiis green

of the East. The Saguenay, unique as it is in

many ways, seemed by the contrast of its deep-

ness and silence, and by the fresh darkness of

the rocks and trees that shut it in, to be peculi-

arly a river of the West. I do not know if it
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not a great one. There remains—especially in

Ontario—much water and wood that any one

may sport in unhcensed, or get access to by
permission of the local hotel proprietor. Some
of the Americans on the boat had been fishing

in Quebec streams and told me of excellent

sport they had had, so that I began to wonder
why no Englishmen ever came this way. The
voyage to Canada is a little further than that

to Norway, but there are more flsh in Canada.
And there is certainly only one Saguenay in the

world.

'iif
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CHAPTER VI

STB. Anne db Bej«ttt.i>^

of th,8 sort is used it usuallv
^ "'«t'*Phor

spot referred to is in so^ ^ '"^*"' *h** 'he
original. I„ the 12 SsLT '""r'"^

*° *^«
the inferiority is noTi bette

;>- '^^
^rP""'

the number of miracles Zih" tJ' """u*"'
°^

the matter of general
":,«** *1>«'«. but in

AnnedeBeaupr^Tnotni^
,

'*'^"^"^««- Ste.

Gourdes. If :fu
' "w ,?^

«° picturesque as

y.a.oneiT^tS:^^tt^t^t'^-
of modem arehitecture minT ^ ^*"*y
with the remains of a7oar£ •^.^^''P''
not wish to naUint* ;+ "^^ ^ 'f you do
Ste. Anne de^Beau^^^Vf^^^ ^y- - I do. that
turesque. I did nT „ L , '" *^« ^««t pic-

modem archittu^°\Sirfy "^'^ ^- *^>«

«---ns.,on«£.X-dl;s-:
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travelled thither to pray at the feet of Ste.

Anne. Breton seamen, who belong only to

tradition, promised a shrine to Ste. Anne, if

she would save them from shipwreck. They

erected the first chapel. The second and

larger chapel was built as far back as 1657, and

miracles were quite frequent from then onwards.

Nevertheless, the basilica is quite new, and so is

the whole appearance of the place.

I visited it in company with a French-

Canadian commercial traveller. He was a

great big good-looking youth with curly hair

and blue eyes, and he travelled in corsets or

something of that sort for a Montreal firm.

I could not help thinking that many ladies

would buy corsets from him or anything else

whether they wanted them or not, because of

his charming boyish manner and his good

looks. He asked me to go to Ste. Anne de

Beaupr6 with him. He said that he supposed

that I was not a Catholic, but that did not

matter. He wished to go to the good Ste.

Aime, and it would be a good thing to go.

He had been several times before, but he had

not been for several j'ears. He could easily

take the afternoon off, and first of all we would

go by the electric train to the good Ste. Anne,

and then on the way back we would step off

m
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' That is a nuisance,' I said to my companion,
' because words are the only things I could

describe it in.'

' It is murh better to smoke,' said he.

So we smoked ; and now I teU you straight

out of that illogical pamphlet, that ' The route

from Quebec to Ste. Anne may be compared to

a splendid panorama. There are shady wood-

lands and green pastures, undulating hills and

sparkling rivers, whose banks are lined with

pretty villages, the tinned spires of the parish

churches rising above the rest of the houses,

sparkling in the sun.' There, a little un-

grammatically, you have the scene ' to which,'

adds ray pamphlet, ' the Falls of Montmorency

river add a touch of grandeur.' Ste. Anne de

Beaupr6 itself is twenty-one miles from Quebec.

We went straight from the station into the

church, where the first thing to catch the eye

are the votive offerings and particularly the

crutches, walking-sticks, and other appliances

left there by pilgrims who, having been cured

of their infirmities by miracle, had no further

use for these material aids. It is difficult to

arrange such things in any way that can be

called artistic, and since the general effect is

nothing but ugly it might be wise for the church

officials also to dispense with such material
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but he said no, he would rather drink from the

holy spring. ' Although thi» water,' said my
pamphlet, ' hM always been known to be there,

it is only within the last thirty or thirty-five

years that the pilgrims began to make a pious

use of it. What particular occasion gave rise

to this confidence, or when this practice first

spread among the people, cannot be positively

asserted. However it may be, it is undeniable

that faith in the water from the fountain has

become general, and the use of it, from motives

of devotion, often produces effects of a marvel-

lous nature.' Unfortunately, the fountain was

not working, owing, I expect, to the water

having got low in the dry weather, and my friend

had to go without his drink. He said, however,

that it did not matter, and remained in a grave,

aloof state all the way back in the train as far

as the Falls station, and indeed till we got to

the Zoo in the Kent house grounds. Tliere,

the exertion of trying to get the beavers to

cease working and come out and show them-

selves to me—an exertion finally crowned

with success, for the fat, furry, silent creatures

came out and sat on a log for us—livened him

up a bit. But he fell into a muse again in

front of the cage containing the timber wolf,

and remained there so long that I was almost
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It seemed very possible that a vow like this

might easily be a help to my companion.

He was obviously not what is called a strong

character. It is strange how often a charm of

manner goes with a weakness of the will.

And commercial travelling—particularly per-

haps in Canada—lays a man open to the

temptations of drink. If he went on drinking,

it would probably mean the ruin of the young

girl he had married. Only one has always the

feeling that a vow is only a partial aid to

keeping upright, just as a stick is to walking.

A man may lean too heavily on either. More-

over, the making of a vow, while it may
strengthen a man temporarily in one direction

tends to leave him unbalanced in other direc-

tions. It makes him feel so strong perhaps

in one part of him that he forgets other parts

where he is weak. I rather think thai the last

part of these somewhat superficial reflections

upon vows occurred to me later in the evening,

and not as we were walking home. We had

had supper by that time, and my companion

had drunk a good deal of water during the meal

—a beverage, by the way, which is not particu-

larly safe either here or in any other Canadian

town. At times he had been depressed by it,

at times elevated. After we had smoked to-
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A HABITANT VILLAGE AND ITS NOTAIRE

' II TROTTE BIEN.'

The second time I made use of this simple

compliment I was again being driven by a

French Canadian, and again it was on an

extraordinarily bad road. But the vehicle

was a sulky, and the road was a country road

—about halfway between Quebec and Montreal.

I had been already two days in the Habitant

country which the ordinary Englishman misses.

Tourists in particular will go through French

Canada too fast. Their first stop after Quebec

is Montreal, and the guide-books help them to

believe that they have lost nothing. It may
be that they do lose nothing in the way of

spectacular views or big hotels, but on the

other hand they have undoubtedly lost the

peaceful charm of many a Laurentian village,

and they have seen nothing at all of the life

of the French - Canadian farmer. That is a

pity for the English tourist, because they too.
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must be a good many, but I could not tell

him the exact numbers. Would a tenth of

the English at least be Catholics, he next

demanded ? I said I thought at least that

number, but I left him, I fear, a disappointed

man. He had hoped more from England

than that, and even my strenuous praise of

the fried pike did not draw a smUe from him.

My compliment about the horse drawing

the sulky—to go back to that drive, obtained

a better response. The driver replied in the

French tongue :
' Monsieiu:, he trots very well,

particularly in considering that he has the

age of twenty-eight years.'

I said that this was wonderful, and the

driver replied that it was, but that in French

Canada such wonders did happen. He was

intensely patriotic, and this made the drive

more interesting. He was all for French-

Canadian things, excepting, I think, the roads,

which were indeed nothing but ruts, some

of the ruts being less deep than the others,

and being selected accordingly for the greater

convenience of our ancient steed. I liked his

patriotism. It was at once so genuine and so

complete. For example, when I said that I

had not seen any Jersey cows on the farms

we had passed, the driver said : ' No. The
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does one see a flower garden, and vegetables

do not make amends for the lack of flowers.

On the other hand, the tobacco patch that is

so frequently to be seen in the neighbourhood of

the small farms is pleasant to look at, especially

for one who thinks much of smoke. There is

not much satisfaction to the eye in the small

wired fields, nor would either the farming or

the soil startle an English farmer. I think

that the maple woods are the one thing that he

would regard with real envy.

Nevertheless, no one would have denied that

it was a really pretty village, to which my
driver brought me at last in the sulky. It

was built all round an old church in a sort of

dell, behind which the land rose steeply to a

wood of maples. I had been given an intro-

duction to the cure, and we drove to his house

by the chtirch, only to be told by the sexton

(I think it was the sexton) that Monsieur le

Cur6 had, much to his regret, been called to

Quebec, but had begged that I would go over

to the notaire, who would be pleased to show

me everything that was to be seen. We went

to the notaire. I think he was the post-

master too-—at any rate he lived in the post

ofSce, and a very kindly old gentleman he

was. I do not know one I have liked more
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ments, we started for the maple wood, and all

the w.iy the notaiie explained to me the economy
of the village. It appeared that the farms

round averaged eighty acres of arable land,

and a man and his son would work one of that

size. Each farmer would also have rights of

grazing on pautiire land which was held in

common—not to niention his piece of maple

wood. All thf; (Vrvmers belonged to a co-opera-

tive farmers' si.jiet}', which saved much when
purchasing seeds, implements, and so forth.

The notaire himself was secretary of this

society. I believe he was also secretary of

pretty well everything that mattered, and

might be regarded as the business uncle of the

parish in which the cure was spiritual father.

As we drove along, avoiding roads as much
as possible, because the fields were so much
more level, he greeted everybody and every-

body greeted him, stopping their field work
fo the purpose. Jules left hay-making to

show us the shortest cut to the nearest hut

;

Antoine fetched the key. It was a tiny wooden
shack, the one we inspected—standing in the

middle of the trees—with just room in it for

the heating apparatus and the boilers to boil

the maple water in. The cups which are

attached to the trees in the early spring, when

!!l
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be and made more money, though even

M the notaire earnestly declared—they would

would never spend it on show. I remarked

that the notaire, even while he was recounting

these modem innovations, such as wealth, was

not carried away by the glory of them as a

Westerner would be. He took a simple pride

in the fact that the village marched forward,

but he was prouder still that it remained

modest. And when we got back to the post

office, he told me that what he liked best was

the simplicity of it aU. People used to ask

him sometimes why he who tipoke English

and Latin and Greek, for he had been five

years at college, qualifying to become a notaire,

shotild be content to live in such a small out-

of-the-way place, instead of setting up in

Quebec or Montreal. They could not under-

stand that to be one's own master, and not to

be rushed hither and thither at the beck of

clients, contented him, especially in a place

where the farmers looked upon him as their

friend, and he could play the organ in the

village church. He made me vmderstand it

very well, even though his English waa rusty

(for I think the syrup-making Englishman

had been the last he had talked with), and he

had a scholarly dislike to using any but the
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CHAPTER VIII

GLIMPSES OF MONTREAL

Just as a man who knows mountains can in

a little time describe the character of a moun-

tain that is new to him, so a man who knows

the country in general will soon find himself

becoming acquainted with new country. It

is not so with cities. Only a long residence

in it will reveal the character of a city. I

suppose that is because man is more subtle

than nature. A clay land is always a clay

land ; it produces the same crops, the same

weeds, the same men. But who wiU under-

take to say what a city on a clay land produces ?

Only the man who has long been familiar with

the particular city, and he probably will not

even be aware that it stands on clay.

This is preparatory to saying that being a

stranger to Montreal, I did not find out much

about it in the few days I was there, and I

will not pretend that I did. It is, I suppose,

architecturally, far the most beautiful city in
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St. Laurent, and hurdreds of French men and

French women and French children continued

to file past me, and I asked my way many

times in English and was not understood, I

began to doubt the reality of that dividing

Une. It seems a pity that there should be one,

but there is of course, and it runs through

Canada as well as Montreal. Race and reUgion

and language combine to keep that line marked

out, and it only becomes faint in business

quarters. .

The time has gone by for great commercial

undertakings to be conducted by means of

gesticulations or by the aid of an interpreter.

Master and man must speak the same language,

at any rate outwardly. Therefore aU clerks

learn English, which is also American ;
and I

take it that statistics, if they were kept, would

show many more French Canadians speaking

English every year—whatever they may be

thinking.
, ,. ,

So commerce, long the butt of morahsts,

takes its part among the moral influences of

the world. Already writers Uke Mr. Angell

have begun to assure us that it alone—

by reason of its enormous and far-reaching

interests—can keep international war at a

distance: here is an example of how it
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increases peace within a nation. In the end

Montreal has, so I am told, sixty-four million-aires-real, not dollar millionaires; self mSeno descended millionaires
; strenu;us "oT^^'m.mona.res. Most of them live in Sherbrooke

vL etv nf t
' ''"^ ^'*'' ^» extraordinaiy

variety of houses m it. You cannot point toany one house and say this is the sort of house amilhonaire builds, for the nevf nno I
ri,-4„. i ,

"®^'' one IS quite
diflFerent and so is the next and the nextIt IS natural that Canadians should be moreongmal m their housebuilding than our

gether. They have made their money i,.

oH ^rt^" ! T''
"^^^ ^"-^ ^'^^ ««1"ette

it ofl^ ^^ T"^'
^°' *''"'"' ^"'^ « P™«tised

be able 'e!p mUlionaires scatter their moneyin the on^y correct and fashionable way. Youhave to thmk everything out for yourself inCan^a even to the spending of your money
Thatis,if you have the moneyinlargequantities
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For the ordinary person the inherent slipperi-

nesB of the dollar suffices, and he will find

that it will circulate itself without his worrying.

The diversity of house-building, such as may
be found in Sherbrooke Street, should give

encouragement to Canadian architects, but

does, as a matter of fact, let in the American

architects as well. I could not feel that they

had altogether succeeded in this street—cer-

tainly not half so well as they have succeeded

in some of the business buildings, especially

the interior of the Bank of Montreal—but that

is not eui-prising. Architects must nave their

motives, and the reasons that went to the

building of some of the stately private houses

of Europe have ceased to exist now. The most

that a man can demand from his house

—

certainly in Canada—is that it shall be luxuri-

ous. Nobody is going to keep retai-iers there.

The three hundred servants even that went to

make up the household of an Elizabethan

nobleman could not be had in Canada either for

love or money. Those three hundred serve in

the bank or the shops—not in the houses

—

and it is there that the big man works also.

Slowly we come to the right proportions of

things ; nor am I suggesting that the private

hoiises of the Canadian millionaires are in the
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•mnT ""f'
^'*^ '""^ °^ *•>«•" to achieveimportance by rococo effects. The road itselfcmously enough, was rather bad and rittyI began to think, seeing it. that there is"ome

Jraage influence at work in French CanaSawhich prevents a road from ever being first-

neSed "'^ ^ *^"* ^'""^ '°^^' '^'^ ^^ only

UDon S ' ^^ '*"" '^"'^ '^^^''t'O" ^^« lavishupon them is not necessary. The good snowcomes and turns Sherbrooke Street info asSZbeanng thoroughfare only comparable Shthose of St. Petersburg. The ruts are driftedup and vanish-why bother about them ?

need^^if
'"°".*'' explanation. If another isneeded, it may be that there is money to bemade-oy those in charge of the keepi^^^ ^p „

theTut^'"
"'"^''^ "^''"'^ °' "°* '-P-^

StrlT"*?,' u^'
''"™' ^^ ^^''l ^« Sherbrooke

Street, which seems to show that sixty-fo>.>
mmionaires are no real guarantee of a city's
perfectness. I heard about those slums frlthe editor of one of Montreal's leading news-
papers. The subject arose out of a questfon
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I put him as to whether he could tell me the

difference between Conaervatives and Liberals

in Canada. Some people maintain that the

difference even in England is so slight as to be

unreal. To a Canadian who is not much of a

politician (but is, of course, either a Liberal

or a Conservative), the question amounts to

being a catch question. He has to think for a
long time before he answers. This editor, who
was a Liberal, took it quite coolly.

' Oh,' he said, ' Liberals here are very much
like Liberals in the old country ; we stand for

Social Reform and the interests of the People.'

Then he told me about the slums in Montreal.

But for these I should have felt doubtful about
the parallel, even though it was drawn by sc

eminent an authority as the editor of a news-

paper. For, naturally, at present in most parts

of Canada there is no People (with our own
English capital P) to stand for, just as there are

no peers and no Constitution. Where there

are slums, there may be a People to be repre-

sented. The more is the pity that there should

be slums. Why does Montreal possess them ?

Largely, I suppose, for the reason that any very

great city possesses them. There are landlords

who can make money out of them, there are

people so poor that they will live in them;
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for the cities, not always to their own improv-

ing. This problem of the Canadian winter

is one that has still o be reckoned with, and no

doubt the Canadians will solve it in due course

—perhaps by some extension of the Russian

methods whereby the peasant of the summer

becomes the handicraftsman of the winter.

It is not the winter itself that is at fault in

Canada, as used to be thought ; it is the method

of dealing with it. The Canadian may not mind

the hai-d, cold months—may even boast of

them, but he cannot ignore them. And the

solution of the winter problem seems to be that

though Canada is marked out as an agricultural

country, it must also equally become a manu-

facturing one, so that men—who cannot hiber-

nate like dormice—may be able to work the

year through. The whitest nation is that

nation whose leisure is got by choici.' not by

compulsion.

There must be IockI reasons, too, for Montreal

slums, but these a visitor is not happy in

describing. Municipal mismanagemeni is im-

fortunately not exclusive to Europe ; and my
editor gave me examples of it in Montreal

which were impressive without being novel.

He also pointed out that, there were forty

thousand Jews in Montreal, as though that
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might have mething to do with her slum..

wlhK^"* °".* '^' '^' ^"'^"^^ Church,which behevea that the poor must be alway

it is tfutJ .
^ '*^' ^^.^^^y" *°8ether. I think

are u: their degree contributory, it is not fair

tte iJ °V"^r °^ **'*'" "^ '^^ "^'^ «=""««» oftneui Onothmg 18 certain. Montreal's slums^e not typical of Canada, but of a great cityNo great cty has as yet found itself c^pleSj:and the greater it is, the less soluble are its

be riT ? ^7''^ ^' ""^y ^ ti"^t they can

exist in the form we know thera

of employees is not being neglected by theJeadmg directors of industry. Take, for ex!ample the Angus Shops, which are larger thana^y other engineering shops in the world.

pistons, the railway engines of the Canadian
Pacific that hustle one from end to end o7 heDommion; here also are turned out all elsethat appertams to the biggest raUway company

intZ. T Jl *^'^^ ^^°P^ '^ «y«t«- l^-^ been
introduced which might be .aUed a Bourneville
system, only Canadianised. The management
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refer* to it as Welfare Work, and it oontists

mainly in certain methods whereby the mon
can obtain good food—while they are working
—at low prices, apprentices are helped to an
education, the cost of ' holiday homes '

is de-

frayed, and so on. Very sensibly the manage-
ment admits the system to be a part of a business
plan, which it finds remunerative. The idea
that beneficence plays a leading part in it is

almost scouted ; indeed it would not be easy
to persuade Canadian working-men that their

bosses were doing things from charity. I went
over the shops, and found them built on a vast
ant" airy scale. Not being an engineering sort

of person, I usually feel, when I invade a
machinery place, like some unfortunate beetle

that has strayed into a beehive, and may at any
moment be attacked by the busy and alarming
creatures that are buzzing about there. As I

watched the huge engines, swung like bags of

feathers from the re of, some black demon
would heave showers of sparks at me, and when
I started back, another would come raiding lut

with red-hot tongs. I admired respectfully.

But I am one of those who can enjoy my
honey just as much without knowing just

how it was made. Still, here was a big bit

of Montreal, and what mUes of French nouses

mi
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for which the Montrealers had spent months
preparing, and I realised a little why Montreal
hopes some day to be the New Rome. The
whole city was in a fervour of enthusiasm. A
society had been formed for the special ptupose
of growing flowers to line the way along which
the Cardinal-legate would walk, and gifts of

money for the same purpose had been received

from every part of Canada. The papers, of

course, were full of every detail about Church
dignitaries arriving or about to arrive. Nor
were the shops behindhand. ' Eucharistic Con-
gress ! House decoration at moderate prices

'

was ever/where placarded ; and papal flags and
papal arms were to be had cheap. There were
Congress sales, too, and you could buy Congress
' creations ' from the dressmakers. Congress

hats from the milliners. Congress boots from the
bootmakers.

On the day that Cardinal Vannutelli arrived,

in a dismal and violent downpour of rain, all

Montreal in macintoshes was to be seen

dashing for the Bonsecours wharf to ofiEer its

respectful greetings to the papal legate.

Will the Montrealers' dream of providing the

New Rome ever be achieved ? Who can say ?

Rome, though Italians may become subversive

of the faith, will perhaps stand for ever. If it

ilii
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with it. Then you will have in your mind one

picture of Montreal at least not unworthy of

it. It will be a picture of Montreal at its beat

and highest—a city of the faithful—near to their

Mountain.

!
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postal official behind the glass slit curled his

moustaches in imitation of the Kaiser. I think

the methods at that parcel-room in Toronto

were even more trying. I will admit that it

was Labour Day, and that Toronto was also in

the throes of the World's Fair. But in a city

of that size one would expect some preparation

to be made for forthcoming throes. The truth

seems to be that throughout Canada important

events, attracting immense crowds, are brought

off without any extra provision being made.

Montreal managed to contain its Congress

hordes pretty well, but Toronto during the

World's Fair had a general air about it of sleep-

ing six in a bed, if it slept at all. I kept coming

across the same sort of thing at other places.

Calgary, I remember, looked for the few days

1 was there like the Old Kent Road on a Satur-

day night, so crowded was it with people who
had come in to witness the return to its native

heath of a victorious football team. Begina

was overrun with the Canadian bankers who,

in massive formation, were touring the North-

West. In one or two small places in the Rockies

enormous trainloads of Canada's leading mer-

chants, who were inspecting British Columbia

with an eye to its future, were deposited

for a day in passing, and caused as much con-
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fusion as the canoe-Ioads of savages must havedo^^when they descended on RolsonSut'!

Labour Dayis in the New World very differentr '* " f "•*^ "«• I" Canal ?y"ulike, you may for three bundled and si^ty-foujdays labour and do aU that you have to do, b"the three hundred and sixty-fifth is Labour bayand no manner of work-^^cept transportatS-may be done that day. Transport work""necessaiy because by way of observing lXu'Day t .s the thing to go somewhe.^ in ^^tmdtitudes, preferably by rail, and pursue^hesort of pleasure that is only to be obtained bythose who seek it multitudinously
^

Toronto was on this occasion a chosen snot

hotels. At the sixth, which was full of excitedcommercml travellers, I was granted a bed o'a top landing. I did not mind so much because

a«Iy. I imagme, Toronto is the least bit toodecorous not devoid of cheerfulness, but notWous either. There is nothing Paris an aboutToronto, you would say. This stands to ^^on
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because if there is any Parisian air in Canada at

all it belongs to Montreal, and Toronto would

be the last place to imitate Montreal in any

manner. The extraordinary rivaby that exists

between the great East Canadian cities never

leads to imitation. On the plain.? it is different.

Winnipeg is the great model for all the little

towns on the plains. But while Quebec resents

the idea that Montreal is a much more important

city than itself, and Montreal regrets that

the seat of Government should be at so small

a place as Ottawa, and Toronto considers

Montreal ill-balanced in spite of its wealth,

each of them would only consent to expand

its own real superiority along its own par-

ticular Unes and in its own particular manner.

Still on Labour Night Toronto was quite gay.

It did not look like the Boston of Canada at

all, though it has substantial grounds, I read

somewhere, for making this claim. I could

realise that it wa entitled to make this claim

if it wanted to. If one shut one's eyes to the

crowds, one could feel an air of brisk sobriety

permeating it ; and everything that one reads

about it goes to show that a brisk sobriety is

what it aims at. It keeps the Sabbath, for

example, most strictly, though it hustles or

almost hustles the rest of the week. I should
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settled here when the States broke away from

our rule. The temper that made any rule but

England's and any liberty that was not English

liberty unendurablo still remains, and I think

Mr. Bourassa will have his work out out to

Gallicise them. Still even the sternest tradi-

tions of loyalty do not prevent—nay, even

encourage—a certain change in the character

of a people.

It is probable that Ontarians are less English

now than they were, just as Quebeckers are

less French. Which have the right to be

held more essentially Canadian may be

questioned, but I repeat that when we
in England talk of Canadians we have in

mind a type of men to which the Ontarians

correspond more than any others. It would

be absurd, no doubt, to look for the English

t3rpe in a metropolis like London, and perhaps

it is absurd to look for the Ontarian type in a

metropolis like Toronto. But it is less absurd,

I think, and anyhow I did look for it there.

What did I find ? Well, I hope elsewhere to

go cautiously and delicately into this matter

of what a typical Canadian is like. Here I

will only say that if you can imagine a Low-

land Scot, cautious and self-possessed, out-

wardly resisting American exuberance and
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novelty. They did not glimpse at thinga in
our blas^ European way, and then sink into seats
to listen to the band. They did listen to the
band, but that was because the band was part of
the show ; and thoy wanted to do the show, every
inch of it. Whole families camped for the day
on the grounds. They brought meals with
them in paper bags and boxes to fortify them-
selves lest they should drop before they had
seen everything. Not that there was any lack
of smartness either. The ladies had on their
best hats and frocks, and the Canadian best in
these respects is very fine. But one did not
suspect them, aa one would have suspected
ladies at the White City or the Brussels Exhibi-
tion, of b«ng there merely to nhrw themselves
off. Their frocks were in honour of the Fair.
The FfiT was the thing. It was a scene of the
greatest enthusiasm under a tolerably hot sun.

I had been asked to note if any English firms
had taken the trouble to exhibit, and I am
bound to say that I saw very few. It seems
a pity when one considers the sort of people
who visit the Fair—not merely a crowd amusing
itself for an hour or two with glancing at the
exhibits, but a crowd trying to find out what
there was to buy—a crowd with dollars in its

pockets and plenty of dollars in its banks.
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when I Mw them on an Auguit day. The
green and white foam swooped from a moun-
tain of clouds all grey and gold—clouds piled

fantastically into the furthest sky. No one

seeing them in such a light could be disappointed

with them, but I would .orbid any more writers

to write about them. Every man should be

his own poet where the greater sights of the

world are concerned. On second thoughts it

is permissible to read Mr. Howells on the sub-

ject, and even Dickens, provided one is never

likely to see them with one's own eyes. I saw

the Falls at sunset, by starlight, and in the sun-

rise, and I can commend them at all these times.

The river that drowned Captain Webb and was

crossed by Blondin on the tight-rope, though

extraordinary in its way, seemed to me com-

paratively unbeautiful and uninteresting. Any
big sea on the Atlantic or Pacific is a finer sight

and grips a man harder. I like a river quiet

myself. Moreover, the villas above Niagara

River give the landscape a domestic air in

which its mad swirl seems only like an attempt

to show off malignantly.

One of my pleasantest recollections of Niagara

is a conversation I had with the porter at the

hotel where I stopped on the Canadian side.

He was an American negro, extremely urbane
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CHAPTER X

MASKINONGE FISHING ON THE FRENCH RIVER

A FRIEND, acquainted with Canada, met me in

Toronto, and I told him I was tired of cities

and thought of going to the Muskoka Lakes.
' What do you expect to get there ? ' he asked.
' Scenery,' I said

—
' camping, fishing. A Peni-

more Cooper existence in the backwoods. Isn't

it to be had tliere ?
'

' The scenery 's all right,' he said, ' and you
can camp out of course, and there are some
fish. But if you mean you want a quiet, un-

conventional life
'

' I do for a few days,' I said.

' You 'd better go further than the Muskoka
district, then,' he said. ' It 's beginning to b3
rather a fashionable camping-ground— quite

pleasant in its way. If you care to see

charming American maidens in expensive frocks

falling out of canoes just on purpose to be
able to change into frocks still more expensive,

the Muskoka countiy is the place for you. If
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out cf the water and became islands of dry

rook. Every splinter that flew bore in some

crack of it a seed of spruce or fir or birch,

which grew ; so that all this barren rock and

waste of water became crowned with trees.

I dare say any geologist could explain exactly

what did happen. I am merely explaining

what appears to have happened, when you

look at it the first time with eyes still full of

sleep.

It was the French River at which we were

gazing, and it looked at this point somewhat

wider than the Thames at Hammersmith. It

was flat and full with a good current ; and

my friend made some remark about never

having been given to understand, when he

was at school in England, that there was such

a river at all—much less that it was finer than

the Thames.
' I doubt if one would find it marked on an

English school map even now,' he continued.

' I dont know, I 'm sure,' I replied.

' Doesn't it show how disgracefully ignorant

we are of Canada V ' he demanded in the

hollow tones of an Imperial enthusiast.

' Yes,' I agreed. I daresay I should have

agreed anyhow. It was disgraceful that we

neither of us had known an5rthing about the
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French River But the rewon I agreed so
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their acquaintance and that of the maski-

nong^, let me enlarge upon my existence for

the next few days.

Let me begin with Bill. Bill was our Indian

guide. He was an Ojibway. Youthful, well

built, reserved in manner, he paddled us on

the average eight hours, cooked three meals,

and set up or took down our tent in an in-

credibly short time every day. When either

of us caught a fish. Bill laughed ; when we
did not, he stared into space. He laughed

pretty often, for we caught quite a number of

fish. It seemed unavoidable on the French

River. Occasionally, in answer to questions.

Bill spoke. He spoke English. Once or twice

he spoke on his own account. I remember

his saying that he preferred eggs to fish. I

do not know how much Bill thought. Accus-

tomed to connect such outward reserve and

dignity as Bill showed with a philosophic mind,

I fancied for quite a long time that Bill must

think a great deal. I doubt it now. Those

who have studied the Red Indian in his native

haimts have discovered, I beUeve, that though

his mind works in mysterious ways, it does

work; but not quickly, or with superhuman

gravity or discernment. As for that look of

reserve— it indicates no more brain-work or
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brain-power than the look of reserve on the

that the hero of a book has a reserved face
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chaos of strewn rock. Sometimes the firs

predominate, sometimes the birches, pale green

still these latter, or yellowing in the fall. Then

a splash of cherry colour or crimson shows a

maple on its way to winter. There are reedy

backwaters where great pike lie ; and natural

weirs, below which the rock bass wait for their

food ; the deep pools hold pickerel or cat-

fish. Everywhere the air exhilarates, and along

the wider reaches we used to meet a wind like

a sea-wind that put the river in waves and set

them tippling into the bows of the canoe.

For the most part we trolled, six or seven

miles upstream from Pickerel landing, using

an artificial minnow or feathered double spoon,

which latter seemed to attract pike, bass, and

pickerel, though the last, like the cat-fish,

preferred a worm. However, it is a dull fish,

the pickerel, hardly worth catching. Not so

the cat-fish. A six-pounder of this variety

can be very strenuous indeed, and the only

drawback to it is, as an American we met

remarked, you would have to shut your eyes

before you could eat it. Certainly it is one

of the most grotesque and hideous of fresh-

water fish, having four slimy tendrils growing

from the sides of its mouth, with pig's eyes

between. The bass is a fine eater. We got
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the king-fish of these waters—a sort of pike

—

but with the leaping powers of a salmon and

the heart of a tiger. Bill used to madden

us with tales of how the last party he had

guided had landed twenty maskinong^s in

three days. We fished and fished, and then

I, trolling with a spoon, hooked one. We saw

him almost instantly take a great white leap

into the sun, thirty yards from the canoe.

Then Bill paddled gently for the nearest

shore at which one could land him, and I

played him the while with such care . . . Oh,

my maskinong^, never to be mine ! I got

him to the bank—a flat piece of rock with a

kindly slope to the water. Perhaps he was

not more than fifteen pounds in weight. Per-

haps he was. Bill said not. But then Bill

had not hooked him; and in fact it was

Bill who lost him. Anjrway, fifteen pounds is

fifteen pounds, even if they do run to forty.

Yes, it was Bill that lost him. I stick to that

—though I admit that we had all been

stupid enough to come out without a gaff. So

it came about that, though I drew him ever

so gingerly to the rook, yet—yet as Bill made

a lunge at him to get him up— "ly maskinonge

leaped once more—and broke the line

!

There for a second he lay, all dazed and
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CHAPTER XI

SUPERFICIAL REFLECTIONS AT SUDBURY

CoMiNa away from the French River, we spent

a night at Sudbury, which lies in the midst of

' rich deposits of nickcliferous pyrrhotite.' Had

I a brain capable of appreciating nickeliferous

pyrrhotite, I should have got more pleasure

out of this prosperous mining town than I did.

My chief recollections of it are that it was

unattractive, that everybody looked prosperous

in it, that trucks were shunted under my bed-

room window all night long, and that the hotel

proprietor forgot to wake us at the time we

had requested, with the result that we got to

the station breakfastleas, about half an hour

after the train was due to start. Luckily it

was late. I do not care for missing trains at

any time, but to have missed that train at

Sudbury would have been singularly annoy-

ing. There was, in effect, nothing of interest

in Sudbury if you were not interested in nickel-

iferous pyrrhotite. I know that I should not
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make guch a remark. Huimni nihil a me
(Uxenum should be every writer's motto. But
It IS one thing to possess a motto, anothor to
act upon it after trucks have been shunted
under one's window all night, and one stands
breakfastless on a dull station very early in the
mornmg, waiting for a train that will not come
Let me recall what sort of humanity was

about. There was a stout, middle-aged Indian
guide who told us the finest trout fishing in
Canada was to be had a few miles from Sud-
bury. He was the most cheerful Indian I sawm Canada-reaUy a cheerful man-creased with
sniiles. There were miners looking out for
jobs or leaving them—mostly spitting. They
were all young men. I only saw about four
old men in the whole Dominion. I do not
know if Canadians are shut up after a certain
ape, or do not grow to it, or retire like butter-
Hies to end their days far from the ken of man.
ho that there was nothing surprising in there
being only young men at the station. More
surprising was the amount of nationalities that
seemed to be represented among them. They
seemed of every race and yet very alike. I
suppose a miner is a miner, whatever his nation-
ality, just as a mahout is a mahout. In the
strange worlds both these kinds of experts
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live in, the one sort in the bowels of the earth,

the other on the necks of elephants, our little

international distinctions would tend to become
of less importance. If a man is a miner, he

may also be a Belgian or a German or a York-

shireman—but his real country is subterranean :

he is before all things a citizen of the under-

world. I do not know if one would get to

recognise a miner in Canada quite so easily

as one gets to recognise a miner at home—for

miners there shift about more than in England,

and spend more time, therefore, in the upper

world; which stamps men differently. Still,

though tales of new finds in new countries,

where wages will be almost incredib'j M, h,

constantly reach them, and tempt them forth,

after all they emerge from one part of the dark
earth only to plunge into another—passing the

between-time above-ground magnificently ; but

less magnificently than their wives. The prices

paid by miners' wives for their hats at some
of the big stores would startle the more extra-

vagant of our own smart set. I believe there

were some lumbermen in the station too,

taking their ease, but I had not then grown
to know the look of a lumberjack as I did

later. The chief thing about him is his magni-

ficent complexion—enviable of women. Canada

tiii
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letters that you will learn from an Englishman
in two years less than you will learn from a

Canadian in two minutes. Mr. Kipling is

perhaps the best boaster Canada ever drew to

herself. My own experience in the matter of

Canadian conversation is that a lot depends
upon the individual. Introductions are cer-

tainly not waited for, and on a journey one may
chat with strangers to one's heart's content.

But it must be borne in mind that the traveller

par excellence in Canada is the commercial
traveller whose business it is to talk. Off the

line—and on it, where other travellers are

concerned—one finds men with a gift of silence

that can at times be disheartening. It is

natural that this should be so. Men in remote

places lose the use of their tongues. All men
are not talkers, indeed I think the great majority

of men in any country are not talkers. When
Canadians do talk, it must be admitted that

they excel us, or their working-men do. Their

working-men are not only ready, but also,

superficially at any rate, remarkably well-

informed about things outside their own par-

ticular job. They know what is being talked

of, the prices of things, the value of land,

astonishingly well. All Canadians know some-

thing about land ; and about what he knows,
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from picnics in trains. Tired parents and

sleepy children were piled above this flotsam

in an atmosphere hard to endure. Yet every-

body was cheerful, and though we both wished

in our hearts that we could have got ' sleepers

'

entitling us to Pullman accommodation, we

were both grateful— or ought to have been

grateful—that we were privileged to witness

the contented spirit with which these repre-

sentatives of the great Dominion bore their

trials. Not a grumble—oh, my brother English-

man, not a grumble ! Think of it.
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CHAPTER XII

THROUGH THE HIOHLANDS OF ONTARIO

I SAT in the tail of the train smoking, while
Ontano dropped behind, league after league
ot thin trees growing out of the rock, of rock
growing out of bog or lake, of bog or lake
covering all solid things. Sometimes the trees
were green and dark; sometimes green and
light

;
sometimes nothing but scorched trunks

-black skeletons of trees left by a forest fire
which had killed everything within reach like
a beast of prey, but consumed only the tender
parts.

Somebody, as we swung over a typical piece
of muskeg country-black and juicy bogland
covered with a foot maybe of clear water-
began to teU a story of a train that had run off
the rails and plunged head first into just such
a place. It had been a long train, he said;
a goods tram, and it had gone down and downWhen he saw it, the last truck only stuck out
of the muskeg. We listened respectfully It

1 , ,, . I
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was at least a well-found story, illustrating the

difficulties the engineers had had in laying the

lines across a treacherous ooze that nothing

seemed to fill or make firm.

What will become of this one-thousand-mile

stretch of swamped rock-land ? Nobody knows.

There it lies separating East from West, as land

impassable, unnavigable as water. Firs and

minerals, these are the only things to be ex-

pected from it. Firs tend to grow less, but the

minerals of course may in the end so count that

no one will wish the country other than the

rock it is. All along the line the railway

authorities have up the names of stations, as

though there really were stations there, and,

even more, as though there were villages or

towns which those stations served. You are

carried past a hundred such stations—names

on a board and nothing more at all, unless it

be a solitary wooden shack in which some rail-

way subordinate passes his life seeing that the

line is clear. The gangs of workers, Galicians

or Italians, who do repairs along the line,

camp out ; you see their camps now and then,

temporary settlements in this No Man's Land.
' Pays melancolique et marecageux !

' So

Pierre Loti named Les Landes, and the descrip-

tion fits this country too, though I doubt if
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melancholy is a word to be found in a Canadian's

might allow It to be, but »-ould immediatelv

Z: i: 'b? V' '-'' '" ''' -ted Sggame to be got among the woods, and themmmg possibilities it would reveal Is soon asprospectors and syndicates got together. There

than tne Canadians; nor do I think they willever produce a Pierre Loti.
^

For my part, I began to find this countrymost fascinating when I started to think SIts effect upon the histoiy of Canada. It i
Sder d ;:; T "^ ^-^^^ i-enetrabiht;

West Whp/.. "^ "' '^' «'°^"' °^ theWest. Where there was no road there was no

were shut up beyond it, while Eastern Canadadeveloped What is less easy to see is tSeeffect such a waste must have when the coun ry

Stiltd r,:f%'" """^ populated all^

rich land of Ontario has been ruined. Jhyshould any one stay there when in the Westthere ,s limitless wheatland to settle on ?

'
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But the trackless country still lay between

—

distance is not annihilated by a single railroad,

nor by a dozen railroads. Quebeckers did not

move West much. Ontarian farmers began to

find that exhausted land could be renovated

by scientific methods. If the plains had ad-

joined their farms, they would not have bothered

to try those methods, but the muskeg and

rock lay between. Some of them went West,

but not all ; they did not like it that the West

was being settled from the States and Europe.

In any case the West would have been an

unfamiliar country—the American and English

immigrants only made it more so—and the

boasts of the West roused Eastern pride. Was
the West best t Ontarians looked about them

and found that not only could their present

farms be improved but that there lay still in

their own particular country virgin land that

needed only to be cleared and worked. Already

there is the new Ontario, north of the old

Ontario, offering fresh fields and pastures

new for the Canadian bom who didn't mind

clearing land as well as working it. It is land

upon which the average immigrant is Icat, upon

which the average Ontarian is at home. Thus

begins a northern movement which may spread

any distance.
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northern movement t ?^
'""'°""* ^°' this

-e beginni„7rs' ^Th'
'"^^ '"^^^ I>-P'e

business is overSone P I
^^'' '''"^ ^^^t

straight line from "L aT'I"
'' "°* ^ *hin,

but a country TtetPh""" *° *'''' ^'*'='fi«.

.> havin/fhetS"^ tr^taf ^^^^
if a race spreads h..^

^^"^^^ almost,

TheimnXteeLseonh"^V° '"^^"'^ '*•'

^as the discoverv fL/ ,

°'^^""' movement

north than an old-tTme tni
^°"''* ^"""^ '»°'«

The movement £.!.•! " ^^^^ *^''^'"»«d of.

I -ould sayis thft if 'th

'' ^orth-West. All

not lain beiween thVn^ ^^'^ '°""*'3^ had
West he would L ^^^^^ ^^™^'- ^nd the

the bal^anl of iit
"h«' "'*^ *^^ -^*' -d

altogether we: rrrLlT. '^^^ '''''''''

thrive again- new Onf !L
"*'''"'" ^a™ers

^n that part TcJl'^^^^^^^'^ P-pe'
always have >i»o„ .

*hey are—and
Bol4 cta^ian ThTwesr"' ^"' ">-'
races; andifith„^ L .

'^ * "^^dJey of

by rels^'o s vtt r'^
'""'"^ ''"-"-t

people that co^d l^^t^^lTolS^T^'v
'

-n>d have been still f„rt/ert^,^S^£-^'-
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Canada, in effect, would have had to restart

becoming a nation.

All that day the rock and bog and timber

kept dropping behind the train, and it was
sunset before we came to the shore of Lake
Superior. A thunderous glow hung over the

lake, glimmering on the great granite cli£fs.

It was dark before we came to Port Arthur

—

proud possessor of the largest elevator in the

world, and fierce rival of Fort William. In the

morning we were in Manitoba.
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CHAPTER Xni
™' °'° ^"'^"^ - -^-O..K .., ,«, ,,^TIMEKS or WINNIPEO
Winnipeg introduces the West 'ifWmnipeg,' I had ),«»„ * ij ^

^^ ^'ou like

'you willVethe w3-*°J^,^f- ^ got there,

disheartened by this inf. ! ^^" somewhat
tnred Winnine/J.

"^"^^t'™- I had pic
and narrorsTrer sT'^"

'''^" ^'^^ "^~
and wooden eh^ct' ofV '"*'' *'°*"^ ^«"^«
that I should„, J'"""'

'^''- I knew
that. Weil, itt io l^nS ''^* ."«'« '^^
which follows exactlv fK V ^^'" ^t'^^*.

Hudson Bay Corplii;''',':"^^ "^ the old

thirty-two ITSI and ;h'
' ^""^'^^ "''^

7 in proportion IC^ X::""''
''^'^'^

cfear and lofty Canadian sky The"""'"!,''^shacks are not there «n^
^'

, wooden
far to find the bo'ar;;^ 'Tr^r-,? «°
are, on the whole 1b==

^'^"®' the buildings

streets, but tCele L'""^"''''''
'"""' the

rising several ZrTsnL^tr '''''''

" juu laKe an

m.
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observation - car to go and seo the sighta of

Winnipeg, you will find yourself biought to

spots where further fine blocks are rising

;

and with the eye of the imagination you will

behold Winnipeg as splendidly lofty as New
York. I am not sure that for a place as warm

as Winnipeg in Buminer and as cold in winter

(I have heard the very truest Canadians say that

they have been nearly frozen there in winter)

the laying out of the town in bo spacious a

style is i^eal. Streets i.arrower and more

easily scr -^ued from the sun and wind would

have seemed more comfortable to begin with.

But then Winnipeg is growing, growing, grow-

ing ; and it may be that some day even Main

Street will seem shut in when it has its sky-

scrapers.

Certainly it is a mistake to have preconcep-

tions of Canada. I found Winnipeg spacious

instead of mean. I next found that instead

of conf 'sting of elevators and all the apparatus

connected with the storage of wheat, it was

all banks and cinematograph parlours. There

were, it is true, shops and such things sand-

wiched in between. I recall a jeweller's shop

containing the suitable and attractive placard

in its window—'Marriage Licences for Sale

Here.' It is true, too, that banks and cine-

r;
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'vhtrl'n t\ T '"^ ""-..nected with«'neat. In the banks you Htore the dollarsyou have mode out of wheat • «f thl .

Of the two kinds of business I felt that per-onally I would rather own a moving picture«how. VV.nnipegers are. I feel sure ea v to

Lw P'^'^P^'-'ty »t"'ck me as more obvious

^rmThV^'H "T °'''^' P'^'^ ''^ Can™
hats Ti '

^'"^ '•"" '" P""^ t° the ladies'

Of courJTv."""'
''°"'^''^"' '>^*« '" Winnipeg.Of course there are some women who seemborn to wear wonderful hats. Wl.aW trey

E artT'
"°"''^"'-

^"* '" W--p4
universal °'

J,7""\-"ders seemed almost

Zs7d for « ., w '"'1° '"'«''* °''>«'^i«e have
parsed for school teaohers-so serene and evenprecse was their general bearing-werto beseen ,n hats that would be astounding eTtheron Hampstead Heath or in Covent 0!,^
rrLodror?a:;ra'r°'"^^''-^^^^-
p- Of the ^t^1^;^TS^
since they are charged for not by weigh but'by the.r superficial area. I thought to'myself!

. ..'V,

til

'i ,14 '
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after I had Hecii a, few samples of thpin, what

HieeplesH nights the creators of these marvelH

iiiUHt pass in the fear that they can never again

rival, much less surpass, the last consignment

to the Wheat City.

The men too have a prosperous appearance

—always new hats, new coats, new cigars

;

and I was so much impressed by it that I

began to study their faces to see if some new

type—with the CrcBsus gift—had been developed

in this western place. If they had all looked

alike, or had not all looked prosperous, it would

have been simpler. But they all looked different

—more different than Londoners—as they

would—for here all the nations of the earth

are gathered, and over a score of languages

are taught in the schools (just think of it !)

;

and among these different faces one saw the

old familiar aspects—the shrewd and the

foolish, the strong-mouthed and the weak,

the bluffer's and that of the man who counts.

Clearly, they were not all amazing organisers,

or men with the grit and the brains that must

take them to the top. Not any more were so,

I mean, than you would see in any big place.

No, it was the economic conditions, not the

men, which were changed.

Yet there is one thing noticeable 'm most of
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the face, one sees here. It is „ gp„„r„, ..j,. „fbuoy«ncy-of greater expectation' and .re-

r^-thar'" •""-'-f-tion-in 'a «„o„sense-tJian one sees at home. .J„gt as theI-ndo„ clerk's face might be made to read^
I am mere y a city clerk on £50 a year-1

shall never rise much higher, and I hope'^rLy

might be taken to announce-' At present I 'mhelping „ ong the Dominion Elevatorcw
"

Luckily for them they're a go-ahend Tot iguess, though, they'll have to'raise ^^ Ijarysoon pretty good though it is now. If thev

Thi '""V
"""'^ *° '""^ f- another man"^There are plenty of jobs waiting for me.'

If It is the truth, what could be better ?Ihat there are more jobs than men in theWest seems undeniable, though most of them

"f
" with Mr. Bruce Walker, through whose

\>. . ^ {migrants to the West pass.
•>' -•.i.^ Walker's office is in the statmn
which is one of the sights of the Z^uXnan immigrant train arrives. For Winn pe^ is

when thet"""^
""*^^' ^"'^ '" '^^ "^nWhen the train comes m, you may see more

nTurl"" r/
"°'"^" ^'^^ ^ year's trTvem Europe would give you, and you may hear

,yi

m
'l ]t

^
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more different languages being spoken than
went to the unmaking of the tower of Babel.
To place all these people, men, women and
children, in positions suited to their capacities,

before the small sums of money with which
they have arrived in the New World have given
out, would seem to be a task which Napoleon
might have shrunk from. But Mr. Bruce
Walker appeared quite undismayed. Although
in the first six months of 1910 the immigration
from Great Britain alone had increased 98 per
cent, over any other corresponding period, he
had found no difficulty in dealing with it. He
admitted that it meant increase of work for

himself and his staff, but that was nothing, he
said, so long as there were more jobs than men.
' And there are more jobs,' he said. ' It 's

amazing. But the extent to which Canada
can absorb men seems endless.' He told me
many excellent and amusing stories of the
difficulties that arise in connection with the
new-comers, but I have no space for them
here.

The chief criticism to be directed against

the Canadian Government's methods in dealing
with immigrants is, I think, that it encourages
on to the land men who are in some cases

wasted there. It is natural that it should

II'
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and able-bodied min IhoL k*
'""^

k^°"«
doing. Ajrain t),«/r ^ ^^ oapMe of

to believe th«t
./"^

.
^*°fdian Government

hands onmrntin: Ctf' ".*"™"« *^«

obviously wantf£g °
o'^^l*'^"°^*

larly of the sSeVworLTn ^J^^.P^"-
Canada from Englld Turn °r'^'*"

*"

land and they mardo fair^r^eJ
" ^ *°

them on to the work th«v «J ^ *"™
they will do mucrbett!r ^T„ ""f

*°' """^

the Canadian Government ll " /^^ *'^'**

for such men fiT T . ^ ''""'^ *» find

ay ot the skilled immigrant who
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comes into the country, should not be encour-

aged in Canada. It is absurd to suppose that

Canada is already stocked with skilled work-

men, and I repeat it is waste to use men, who
are skilled, in work to which they are wholly

unaccustomed. Moreover, though these skilled

artisans may in many cases only spend a

certain time on the land (after which they find

the job which they want and are accustomed

to), yet in many other cases they may be so

sickened by their time on the land, doing

imaccustomed work badly, that they either

become wastrels, or leave Canada altogether,

believing it to be no country for workers like

themselves, and saying so with all the bitter-

ness of men who were capable of succeeding

but did actually fail. Another point to which

the immigration department might give all

the attention it can spare, is that of making

it as simple as possible for decent immigrants

to be joined at the earliest opportunity by their

wives and families. The lack of women in

Canada is a curse which there is no disguising.

For one thing, to have a country full only of

able-bodied men without wives or families is

to give it an air of prosperity which is unreal.

For another, it is to leave it without any of

the ambitions which cause the majority of men
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to save the money they „ ake, and lay the
foundations of a civilised nation. The other
objections are obvious. A wise Government
policy might go far towards making the period
of separation between an immigrant and his
wife shorter.

Later on, to get a contrast with Winnipec
I went out to see Kildonan with a friend. It
18 the viUage where the Old-timers-the crofters
from the highlands, whom Lord Selkirk bro,.<.ht
out in 1812 to colonise the land-finaUy settled

^r;.^'^'*"'^
^^"^ y'^'' enough; trouble

With the Indians, great trouble with the rival
fur company. The fur-traders could see in the
farmers only men who would reduce the wildand spoil their own industiy. Only after years
were their disputes settled. Kildonan is three
miles out from Winnipeg by electric-car-alonE
a dusty road fenced with wire from the fat
black land. The crofters must have rejoiced
to see that loam. Nowadays it ha^ mostly
been turned to market-gardening for thesupplymg of Winnipeg, and the farmers have
shifted further West. We turned down a
country lane, shaded with maple woods and
golden baches, and came presently to the banks
of the Red River. Over on the other side
standmg among light trees, stood KUdonan

'.'M
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Church, the oldest church in Western Canada.

We crossed by the ferry, and walked up into

the churchyard. It is not large, but it is full,

and everywhere you read the familiar Scottish

names—Macleod—Bla«k—Ferguson and the

rest. The death among infants in those days
seems to have been great—naturally enough

—

for Kildonan then was far from civilisation

and doctor's help ; and so, many small, uncon-

scious settlers spent only a few days or weeks
in the new land. But there were others that

lived lonj^. One of the most interesting grave-

stones commemorated the death of a settler

who had come out from Kildonan, Sutherland-

shire, at. the age of nine. This in the year
1815—the year of Waterloo. He had lived to

be past ninety. For his epitaph some one
had chosen those noble words from the Epistle

to the Hebrews : ' He looked for a city which
hath foundations—whose maker and builder

is God.'

I think it cannot matter now that the old

man died before the great Canadian boom came,
before Winnipeg had become the biggest wheat-
centre of the world, before he could realise,

who looked for a city which hath foundations,

that even in his life he had attained to ' God's

own country.'
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CHAPTER XIV
A PRAIEIE TOWN AND THE PKAIRIE POLICE

Any ono who knows the plains of Canada isaware that they rise in three tiers. Therisehav>ng a westward trend, and that the sceneryof them vanes as greatly as does the vegeta-

Can;^
"^,°^' '"^° ^*' °"'y ''««n through theCanadian plains in the train is under the im!

here and there in the distance, they are a^

hSr/ ''"^^.*'''"«^ -i that! excep"that parts are cultivated and other parts arenot,^they look the same almost from start to

from 'thTT"^-
''

°''^'°"'- ^° "°* «"PP°«« that

thewS ^°" "^^ ''' ^-" '^^ -rf-e of

hili?anr"",7'^'"'*^'"
^^' '""'*' '^'^' holdshiUs and gullies, rivers and lakes-everythin<r

indeed but trees. But what „m t • !m. ,
""'' "nai am 1 savins '

There are heaps of trees in reality. Only thevhave a habit of concealing thfmselvei; and

1
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those who want to see them in haste should

perhaps take a guide.

There is more monotony in the towns of the

plains, I think, than in the plains themselves.

Not but what these towns must have differ-

ences known to their inhabitants. A man who
lived in Moosejaw might conceivably deny
that he could feel equally at home in Regina.

A citizen of Regina would not dream of admit-

ting that he could find his way blindfold about

Moosejaw. Nevertheless all these little towns

are singularly alike in construction. It is

reasonable that they should be. They are

all centres of a coimtry engaged in a single

great industry—the raising of wheat. f^Kiei

things are raised, but in such small quantities,

comparatively, that they do not count. And
the people engaged in this great industry of

wheat-raising are on a particular equality as

regards the work they do, the leisure they have,

and the tastes that result from the combina-

tion of that work and leisure. Some are richer,

some poorer, some are wise, some foolish, but

mostly they are working together pretty hard.

The towns represent the places where they

come after their work to bargain and be amused.

Moreover, as I suggested in a previous chapter,

the model for all other towns of the plains has
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a finer dtrtLcWelf-'* '^ "''^ ""^y ^«

enough
^'''^«° '^ '* °nJy fies hard

grown up arXw , „ ^^ ^^"^ <=*'«« have

that fh •

'^^y^"^' "«"a% on lines that sueaestthat their greatness was thrust unon f^
unexpectedly. Winr,m»„

''''^"*'^ "Pon them

-beyond i exStfon
^"" «^°^" ^'«

LT;t :
''"^*'''"! ^"* treme/douT'v^;

possess th! r """t"* *'"''* Winnipeg dS

™t£;:;^:nh-Sa5?^-
leave anything to chance Th "°* «°'"« *°

outdo Winnipeg Thev even
^""^'^ '°

thev will wJ' y ^" '*'*''" you that

existence, but if „ot, it Will crellJ^to^;:
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for the classics as well as the Indian languages

are being ransacked to provide names for

Canada's thousands of new -bom towns. I

prefer the classical or Indian-named towns to

those th t bear hybrid titles like Higgsville.

I saw at once that Thebes consisted of about

twenty shacks and a store. It weis all there,

just outside the station, and beyond was level

prairie again, with one or two farmhouses on

the horizon — wooden boxes, like bathing-

machines off their wheels to look at.

I should not have been impressed by the

greatness of Thebes, present or future, had I

not, just by the ticket office, come upon a

great placard, calling attention to a plan of

the district marked off in square blocks in red

and black cross lines. Beneath were two

fanciful spheres, side by side, such as statis-

ticians use—a large one marked Winnipeg, a

smaller one marked Thebes : also, the following

notification :

—

' In 1870 Winnipeg had 240 inhabitants.

In 1910 Winnipeg has 180,000 inhabitants.

In 1910 Thebes has 74 inhabitants.

Ifow many will Thebes have in 1925 ?

Buy a Thebes towTi lot.'

It may be that the method is an American

one, recalling that by which Martin Chuzzlewit

V'l:
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M.T^T' " ""> • l»' i» JMm city An

JU8t such advertiaements men were ^h^Lato prosperity in thn «!f.r
attracted

adversit^ven in the *^ t
'' """"^ "" ***

rel cities as weU as 1^ ?"" ^'^^~'^-t
by them, and ti.^t::;i:^z:7rc'^i''^land thus advertised is J^,"""** ^V***" Canadian

able vaJue. SfshouH T^^^
'«''«'*'^-

a man nowadfi/riyTthr'ner *tIS not DresumeH t^ *»i
°®'*^ world,

he sees ^SelruV^I s^S a^^^^""^^'^*such a. the Thebes one isto a o'^''"''^*'
American simply a pro;fVat wh^^vtTt

"
wishes to sell Thebes town lots kT t

"
person who clearly wants tnH k

^°''^^^

probably Ws LTbusL ; ^^^^
done, who is likely to come to f^
doing it more quicUy and Iblv S ''°'°* °'

who won't even take th. , u,
^'^ * *"*"

attention. Nolubthf;JZ' V? *"r|s bound to be a speculatirbSneL^^h!^
httle prairie villages may or m^TZ'J^Z
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Winnipegg. Of the particular chances a man

must satisfy himself. That there are chances

is a certainty; and the advertiser is only

clothing that certainty in what he considers

an attractive garb.

I am very far from delighting in the ' plush

of speech,' as Meredith called the language of

the advertisers. Apart altogether from the

fact that Canadians have not as yet learnt the

art of understatement, the plush of speech is

far too common in Canada. I suppose it was

to be expected. Hard by lie the United States

whose advertisers have, in a very few years,

done more to blazon all the horrors of which

the English tongue is capable than their

great writers have done to point out its beauties.

Their example has spread. So that in Canada,

too, a barber's is announced as 'A T<
'

orial

Saloon'; a hat shop is 'A Bon Ton ^,Jine.y

Parlour.' There may be some magic attrac-

tion in the words. The desire for a hat in

the heart of a woman is not a definitely economic

want ;
perhaps to be able to get a hat from a

millinery parlour may strengthen that want.

Only I Vnow that speaking for myself, I would

not wiL .gly have my hair shortened oftener

than was necessary, even if a tonsorial palace

should be open to me for the process.
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i. -efbet« It' P'fe town,, their fut««,

them in th:itp;o:d fl'T '''T'
""'^ "'

which a mother wT?' ^"'"^
T"^ »« that in
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"'"'''» f""" ^^e
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mIvm. 8ome day they, too, are going to be

fine and solid, but they are not really open

yet, though a good deal of business is being

done, with the roof still, so to speak, off,

and the fourth wall still to go up. On the

outskirts of Regina, for example, there are

some 1011 Exhibition buildings which look

rather larger than Regina itself. That is

enterprise.

I stayed a whole day in Regina beciuse 1

wanted to see the barracks of the famous

North-West Mounted Police, it was a very

hot day, and I was not sure where the barracks

were, so I went into a hotel, partly to find out,

partly to have a drink. The hotel waa cool and

pleasant, and after a little while a well-dressed

gentleman came over and began chatting.

We talked of various things, and then he asked

me if 1 would not like to have my suit pressed

for Sunday, as he would do it for a dollar. I

said I should like it very well, but I had not

time for it as I had to go out to the police

barracks.
' You don't think of joining them, do you ?

'

he inquired with much disdain.

' Why ? ' I asked.

' You 're a fool if you do,' he said ;
' there 'g

too much discipline about them. You spend
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time upon him and T „„i.
""^ '"'^''S'"

he i, o'ne oHhrie/sTaS Am
''" '""''"«'

that find their way ?„t„ n T"""" ^^^
because he wa« thcil l""^"' ""'* "l""

word to say aH?M^ '"""
' •"*"* "•'° had a10 say against tho mounted policoThe sun can be very hot n.. f i,J
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not select the North-West of Canada for the

scene of it.

I doubt if Canada, or England, has anjrthing

to be prouder of than the North-West Mounted

Police. Some of their deeds have been told from

time to time—that of the mounted policeman,

for example, who brought a horaicidally-disposed

maniac down hundreds of miles from the frozen

country, saved his charge from frost-bite, and

lost his own reason in the process ; that of the

corporal who went into the camp where Sitting

Bull sat armed with all his braves about him, and

gave him a quarter of an hour to clear over the

border. But under a hundred less-known acts

the same spirit has run—the spirit of the one

representative of justice triumphant ovor in-

credible odds.
' It 's made possible,' said my guide, ' partly

because we have men who regard every capture

they 're told o& to make as a matter of personal

honour, partly because people know that if a

man commits a crime, we get him in the end.

We go on till we do. Sitting Bull knew that

if he kUled our corporal we'd hang him and

every man with him. So he went.'

All kinds of men are represented in the

mounted police, but this officer told me that

the recruit they liked best to get was ' the
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young man with blood in him,' from an English

notTo»T \ u
°* "'^'''^ ^^'^ shooting, and

Seif omt'w^'
'' '"*'"« *'°"« hundfedsof

^eml^'^trirhtdrS'^'^^*^^*^^*^^^^^

for these pouce could be improved upon.
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toughs, owing to their habit of using their

knives at random. Galicians mccin roughly

all those who come from central Europe, and

would, of course, include Letts, So that it is

not, apparently, merely the climate of England

that induces in these particular aliens a homi-

cidal mania. It would be interesting to know
the opinion of a North-West Mounted Police-

man on ' the Battle of London.' Another thing

I learnt was that a hundred miles a day is no

unusual distance for one of these policemen to

cover on horseback, and that of all the districts

patrolled by them that in the neighbourhood of

the North Pole is most sought after. They do

not believe in English stirrups and girths any
more than they believe in the British truncheon.

They do believe in sobriety. The man with

the drinking habit cannot continue, so I was

told, a mounted policeman.

As I walked back into Regina, I remember

seeing in one of the principal streets a second

notice which struck me as quaint. The notice

wae :

—

' Please do not spit on the side-walks.'

The quaintness of it consisted in the last three

words. ' Please do not spit ' one could under-

stand. I shoidd like to see that notice up

almost anywhere in Canada, since the habit it
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deprecatea is almost universal. It is worst

TdZ;,? ;
^"'"'•^^ compartment, X^ rt

18 difficult to get one's legs away from theneighbourhood of spittoons I have sS for

^I^mlTf S *\^ ^""""-^ OfThe Ton'

«h«^i . ,
" *" uncivilised, unhealthyabsdutely unnecessary habit anywhe.^. Si

^
why. for a public authority to suggest th!tIt may be done, provided it is nofdone^he side-walks. is quaint. It should either be

^a^e by tuberculosis inSS, itZjZS
they should not be politely requested to s^Tafew niches more to the left or the right Andwhy provide them with spittoons ?
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CHAPTER XV

IK OALOAEY

Albbbta is at present tbn d&>utante of the

Dominion.

Countries, like cities, used to grow up and,

if we stick to our metaphor, ' come out ' any-

how. It is true there were people called

statesmen who had at times bright ideas

concerning the commonweal which they tried

to put into practice, and sometimes succeeded

in putting into practice, with not unsatis-

factory results. But the commonweal they had
in mind was a limited one. It was not truly
' common,' either in respect of the people whose
weal was considered, or in respect of the weal

it was desired to aSect. Statesmen, in fact,

thought usually only of a particular section or

part of the population of their country and also

thought only of a particular aspect of that

section's welfare—usually either its soul or its

prestige ; very rarely its material prosperity.

Things have not altogether changed. Tilings
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certain thought-out directions
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outrageous mistakes of the pa«t will be remedied,

and that where new developments are essential,

they shall be the result of ideas, rather than
of confusions. TTie Town-Planning Bill is, I

imagine, a case in point. The most conser-

vative people are beginning to see that in itself

an idea is not a vicious thing and may even
produce a good result.

In the new world (and perhaps in the German
Empire too) the notion of planning the future

of town or country instead of leaving it to luck

is having much swifter and more demonstrable
effects. On the Canadian plains, as I have
pointed out, towns are being laid out largely

with an eye to their future. The same thing

is being done for the countryside. It, too, is

being planned with an eye to its future. It is

not growing up just anyhow ; it is being made
to grow in particular directions.

How much this is the idea of statesmen, of

the public oflScials, that is to say, of the
Dominion ; and how much it is due to the

managers of private companies and enterprises,

historians will some day be able to decide. I

incline to the view that at present the big

railway companies represent far the most influ-

ential force in Canada, and that they, without
any of the outward paraphernalia of ofSce,
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are deciding what Canada is to be for a goodmany years to come.
NaturaJly they work from what may be caUedthe railway pomt of view. Their notion of aCanadian commonweal takes the form, there-

fore, of a country in which a settled and prosper-
ous population Uves along the lines of The
railroads, and is so distributed that there shallbe no uninhabited spaces through which therumung of trains wiU cease to be a paying
proposition. There are bound, of course, to besome intervals of the kind. The highlands of
Ontario form such a gap in the system of theCanadian Pacific RaUway. That gap is noteaay to fill: Alberta is.

^

A few years ago Alberta wa« far from being a
profitable country through which to run trains
Cattle -ranching maintained the thinnest of
populations, and the leagues of smiburnt plains
ea«t of CaJgaiy seemed to offer few chances to amore numerous cla«s of settler. Any one whohad prophesied then that they would shortly
be crowded with wheat-farmere would have
been laughed at. But they are being crowded,
comparatively crowded, now. And the credit
for tins must be given those who started theBow River irrigation works. No doubt there
are other reasons for the rise of Alberta. The
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discoverers of new wheats have helped it

;

so have the American farmers who, by spoiling

the land across the line, created a demand for

new land. But the irrigation works are the

main factor, and when the Octopus, as the

Canadian Pacific Railway is not uncommonly
called, is had up for judgment, these and many
other of their achievements will help them to

make a stout defence. True, it is their own land

they are irrigating ; it is passengers and freight

for themselves that they want to secure ; but,

whatever the motive, they are advertising and
causing to be populated and cultivated hundreds
of square miles on either side of their own
particular land which might otherwise have
lain waste for many years.

It may be said—Where is the plan in this V

Where is it any different from the schemes of

any railway country in the old world. The
difference is that in the old world as a rule the

railway company follows trade, and runs only

through populous parts where that trade is to

be got ; whereas in Canada, I'ailway companies

lay their lines through the desert, so to speak,

and then start to fill it in an orderly and profit-

able manner. Alberta at present is being

planned into existence. It is not booming
simply on its own merits, great though these
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may be. It lay fallow for many year*. For
aU one knows, other parts of Canada may have
more of a future. But they are not being
boomed as Alberta is, because the time has
not yet come when they must, in the opinion
of the railway companies, be filled in.

The need for the filling in of Alberta is one
of the reasons why Calgary has sprung up so
quickly. A few years ago Calgary had no
future to speak of. Men not as yet middle-
aged, can remember camping in Calgary in
tents. There was only one place to dance in,
and ranchers used to take turns at entering it.

Now Calgary is a stone-built town of solid
appearance, and still more solid importance.
Like so many other Canadian towns, it is
more important than it looks. It looks
bustling enough, but hardly important. There
are no bmldings of a size to take the eye. The
hotels are singularly inadequate. They are not
only not comfortable enough for their guests,
but they are not large enough. I had occa-
sion to visit Calgary twice within a week,
and each time I got the last bed in a different
hotel, and tried to be thankful for it, but did
not succeed. I suppose that prosperity has
overtaken it at such a pace that it has not
had time as yet to consider its responsibilities.
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I

lifi}

A town which permits one of its beat hotels

to place three double beds in one bedroom

—

and perhaps as many as nine guests in the

three double beds—may already be great,

but it has not realised its greatness.

Calgary differs from the prairie towns which

he between it and Winnipeg, in that it is not

really a prairie town, but a town on the edge

of the prairie. It looks at the mountains

;

and it is built of the grey stone that is found

near by ; the Chinook winds that sweep it

and make its climate comparatively mild,

are mountain winds ; and it stands on the

Bow River, which is a mountain river, swift

and clear, and blue with the blue that is melted

from snowfields. This is none of your turbid

streams like the Assiniboine or the Red River.

All rivers must run to the plains at last, but

the Bow River does not seem to belong to

them, though it feeds them more than most.

In the old days Calgary, such as it was, owed
everything to the hills. The cattle-ranchers

settled round there because the Chinook winds,

scatterers of the snow, made outdoor grazing

possible for their cattle during months when
Manitoba and Saskatchewan were deep in

frozen drifts. And since it was just at the

foot of the mountains, the miners in the moun-
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view given to a local paper by a leadiii

HertfordBhire man, who had al»o juit retumi*

from travelling through Canada. He aMuret

the interviewer that, having been from enc

to end of Canada, he had never once seen a

man the worse for liquor. It must have been

a delightful, but perhaps unique experience.

I had not his good fortune, and having talked

with many decent Canadians, seldom fanatics,

and rarely indeed total abstainers, who never-

theless deplored the prevalence of the drink

evil in the West, 1 cannot think that that

Hertfordshire traveller's happy blindness is

a thing to be imitated. Drink takes another

form—perhaps a less vicious one—in a new

country ; but it ruins more good men than

it does in an old one.

»:
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CHAPTER XVJ

THE AMEBICANHATIO?- OIK.snoN

Theeb la vague talk nt ,i,nes ab.ut th«Amenoanieation of C«„.da. Vu/
1

'

People talk about if An,,., eanni" fa/Cof arms. iMinor pessimists ti,i,.k t,e HauZW.11 come about peaceably. Hen. can theCanadians-they ask-<,o„tinue to asne t hem!selves for ever acainst fj,« „
°i^»niiem-

from the other sideT
''"''*'*"* ^«"«

Monsieur Andr^ Sieirfried in tt,o*
lucid and excellent booft ll^nac^TnCanada, considers this question a lituTbutthe ven. f«,t that he has called the bS.^Deu^ Saces en Canada, shows that heconsiders the question premature. The tworaces he treats of are not the Canadians She Americans, but the F«neh Canadirs andthe Canadians who are not French C^^ i

these two peoples are at p«iXL m^sttra considerable time to come, be coS.Sthe two main races of the Dominion i,^
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are still for all practical purposes separate

without being hostile ; and it is quite possible

that one of these may Canadianise the other

before any real Amerioanisation makes itself

felt. Should the French Canadians get the

upper hand, it is pretty certain that American

influence would get a set-back of perhaps

centuries. Yet English writers as a rule

never saem to consider this contingency. Per-

haps if they did, they would begin to think

that they would rather see Canada Ameri-

canised than Gallicised.

Still the Americanisation may happen, and

it is at least an interesting possibiUty. Let

us consider the task that Ues before the Ameri-

cans. They will have to absorb—

(1) The French Canadians.

(2) The Canadian born, who are not French.

(3) The EngUsh who have immigrated.

(4) Foreign immigrants ; e.g. Scandinavians,

Galicians, Italians, Doukhobors—all that

strange assortment of people who have flowed

in from the poorer countries of Europe.

The Americans themselves represent at pre-

sent only a small fifth in this conglomeration

of nations. Still, they have this in their favour,

that they start in while Canada is still an

unfixed nation. French Canadians—a small

Kil
IJ
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^-only number about three millions. Non-
f>«nch Canadians about the same. The whole
population is under ten millions. It may inMty years be ten times that number. So
that anything may happen.
Meanwhile, ma ,y efEective American influ-

ences are at work. Their order of effective-

oZ-^ ''1 """^ *° ^^^^' l*"* ^hen one
considers then: representatives of business

!ft??^' .?P"'^' J°"™^««' and farming
at work in the country, one can see that the
Americano are likely to go far.
What is their present value to the Dominion ?Take American farmers. They are an un-

doubted gam to Canada in so far as thev
possess energy, capital, a knowledge of the

T rJ°°.
°°'' ^^^atility and adaptability.

1 hardly know if it is an example of their ver-
satihty or their adaptabUity, but as soon asthey cross over the line. American farmers

S! Tl ^^^. ^^^°™«« i««tantly become
Free Traders It is not, of course, that they

^oZr °^^- """'' P""^'P^«« •" their newSf " •\™«'«»y that, having become
Canadians, they have now to support Canadian
manufactures, and pay more for their farm-
ing machines and shoddy clothes. NaturaUy
they thmk tariffs a mistake.

^
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Setting aside for a moment this political

elasticity as of doubtful value, Canadians may
still wonder if the American farmer is all

gain to them. Is it an objection, for example,

that the American introduces the purely com-

mercial spirit into farming ? Not entirely.

Not certainly so far as love of gain induces

promptness and enterprise. It is, however, an

objection if it destroys that love of the land

which causes the English farmer to stick by
his farm, generation after generation. Per-

haps American farmers have not that land

love in any case. If they had, they would

not have crossed the line. In most cases,

they have crossed it to make money—more

money. It may be argued that the English

farmers come further for the xame purpose,

but that is not really the case. English

farmers who come are mostly men who were

tenants, and find themselves either not making

money or expecting to have their rents raised

if they do. Or they are the sons of farmers

who have not the capital to start farming in

the old country, or cannot get the land. The
American farmer is usually quite ready to

admit that he is in Canada to make money,

and his enemies will admit for him that though

this ideal may lead him to adopt new methods

''I
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of faj-ming which arc good, it also induces
him to adopt that very old method of farming
which consists of getting all you can out of
the land, putting nothing into it, selling it
to a fool and moving on to fresh land—which
18 a bad method. Any one who is acquainted
with the States at all, knows how at present
people there are awakening to the viciousness
of this practice. All their papers and speakers
are full of the wastefuhiess which Americans
practised in the last century thinking it to be
smartness. Fine land, they say, was spoilt
by it; forests were annihilated ; water supplies
were overdrawn

; people were made restless.
It was getting rich quick at the expense of
postenty, and it bred in Americans a nomadic
B^.nt, and an imprudence in considering the
futiu-e, which has become a menace.

Canadians cannot altogether condemn the
American farmer, for just these methods spoilt
so much of the land in Ontario; and only
now are their farmers beginning to improve on
them. Still, they would do weU to indicate
to American farmers that they are welcome
only as improvers and not as wasters of the
new country. The trouble is to give an effec-
tive mdication of that kind. Settlement of
the land is still reckoned, especially by the

' ' !
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railway companies, as the first of virtues,

covering a multitude of sins ; though even

they, I think, are recognising a little that

the English farmer, whose aim is not an imme-

diate fortune, but a home which he can retain

for his life and hand over to his children

after him, is not to be scorned as he was a

few years ago. The ready-made farms, made
possible by the irrigation work of the Canadian

Pacific Railway, are the chief example of the

attempts made to draw the Englishman. ' We
hope,' said one of the Canadian Pacific Railway

o£Scials, speaking a few months ago before the

London Chamber of Commerce, ' that the

Englishmen on these farms will leaven the lot.'

A few years ago, compliments of that sort were

not being offered to the English farmer in

Canada. Probably he was not so good a type

as comes in now. But it is to be remembered

that the English immigrant has always had

more adaptations to make than the American.

To the American from the northern States,

Canada is the country he is used to—only

a little more north. The Englishman finds

a new soil, new climate, new manners, and

new methods. I should say that man for

man, the English farmer knows at least as

much as the American about farming, and

L hi
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a ^at deal more than the average Canadian
iJut when he goes out to Canada he has to
put this knowledge behind him and learn
afresh-a difficult thing for a oon^rvative
race. The American can hold on to what
he knows and simply go ahead. The accident
ot birth ha« given him a fine start over the
iinglishman.

The same advantage belongs to other Ameri-
cans m Canada. Business men, capitalists,
journalists have only had to cross a non-
existent line, instead of an undeniable ocean.When Canadians complain that Englishmen
take no interest even in those Canadian schemes
for which they have found the money, thev
forget that capitalists cannot always be close
to their investments. I repeat, the Atlantic is
not a thing to be denied, nor is it fair to caJl
the English mere moneylenders because they
have not always personally accompanied their
oans. At least they have shown themselves
trustful of the men on the spot

Nevertheless, I think that Canada has every
reason to be grateful for the able businessmen whom the States have sent her. That
negro porter at the Niagara Hotel who said
that Canadians were a stupid people, and
would have done nothing without the Ameri-

!ii.
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cans, was taking rather a spread-eagle view

of the facts. Still there is no doubt that

American brains have been—and still are

—

of great service to Canada; nor can I see

that they can be charged with Americanising

tendenciefi. Business men are nearly always

cosmopolitan in their achievements, whatever

their motives may be.

It is rather different with American journal-

ists. They can hardly as yet be charged

with being citizens of the world, and where

their influence penetrates, an American trend

is noticeable. They are beginning to leave

their mark in Canada. Canadian papers are

numerous and creditable, but an American

atmosphere broods over them. The most

trivial incident is magnified by headlines,

which repeat three times over in large type

and increasingly pompous language all and

more than all that follows in the news space.

I am not talking of the best Canadian news-

papers but of the average ones. If their

methods are American, so very largely are

the matters they deal with. In some small

up-country Canadian joiunal one will find

the leading columns occupied with the account

of some dinner given, say, by Mrs. Van So-

and-So of New York, wife of the Coffin King,
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with fuU accounts of the costumes, menu.
etc.,-wearisome and vulgar matter, starindv
of no interest whatever to the bucolic readere
of the journal in question. But it waa aUvery cheaply wired from the States: whereas
news from England would be costly in the
extreme. The result is that Canadians-in
spite of theu- local sagacity-a« at least as
Ignorant of the things that happen in GreatBntam and Europe as we are of what is
happemng in Canada. Often I have felt
while the Canadian-born were talking to me
of the 'Old Country.' talking of it L. not
only m a loyal, but a fond and even wistful
manner-that they had in their minds a pic-
ture of It that would probably have fitted
England better in the fourteenth century than
It does now. A poor, worn-out. tottering old
country is what they are thinking of; and
nothing would amaze some of them more
tnan to see modern England as it is

Why should they have got this idea into
their heads ? Largely, I suppose, because thenew with them is necessarily best. The old
things were put up anyhow by men in a hurry
and they are always superseded by better
things. The very epithet ' old ' connotes bad-
ness to a Canadian. Then, again, it is a

1
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:

country of young men, and young men are apt

to favour youth, which they hardly associate

with England. No country—^not even Spain

—can bo as antique and ramshackle as many
of them undoubtedly beUeve England to be.

Birmingl::' 1 and Manchester are on paper

such ve.v ancient cities compared with Begina

and Mvtsejaw that the untravelled Canadian

thinks pityingly rf the former ; whereas he

considers the latter infinitely up-to-date and

important, and would be hurt to know that we
have in England hundreds of little prosperous

country towns very like them, of which the

ordinary Englishman hardly knows the names

and, if he did, would think no more of than Le

would think of Regina and Moosejaw.

I would not seek to minimise that Canadian

pride and optimism which finds such satisfac-

tion in everything that they build. Pride

and optimism are valuable assets to any

country. All I would suggest is that they

should realise that the English habit of grum-

bUng and self-depreciation does not indicate

that all EngUshmen live in a tottering old

realm, doing nothing but decay and grumble.

Here we come back to newspapers. Most

people derive their facts from newspapers

nowadays, and if Canadians find that every-
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thing of importance happens in the new world,
whereas in the old world nothing happens
except an occasional sensational murder or the
deposition of a third-class king, they cannot
infer that Europe is still an important continent,
and that perhaps the most important country in
it is England. What, is to enlighten them?
I suppose the receipt of more news from Europe.
Probably the All Bed Cable would do much

in this direction. News has to be cheap or it is

not news (the converse proposition that news
if it is cheap must be news, is not true). Much
also might be done by private enterprise.
English publishers could do more to push their
wares. So could English magazine proprietors.
Most of the books and magazines one can get
in a hurry in Canada are American. English
Cabinet Ministers might now and again make
a tour in the Dominion and explain to Canadians
some of those political principles in which at
home they have such fervid belief. It may be
that the Americanising tendency is too strong
for any of these suggestions to be of much
avail in combating it. Reciprocity treaties
between the States and Canada may inevitably
result in closer union, though I never could feel
that it was a marked human characteristic to
pine for fellow-citizenship with the man whom

ii i
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one lupplies with bread in return for a reaping-

machine. Trade relations may result in that

mystic fraternal sentiment by which nations

come together, though hitherto in the world's

history men have never shown any very frantic

desire for a heart-to-heart intimacy with their

tradespeople. ' Utility, Reciprocity, Fraternity

'

sounds rather a cold cry by which to rally two
great people together.^

When all is said and done, and there are a

hundred other pros and cons which might be

considered, the chief obstacle to the American-

isation of Canada is climate. Canada is north

and America is south ; and those two show less

inclination to rush together than even east and

west. Of course it is not extremes of north

and south that are represented in the two
countries;—along the boundary the climates

are not dissimilar. Yet it seems to me that

while Canada is bound to be mainly a coimtry

of northern peoples, Americans are fast becoming

more and more southernised, I do not mean
in the old sense of becoming languid and

effeminate and semi-tropical, but southernised

in just the name way as the French from being

Norsemer: have become southernised. Have

^ This chapter was written before the Reciprocitj business flamed

forth. I rebum to the subject later.
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you ieen print* of old Paris when it waa a Gothic
city ? If you have, you will realise the com-
pleteneaa of the change that has come over it.

It cpreads itself to the sun now, faces to the
Midi, and sotue such change might easQy come
over New York, Chicago, and the rest of those
at present northern cities. Airoady the typica!
American is far from bi'in»^ the son of a grim
and dour Pilgrim Ftithrr. Uathor he is lively
and energetic— with a temperament always on
tiptoe—logical and upt to be materialistic, yet
sentimental and pnssionate too. You find such
a temperament among the French and Italians
of northern Italy. It is the Nun vorking on
them. Even the stolid 'ferman and the moody
Scandinavian feels it when he gets to the States,
and thaws—into an American.

It is not so in Canada. The northern immi-
grants there remain silent and frosty, though
the touch of fortune makes them perhaps
more genial. Canada will never become a
southern country, even though its northern
parts are rendered temperate by the cutting
down of timber and constant ploughing. No,
I think Canadians will remain a hardy and
somewhat dour race, slow-moving on the whole,
but industrious and virtuous, suspicious of
talkers and hustlers ; so suspicious, too, of free
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thought and new morals as to lay themselves

open maybe to the charge of hjrpocrisy ; given

at times to self-distrust and self-depreciation,

but for the most part steadfast, and holding in

their hearts the belief that there is no pk
like Canada and no men like the inhabitants

thereof.

In short, they are as likely as not to end by

becoming Anglicised.
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CHAPTER XVII

AMONG THE READY-MADE FARMS

There was a time when Englishmen got a very
bad name in Canada. It was not to be wondered
at. For a long time English youths, who came
to be known as Remittance Men, used to be
shipped out by relations anxious only to get
rid of them. These helped to create an opinion
that Englishmen were more remarkable for
their drinking than their working powers;
and when to them was added shipload after
shipload of unemployables from yet lower
claflses, Canadians began to get impatient of
English immigrants. It was not logical of
them to suppose that these were favourable
specimens of our working-classes ; it is never
logical to suppose that the best men of a
country are ready to leave it. liOgic, however, is

difficult to insist on under these circumstances,
and though there were plenty of Englishmen
even then, and even more Scots perhaps, who
were obviously as good as any farmers on the
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i:
prairie, the bad name of the English clung to

them. That is all, or nearly all, changed now ;

and the project connected with those farms,

which came to be known in the English papers

as the Ready-made farms, proved that the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company at any rate,

which is the biggest landowner in Canada, was
ready to welcome English farmers to the land,

if they could get the right sort. Readers will

perhaps remember that the idea of the company
was to provide farms ploughed, irrigated, sowed,

and furnished with house and out-buildings,

into which English colonists, having been handed
the front-door key, could enter—straight from
England—as well equipped almost as settlers

who had Uved there for years. The purchase

money was to be spread over a certain term,

after which the land would become the property

of the farmers.

The plan saves all that intermediate period

during which the ordinary homesteader has

to set up his shack, sink his well, and generally

unsettle himself over the tsdious work of

settling in. Good farmers are not necessarily

born pioneers ; and since the prairie in winter,

when work is slack, does not show a very

hospitable climate to new-comers and those

unaccustomed to it, it generally happens that
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the English immigrant has to waste the springand perhaps the whole working season n !
unremunerative business of settlinHn Th!Ready-made farms wore intended fosavealth.s t,„,e and trouble, and they were at once

fnttorh7oreoi\!rs:^^^^^^^^
all necessarilyfarnZtfth^trh;:^^^^^^^

1 wanted to see how they were gettine onafter s,.„o„ths of this newlife on tie p^'irLJ^or that purpose I took train from nS
with afHend. back along the iStoTrat? fo7which IS forty miles east, and is the station fSNightingale, as this first colony of ready-madefarmers has been named. Strathmore ftself il

though It has a de.„onstration farm which is

Pr feZr Eli:^*';
demonstration farm wifhi-rotessor Ehott. its manager, who struck mea one of the keenest and most interesting mTnof the West. What he does not know !itZF-oductivity of the prairie is probally nolworth Win, ,nd his experience seeZto beat the service .. any farmer who has the in!telhgence to apply for it. He showed us Wsbams and splendid teams of hor«es and leviathan

oats, and the httle trees which he has planted
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in this country where it was thought no trees

would grow, and which he believes will change

the face of it in a few years. We were full of

the future of the prairie when we got back to

Htrathmore, and put up for the night in the last

bedroom of the one and only hotel. The two

of us were lucky to get that last bedroom

containing a double bed to ourselves, for more

often even than in Calgary six people sleep

in such a room and are very glad of the accommo-

dation. So I was told. It shows how things

move in Alberta ; what a hustle there is upon

the country.

We tossed for the bed, and I got it, and the

other man took two blankets and the floor.

I slept very well, especially after a mounted

policeman came in and threw out two gentie-

men next door who were, as the hotel boy

tersely put it, ' seeing snukes together.' My
friend slept less well. The room was small,

not much bigger than the bed, and we could not

get the window to stay open. It had not been

constructed with a view to admitting fresh air.

Still, after breakfast in a dark chamber, where

about thirty guests of every profession and

clothing (but all land-seekers) ate in silence,

we started pretty fit for Nightingale in a two-

horse rig.
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I wish I could describe *.he prairie. Harvest-ing wa. over, so that in any case the leag^L ofgolden wheat whichyou read about in advertse-ments were not visible. It was another kindof monotony altogether that we drove through

Itl^ „ J"n°u ''"«'" '° '"««««* *•>« ''harm of.

witla h h
'''"'• '""'"«' «""''"'•"* <=°"ntry,

waves ofiLrT'' ''°"'"« ''^^°"«'' '^' -'Iwaves of dust and an endless sky. Intenselv
wearsome or intensely refreshing^it mu!t be

there f"' ^° " "^"'^ t«">I--men't
;
and goingthere from trees and hills must be like changingfrom a room with patterned paper to one withwhitewashed walls. And then the soil, lightand fertile, stoneless, ready for the plough-the farmer wants no variety of that.We drove fourteen miles, as far as I can

leS Th
^ ^ '^"'^'''S days roads mattered

less. The praine was a ready-made ridinc

thaT;^;r' r'"^ ^^^ p"''*"-^ - -d^i
co^trv ' T

'
'° *° 'P'"^' «° °^ "««« -'«-3vL, T "'Tu

"'^"•^ * P'""^'^ *»^« seven-teen years I was there,' a retired rancher told

ButftTa^-
'* "" "^ «"^ ^''-t'y thin.'But It zs a fine country now. too, and going tobe finer still when it has roads. At present even

li:
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the roadways are changing. Once you could

go everywhere. Now from day to day a new

fiirmer takes up a new piece of land, and what

was the road is enclosed by a wire fence.

One of the most inspiriting farms we passed

was that of a man who had been out from

Cheshire only three months. He was now a

chicken rancher—kept fowls, as we say; and

in his brief occupation had got up—off a quarter

block—eighty tons of hay, besides winning

thirty-eight prizes at Albertan poultry shows.

This would seem to show that Alberta is not

yet rich in pure bred fowls. The Cheshire

chicken rancher said he hoped to show the

people round what a good table bird ought to

look like. He was already a Canadian in all

but accent. May he prosper !

After talking with him we drovf; on again

towards Nightingale in the same sea-wind along

the same bad roads. The sameness of the

country was amazing ; nor should I have known

in the end that we had come to Nightingale

but for the man driving us. ' Seo that

avenue ? ' he said. ' The shacks standing

along that are the farms. It seems more

sociable being along a road.' 'Certainly,' I

said. So it is more sociable to live along a

road, provided you know it is a road. I
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didn't but the colonists did, and that was themain thing. VVe found those mo vis.ted ap-
parently contented and undoubtedly hopeful.
Canada has the gift of making men hojeful.
Though t had been in this part a very^oor
year owing to drought, and though the irriga-
tion had not been properly ready (but accidents
w.

1 happen, and the company was charging
only a nominal rent as a result of this) the
farmers seemed as cheery as they would have
been dismal ,n England. The crops had been
poor, but they would do for chicken-feed.

Zh^J^'^u^T
""' ' '"''' ^^"'S «ome time or

other. The future held no clouds. They were
going to study Canadian methods suited tothe country. I rubbed my eyes. These senti-

TZt ^''? ''"^ ^nun^ia'.ed by an English

hospitable English lunch. He was going to
tell more people to come out. It was the
hnest farming land possible, once you get the
water on it. Only one must take local advicehow to run things. It was no good standing
out and knowing better than people on the
spot, as one of the colonists was doing. He I
gathered was the only man regarde-^ as likely
to do bodly, being determined to stick to the
"lethods of his English forebears. His leading
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wronghciidedness was in declining to believe

that the winter was going to bi or could be aa

long and as hard as people said, and he had not

got in half the food needful for his cattle.

I suppose, but for that winter, the pra'rie

would be the most sought-after country in

the world. But for that winter, however,

it would not possess the amazing friable soil

it does. As has been remarked, one cannot

have everything all the time. The winter

is very severe, and there should be no dis-

guising of the fact, nor indeed any exaggerat-

ing of it. Formerly its hardships were no

doubt exaggerated. People had no use for

a hard winter. Nowadays leisured people go

in search of it—on the tmderstanding, how-

ever, that it shall be made easy for them.

They would like it less if they had to work
in it in a below zero temperature, twenty

or thirty miles from anyTvhfcre. I do not

say that work under such conditions siiould

or would disgust healthy and energetic men,

provided they were prepared for it. It might

even delight them. But it should be pre-

pared for. English farmers in particular

should be made to understand the dra\« backs

as well as the advantages of the new land they

are going to. Honesty is in fari the best
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emigration policy. Given that, it U Mev.

farlr"" ^'^^ '"""^ transpllnted Eni
wmie to have settled in Nightingale or any

Sr»h?^\" «"•"« '" fi"'^ 't n>°'e thanworth while to have them settled there.
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CHAPTER XVIII

INTO TIIK ROCKIES WITH A UEKEXDER OF

THE FAITH

For severul days I had seen the Rockies far

off—a black and jagged coil of mountainR,

that seemed at times almost to be moving

like some piehistoric great scaly beast on

its endless crawl across the plains. Now I

WHS to see them near by—some part of them

at least. What has any man seen in that

ocean of mountains but a few drops ?

At the unpleasiiig hour of 3.30 a.m. 1 dis-

engaged myself from one of the three double

beds with which my room in the hotel was

furnished, washed slightly, dressc;d completely,

and walked to the station. Calgary was

quiet at last. There had been a sound of

revelry by night. A man with a tenor voice

had been singing songs in some adjacent

room to the hotel up to 3.30. But his songs

and the vamped accompaniment to them had

ceased now, and peace prevailed. 1 don't

ill'
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remember to have passed any one on the
way to the station. There were two or three
sleepy -eyed people lounging about there;
there always seem to be a few in Canadian
stations, no matter what the hour. I think
they must be out-of-works who keep their
spirits up by listening to the squeaking and
clash of shunting trucks, and the letting ofi
of steam, and the great clang of the bells
that are sounded from the engines as a trans-
continental train comes in—all those sounds
of life and hustle that are dear to the Canadian
soul.

The train I was waiting for entered slowly
with the usual peal of bells. All the blinds
were drawn in the sleeping - carriages ; and
the only sign of life from them was the pro-
truded woolly head, here and there, of a negro
oar conductor. I think I was the only person
who got in.

' What a lot of people,' I said to myself as
I sat down in an empty smoking compart-
ment, and shivering lit a pipe, 'would envy
the prospects of a man about to spend days
and perhaps weeks in the heart of the Rockies.'
' What a lot of people,' myself replied to me,
'would see the Rockies further before they
got out of bed at this unholy hour.'

I li
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My pipe held the balance between us and

gradually soothed the rebellious part of me.

It was still too dark to see anything, and there

was nothing to be done but wait patiently

for the dawn. I could not but regret that

I was missing the scenery of the foothills, for

which those who have lived among them

seem to have a peculiar affection. But I

was consoled by the entry a little later of

two fellow - passengers, who hbxi evidently

been disturbed in their sleep and wanted

smoke and conversation. Strauige and various

types one sees in a Westbound train. The

West is still—even to the Canadian bom

—

the Unknown and the Happy Hunting-grounds

and Eldorado and Ultima Thule and the

Blessed Isles. West is where the farmer's

son of spirit goes to seek fresh lands, where

the prospector goes to find gold, where suc-

cessful men go because they want to be more

successful, or maybe because they want to

retire and enjoy themselves, and they have

heard that West there is a climate which hardly

includes winter, and has none at all of that

fierce break-up of winter which makes the

plains in parts trying to the toughest con-

stitution ; where the failures go because they

have tried all other places, and the last is

I
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West. All sorts of other men may be seen
going West too—bank clerks and lumbermen,
commercial travellers and engineers, tourists
and politicians, trappers and amateurs of sport.
But I never saw a more strangely assorted
pair than these two men who came into the
smoking compartment where I sat as the
train mounted the foothills.

One was a very old man. I do not know
what his profession was, but his clothes and
himself were equally weather-stained and dirty.
He had the coarsest snow-white hair hanging
in cords about his neck and cheeks and mouth,
which gave him the appearance of a vicious
old billy-goat. He was, I discovered, a mode-
rately vicious old man. The other was a
lumberjack— hardly more than a boy, sturdy,
and strikingly handsome, with the clearest
blue eyes and a complexion that a woman
would give a fortune for. The old man—as
they came in together—was abeady engagedm telling the young one what you might call
a backwoods smoking-room story, and he
went on with others even thicker, over which
the young one betrayed the hugest amuse-
ment. What particularly won his laughter
and admiration was the fact that so elderly
a person should enter into such topics with

I i'„'i 1
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so much zest. I can still hear him repeating,

' There ain't many fellows as old as you,

Daddy, that 'ud be such sports. No, sir.'

And the old man would grin and chuckle

at the compliment, and become more highly

improper in the warmth of the boy's praise.

He became indeed so elevated by it—especi-

ally after the boy had got up once or twice

and executed a brief step-dance to mark the

exuberance of his delight—that, thinking to

gain even more glory by being still more

startling, he dropped the subject of women
and took up that of religion. It seemed he

was an atheist of the old three-shots-a-penny

variety, and he went for Christianity hot

and strong. He had, it must be admitted,

a perfectly skilled command of the old cheap

arguments, and marshalled them in good order.

Only, the unexpected happened. The boy,

who had not minded being boyishly wicked,

was plainly shocked by this new thing, and he

said so in language so warm that a minister

of the faith he was defending would have

felt positively faint to hear it. The old man,

surprised and still more annoyed, brought

out further iconoclastic arguments, excellently

directed. It is true any theologian could

have warded them off easily enough. Any
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debater could have. But it was clear that
the boy had never argued in his life. That
didn t matter. He was not going to sit there
and listen to that sort of thing. He got indeed
quite hopelessly confused; intellectuaUy he
wae tnpped time and again; he deferred
with a lambs innocence to the old man's
boasts of having perused Persian literature.
Hebrew literature, all the books that have
to do with Buddhism and Zoroastrianism (1am afraid I did not believe any of this); heaUowed that so much learning and thought
must be a fine thing, but not a.i inch did he
yield of his creed. And the mo.e the oldman got at him with arguments the more
sulphurous grew the boy's language. I have
never known so queer a Defender of the
Kaith as that lumberjack-or in a way a more
successful one. His manner was childlike, his
words unprintable

; he made a muddle when-
ever he attempted to foUow the simplest of
the old viUain's inferences. Yet never the
least shake could his opponent give him, and
his dogged reiteration of the statement thatA man by could only stick to the
faith that he had, and Daddy was a fool
to think his that arguments made any
difference -wore the old free-thinker out in
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the end. He did not give in, but he gave up : a
wiser but, it is to be feared, not a better old man.
Meanwhile we were getting into the hills,

and my first impressions were rather of great
rocks than of mountains. Most people, I

suppose, come upon the Rockies first from the
east, and they seem tremendous if only for
the reason that one has come upon thorn
after days spent in those plains which, even
while they rise, rise imperceptibly. But tre-
mendous as they seem from the east, they
must be far more so from the north, and far
more beautiful from the west. On the east
the mountains have less height than on the
north. Their timber is poor by comparison
with the trees that grow further west; their
valleys have little of the luxuriance of the
Pacific vaUeys. One feels a certain coldness
and hardness about them, and after a little

while there seems almost a monotony of
corrugated peaks, all thrown together and
slanting eastward. They ar^i striking enough
even so, and the view from the train, especi-
ally when one considers that railways are
run through mountains by the easiest route
not by the finest, and that grades have to be
counted before landscapes, cannot disappoint
anybody.
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layw should be kept tiU the Rockies havebeen seen at closer quartere. The finest viewI ever had of the Rockies was from a moun-tam m the Selkirks. at a height of over tenhousand feet, and over a hundred miles fromthe neiuest railway. There I forgot to make
compansons. which after all arf someS^
useless. It w easy to say that the Alps axe

bl„f«r u°'^
Pjotorial-showing that deepblue sky above their snows, which is rarely

If ever to be seen in the Rockies. The Canadian
k.es are too lofty and distant ever to seemto be resting even on the topmost snowflelds.Ihe Himalayas again have giants unparalleled.

Kinchinjunga leaning out of the clouds, can-not be matched among the Rockies. Butthe Rockies-weU, the Rockies are different.As yet we are only just getting to Banff
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CHAPTER XIX

A HOT BATH IN BANFF

EvEKYBODY stops at Banff. The popular

places of the world are not necessarily the

most beautiful ; and even if they start beauti-

ful, they are not rendered more so by the

accretion in their midst of a large number of

even first-class hotels. Perhaps tirst- class

hotels increase the feeling for beauty. Indeed

the sole defence of luxury worth considera-

tion is that it has this effect. VVitliout lux-

ury, would there exist such an appreciator of

beauty as d'Annunzio, to name but one ?

Pardon, I am getting away from Banff.

It is a very beautiful watering-place at the

foot of mountains. It is not spoilt yet, and
it will be difficult to spoil it. The air is

superb. I learnt that just as 1 was getting

into it on my way from the station. I seemed

to be the only person walking into it that

morning—except for a local Canadian who
was going in to his work. It was still very
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early in the morning. «„d distinctly coldand 8«.d to this Canadian workman:

It 8 pretty cold at Baijfif.'

with that character, '. touch of resentment
" nMything that migat be taken an a critidl

vLl." r '"'""'• "''''''' -cry Canadian"
anably8how«.

' Yes. sir. i, •. the flnost air

work himself, and after 1 had exDresseH „
proper admiration of it. he becan^Lfdly
enough^and directed me to the hotel. rS
«as there. It was an unusually cold andearly ran., and it prevented me from see"n.

bTafwhicf
'"'''', "' "'^ P'*'- The ZZ;boat which as a rule runs several times a dayup the Bow River. did not run at aU while

iaZ r !.'.' 7 ' '^'^ "°* -^ 'h- lovetvalley. Nor d.d I take much stock of the
buflfaloes of the Nafonal Park, which areone of the greatest features of Banff, one tZtounsts with cameras always make for fitt

the other hand, the rain was the immediat^
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oauie of my spending a moct delightful after-

noon in a hot sulphur swimming-bath. There
are three suoh baths in Ban£F, and I chose
the upper one, walking two miles up a wind-
ing road, whose woods were beginning to

show II the reds of autumn, to got to it. I

founu hat it was an open-air bath, fed by
a sulphur stream that trickles steaming down
the face of a mountain, and since no one had
been tempted there on so gloomy a day, I

had it all to myself, and swam up and down
in water that varied from 110° to 96° for an
hour or moto, looking at the hilltops opposite,

and the mists that rose and sank about them.
The rain and the cold mattered nothing so

long as I swam there, wondering if luxury

could go further in this world of ours. For
there I was lapped about with all the warmth
and peace that come to the beach-comber
or the lotus-eater, and jet drinking in the

brisk mountain air and feeling the challenge

of the hills. It was to combine the emotions
of a man climbing the Alps with the emotions
of a man squatting in a Turkish bath ; and
only when the latter threatened to become
rather the stronger of the two, did I get out,

feeling veak but fresh. I had the pleasure

while dressing of reading in a printed adver-
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tuement of the bath, that I bad been curing
raywlf of rheumatiim, wiatioa. aathma. anemia!
iMomnia and, I fancy, any other diMaac I
might happen to have latent. Certaiiuy I
lelt well and uncommonly drowsy when I
got back to the hotel. Indeed those who
intend to explore Banff with energy would
be weU advi«xi to postpone the baths till
their last day There is plenty to explore.
The National Park alone is S400 square mUes
in extent, and encloses half a dozen subsidiary
ranges of the Rocky Mountains; and if Banff
18 to be regarded as the centre for mountain
climbmg, fishing, and big game hunting, there
18 of course no end to it. Guide-books men-
tion ma vague way that it is such a centre
-which only means that it you want to do
any of these things from a highly civiUseJ
and comfortable hotel, you had better make
Banff your stopping place. Good climbing is
to be had quite near, but whether the same
is to be said for shooting or fishing depends
upon whether anything short of the beat in
these matters is good. You cannot expect
nsn and big game to remain centraUsed. Par-
ticularly is this the caae with big game. Thev
avoid the centre of things, and prefer to keep
on the cu:cumference. In these sort of mattere
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guide-books are very little use. Nowhere
do conditions change more rapidly than in

Canada, and the man who wants big-horn
or big trout will have to make for the circum-
ference too. But there he will neither expect
nor find first-class hotels.

Speaking of first-class hotels, I took part

—

quite an unwilling part—in an incident that
goes to show some of the difficulties attendant
upon trying to run them in Canada. Frankly,
except for those run by the Canadian Pacific

Railway, there are practically none. It is not
to be wondered at. Cookery is an art, like

literature or music, not greatly encouraged in

a new country. Take waiters again. Though
the wages they make are good and the standard
of waiting expected from them is rarely the
higl ?st, I believe they are a perennial difficulty

to hotel proprietors. On the trains and in the
big towns in the East one usually finds that
the waiters are Englishmen not long out

;

and they are so not because they have acquired
the science of waiting in the old country (as

one might suppose, since it is usually well

learnt there), but because they have not as yet
acquired that Canadian spirit which makes
anything savouring of domestic service—or
even of undue courtesy as from man to man

—
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distasteful to the Canadian born, who, in any
case, dislikes working for uncertainly long
hours. Englishmen, it has to be admitted,
are not particularly zealous for long and un-
certain hours of work either in these days

;

and therefore it generally happens that as soon
as the newcomer is the least acclimatised, he,
too, drops waiting if he has taken it up. In
the East a freshly arrived immigrant takes his
place

; but in the West there is no such constant
supply of spare white men. The result is that
Western hotels are more or less driven to em-
ploy as waiters either women or Japanese and
Chinese boys.

The hotel I stayed in at Banff had a staff of
the former. Heaven knows we have women
waiters enough in England, but in Canada I
do not think heaven can know. ... As soon as
I came in to breakfast in the morning I became
aware of a sharp-featured maiden with eye-
glasses and tight lips and stiff white cuffs-
very much the type of the Girton girl in the
older times—who was clearly in charge of the
room, and meant to let every one know it.

I shrank down at the nearest table, and in a
hushed voice requested and received my break-
fast from one of the waitresses who were theo-
retically in attendance. She was very kindly.

a:
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only she brought me tea instead of coffee. I

wanted coffee. I felt it waa taking a risk, but
aa a man at his breakfast usually prefers his

own fancy to other people's, I looked about
delicately to see if I could catch my waitress's

eye and induce her to change the pot. By bad
fortune I merely caught the eye of the sharp
young lady who, coming up and learning from
my unwilling Ups that I had been given the
wrong drink, said imperiously

:

' Kindly tell me which of the girls gave you
this!'

Now I had not particularly noticed the girl

who had been good enough to help me—
an inexcusable carelessness— which the sharp
young woman evidently interpreted aa a desire

to fence with her, for while I hesitated she
went on

:

' I '11 tell you why I want to know. There 's

some game on this morning '

' Oh,' I said, ' yes.'

'And I'm not going to stand it,' said the
sharp young woman fiercely. ' I fired two of
the girls yesterday, and I don't mind if I fire

the lot, so if you'll tell me which of them
brought you this I '11 see to her straight away.'

' I 'm afraid I should not know her again,'

I said hastily. A scene of strife around my
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unlucky person, while breakfast got cold and
all the other guests at the other tables looked
en, was terrible to my fancy. The sharp one
seemed most disappointed.

' I wish you could,' she said. " I 'd fix her
right now.'

' Quite impossible,' I murmured, hoping that
I was speaking the truth. Not so far off there
was a young woman, jtanding chatting genially
with two men at another table, who might have
brought me that tea.

' Oh, well, of course if you can't,' said the
sharp one, and presently brought me coffee with
her own fair white-cuffed hands. I thanked
her warmly, and she went away ; after which
I was rewarded for my supposed chivahy by
the young woman who had been entertaining
those other two men coming up to me and say-
ing in a sweet voice :

' I say, I 'm awfully sorry that I brought you
that tea instead of coffee. The fact is we 're
awfully rushed this morning.'

' Not at aU,' I said, ' don't thim. A it,' and
hoped inwardly that she would go away before
the sharp one spotted her and bore down upon
us.^ She did not seem so rushed as she had said.

' Sure you won't have anything else now ?
'

she persisted in the kindliest way.
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' No, thank you,' I said, and seeing, I suppose,

that I was not an entertaining person, she

flitted gracefully away to a third table where

another male sat, to whom I heard her whisper

in passing—on the way to further chat with

the other two men :

' Now, mind you don't forget to meet me
outside the hotel at six sharp !

'

My sympathies almost went out to the sharp-

visaged spinster, for really there were quite

a number of guests looking about them for

food while the rushed staff chatted freely and

pleasantly with such male visitors as seemed

by their bearing to be worthy of being fascin-

ated. This at breakfast-time—breakfast-time

when an Englishman at all events wants food

and would not be put off by the conversation

of Cleopatra or Helen of Troy. Canadians may
be a more gallant race at this hour of the day,

but 1 am not sure of this. The preponderance

of Japanese waiters as one gets further West

seems to point to the fact that even they

prefer food—at meal-times—to sentiment. The

Japanese may demand high wages, and leave

their places suddenly if they feel like it, but at

least they do not threaten one with an emotional

scene over one's morning coffee. Nor do I

imagine that they require to be treated by their
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employers with quite that reverential respect
of which I remember seeing an example in a
smaU hotel in the Columbia Valley. I was
stopping at the hotel over Sunday with a
fnend, and as we wanted to go out for the day,
we asked the manager if we could be supplied
with some sandwiches for lunch. He was a
mild and obliging young man, but his face fell.

I 'IJ I '11 see what can be done,' he said
and I heard him go to the young lady who
vouchsafed to wait at table occasionally in a
superior way. • My God !

' I heard him say
in an extremely humble voice to her, 'I'm
most awfuUy sorry to ask such a thing of you,
but these chaps want to go out and take some
sandwiches. I say, do you suppose it could be
managed ?

'

We got two sandwiches each as a result of
his intercession, and in that mountain air we
could have done with six times the number
But we realised from the manager's face when
he brought them to us that the goddess who
had provided them might, instead of doing so
have stalked straight out of the hotel for good'

5
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CHAPTER XX

lt,j!

CANADA AND WOMAN

Few books are complete nowadays without a

chapter on the woman question. Man can be

treated of in between ; one would not as yet

care to write a book without mentioning man
in it. x'Vs a subsidiary agent for keeping the

world going man is stiU not without his im-

portance. But woman, as I have said, must

have a chapter to herself. And since I un-

wittingly arrived on the last page at the subject

of woman's work in Canada, I will pause

—

even on the threshold of the mountains—and

go further into the matter.

The most noticeable thing about woman
in Western Canada is that sh' has not yet

arrived there. If any one wished to get an idea

of how the world would arrange itself supposing

there were no women in it at all, they would

have to go a Uttle further north and west,

into some of the British Columbian valleys or

into the Yukon country, and look around.
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What a simple world it seems. No clothes
question, no washing, the simplest cookery,
one man one plate (and that plate never
washed), one knife for eating with or for skin-
ring a grizzly bear, no carpets or curtains in
the houses, no dustings or spring-cleanings, no
knick-knacks to knock over or break, no flowers
without or within except such as grow wild, no
luxuries, in short, either to enjoy or to pay for,
and a terrible amount of dirt. That is the
physical aspect of the world without women.
The spiritual side of it is less easy to arrive

at. These bachelors you see in the backwoods
are a silent people, lacking in self-consciousness,
and, I daresay, in manners, but law-abiding
and amiable and peculiarly handy. All men
are handy who have not women to steal that
talent from them ; and most womenless men
are silent too. One knows, of course, that
bores may be found among men at times, but
never chatterboxes. There is something to
be said for the view that speech arose by
women putting questions so often that men
were driven, in sheer weariness, to make
answers.

Does it seem an unattractive life that these
hardy bachelors have perforce to live ? Per-
haps. But you will not find them bcmoauiiig
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their lot. That is not the way of bachelore.
We know they are to be pitied, but they do
not pity themselves. Seriously, the trouble
with these men is that they have none of those
inducements to consider the future which
make a man better than a machine. They take
the world as it comes, which is well enough
for themselves but not well enough for the
world. I doubt if it is well for themselves
really. True, they have nothing to worry them
so long as they are in health. They can make
big money when they choose and take holidays
when they choose, conscious that when their
money is spent they have only to set to again.
Their wages are indeed to them little more
than trinkgeld—and this means that those
splendid workers have no real reward for their
work, leave no successors to carry on the
traditions of their toil, enrich only the bar-
keepers and the rogues who live on the folly
of honest men.

Clearly the most honourable opening for
women in Canada is marriage. Only wives
are capable of putting down the drink curse,
preventing the growth of a particularly odious
plutocracy, establishing a permanent instead
of a nomad population in the West. Nor might
it be a bad thing (but for Anglo-Saxon pre-
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judices) if provincial governments there could
start marriage offices, due attention being paid
to eugenics. Even in so small a matter as the
following, the presence of wives should make
all the difference. All down the Columbia
valley I found the cattle ranchers, who were
bachelors, drinking tinned milk, while scores
of cows ran wild and went dry. When I asked
if It wasn't worth while to keep one cow milking,
1 was always told. 'No, we haven't time to
bother about it,' till I came to the shack of a
married Swede, whose wife had time to bother
about it. In his shack tinned milk was ana-
thema, as it should be everywhere.
As prejudice would undoubtedly prevent the

formation of governmental marriage offices,
marriage can only be considered as an iudirect
opening for women. What are the director
openings ? A great deal depends on what part
of Canada immigrant women make for. In the
East there is no such lack of women as in th-i
West. The sexes are fairly balanced. In the
big towns there is the usual demand for domestic
servants, but not many more openings for
educated Englishwomen than there are in big
towns at home. There are a few more, because
those cities are going at a faster pace than our
English cities, and because all work there is
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more valuable than in England. Women skilled

in the arts that have to do with personal
decoration, such as millinery, dressmaking, etc.,

could make their way there.

Factory work in Canada is hardly worth going
into here, the chief point about it being that
wages are of course higher ; nor did I notice
any unusual professions engaging the attention
of women, unless it were the checking of parcels
and the playing in hotel orchestras, neither of

which requires a man's strength.

French Canada offers employment to but
very few. Western Canadians sniff at the
Habitants because they let their women work
in the fields ; haymaking and hoeing. But
the idea of using women as outdoor workers is

not so uncivilised as it looks to those unaccus-
tomed to seeing it. Ethnologists are agreed
nowadays that the tribes in which women do
the fieldwork are not the least but the most
civilised, and maintain that the position of

women among such tribes is higher than among
any others. Women began to work out-of-

doors because the primitive peoples believed

in a connection between their fertility and that
of the earth ; and where they do such work,
women are always the keepers of the grain
store—hold in their hands, that is to say, tlie
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tood upon which the life of the tribe depend,

alway. the best in modem times, but there

As one goes West, woman becomes more of«n indoor creature
; and this may be due to thegreater chivalry of their men folk. B,.t oL

ouwtr i '

"'^"'""^ °" '^' P'-'^'"*"'. « »n

a"r-not ':tr~""'""« '" ''"' exhilaratingair-not cooking over a hot stove indoors

tak'en rf"'
" ''^ ^'^^ '" *'*'^'' women hTetaken up farming or vegetable-gardening and

Bay that the fortune awaiting women who takeup such work IS usually a great one. The work« too hard especially in the winter time.
Chicken-ranching is perhaps easier; but thereal demand in the West is for women to do thajhousework which the men have not time forAt such work capable women can earn fromthree to five pounds a month with board and

Sr. ? "•'"' '^'^ "'« ^""'^y t° find itrather harder-certainly not less hard-than

Ss tr'
""' '?": '* """^ --Pensation:

besides the money to be made by it. For onething there is none of the odium that attaches
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to it in the older countries. The cook is as
good as her employer, who probably did the
cook's work for years before the cook was to be
had. It is natural that the work which most
ladies have to do for themselves, because
neither love nor money can obtain them
substitutes, should lose its menial and un-
pleasant aspect, and the finest ladies in western
Canada do it unashamed. Often their guests
will help them to wash up, and even prepare
the dinner. Personally, I found myself becom-
ing quite expert at cleaning fish for a hostess
who thereafter cooked it and dished it up, and
yet appeared at table as fresh and elegant and
apparently leisured as any lady who keeps a
staff of servants in the old country. And I
found as I got on that I rather liked cleaning
fish.

It stands to reason that the lady help is not
wanted. The precise duties demanded of such
a lady are always a little misty, but I imagine
that they include a Uttle sewing and a little
reading, the ability to chat pleasantlv, to be
good-tempered (and possibly a Protestant),
to feed the canary, and, at a pinch, even to
clean out its cage. None of these talents are
needed in a new country, and I heard of forty
women who were on the books of an employment
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Office in Calgary, aU wanting ,. oe Iidv I Hn«
and^Ji^etytogoonwan4i.ti-i:i;5^

^.anatla) of the openings in the colonies foreducated women. There is an PnTu
mittpp tu^ n

/''^'^^ IS an Jinghsh com-

crymg n d ^, ^^^ ^^,^^.^^ ^^.
b!s type oedueated women,' undertakes to furni h them

won, before advising them to go out Thiacommittee hopes later on to found settlemin

neetoftT T'"^
*^*'"''^«' -•tabletTthe

can L f
;°^°"y' "^^ ^^ g'^en. and centrescan be formed to which the girls can ret«n

^n ?
'T*^' °^ employment. There ismuch sense both in the recognition of the needfor educated women in the colonies and in S

TlSth*'^* *'f
"""^^ educated womanS

practical ?heft '""^ '^ P^^P-^ to be
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place, and to which they can return in the

intervals of employment, are an excellent idea,

and one which central or local government
authorities in Canada would do well to support.

Of course the Young Women's Christian Associa-

tion ah-eady gives much help in this direction,

but it cannot be expected to have branches

everjrwhere. New towns and settlements are

planned and put through very quickly in

Canada, and wherever they result in creating

a demand for women's work, some such centre

for girls as near the railway depot as possible

should be started. For one thing it would
facilitate the engagement of girb, for another

it would attract a better class. Probably the

best openings of aU for women in Canada

—

educated women, I mean—are in the big cities

of the furthest West. In Vancouver and
Victoria wealthy people reside who can afford

to pay for such luxuries as private school-

mistresses and governesses. And the supply

of women is not so great there. Women also

seem to be more employed there as hotel

manageresses and under-manageresses, and as

cashiers in hotels and offices. I never heard

of women being real estate agents, but in a

profession in which the arts of persuasion play

a leading part, there seems no reason why they
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should not shine Of bachelor giH«. living
their own lives, I have also never heard in the
West. They could hardly have the hearts todo It with so many bachelor men wasting their
lives around them.
On the whole, the position of woman inCanada ,s one of honom-able toil lightened bythe high consideration in which they are held.They have hardly as yet obtained that dominant

super-man eminence which American women
are said to occupy. That is, perhaps, because
they have not gone in so much for that cultureand social fastidiousness by the lack of which in
themselves some American husbands are made
to feel their inferiority. On the other handthey seem to keep their men folk contented,
and remain contented with them. Divorce is
I believe, uncommon in Canada.
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CHAPTER XXI

TIIE LAKES AMONO THE CLOUDS

Who thinks the Rockies only of a forbidding
magnificence, of a grandeur always dark and
fierce ? Let him go to Lake Louise. The
only phrase I know that fits it is that German
one

—

marchenhaft schon—lovely as a scene of
fairyland. Coming upon it suddenly, on a
moonUght night, it seems so unlooked-for, so
exquisite, that one says to oneself, ' Surely it

will vanish like a dream.'

It is quite a httle lake, shut in for the most
part by hills. The hills are wooded at their

base, and wooded high up—wooded, indeed,
right into the clouds ; but higher still they turn
to bare walls of rock or snow-strewn peaks,
where the snow and the flowers grow side by
side. Up among the heights other httle lakes
lie—the Lakes in the Clouds, they are called

—

and sometimes they are in the clouds and
sometimes not, and they are coloured like

thick opals and moonstones, and you can see
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the tall, slim firs growing at the bottom as if
they were real trees and not only reflections.
I think it is the colours of these lakes that are
so fairy-like. People may say of the Rockies
that they never give the contrast of white
snow-fields and deep blue sky that is so markedm the Swiss and Italian Alps, but what of
that ? The colours they do yield are, in truth,
far more delicate and varied—perhaps because
the Canadian skies are so much loftier and
farther away—and, if you do not believe it, go
and look at the waters of Lake Louise. They
.ire distilled from peacocks' tails and paved
with mother-of-pearl, and into them rush those
wild blues that are only mixed in the heart of
glaciers.

Across the end of the lake stretches the hotel
garden—green turf crossed by one great border
of Iceland poppies, golden and orange, fringing
the water front. One other plant I should
have liked to see growing there—the opal
anchusa. Its colour is so exactly the colour
of the lake, in sun and in shadow. Still, more
colour is hardly needed anywhere round Lake
Louise. As I have said, the very snows are
gay when you get to them, and pied with
flowers, as old English meadows used to be
when old English poets used that word, before
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scientific farming came in and determined that
flowers were weeds and killed them. And I
had thought of these valleys as black and frown-
ing, full of melancholy noises among the trees,
rather than windless and radiant.

The station for Lake Louise is Laggan, and
the time to arrive there is in the evening, just
before the moon rises. It does not matter if

the drive up from the station is accomplished
in the dark. The road is wooded and beautiful,
but do not wish for the moon till the last bend
of it leads you suddenly on to the lake. Then
wish for the moon hard. Or, if you want to
make sure of it, and the moon (though it seems
always magical in its uprising) follows laws
like other things and will not rise unless it is

due to, make cold calculations some time
ahead, and be sure they are right. There never
could be anything better worth timing than
moonrise on Lake Louise.

If the poppied air that was fabled to pervade
certain lovely places in the old world hung
about this region, there would be no coming
away from it. You would remain gazing
drowsily for ever at the lake like the lover on
the Greek urn that Keats described. But all

around are the mountains which distil an air
keen and exhilarating, so that before you know
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it you are set walking, or riding or climbirig-
in some way adventuring forth. Some people
adventure forth in a carriage, but thit isratW too hke going out to '.altle in evening

Alyself. having but two days at my disposal-
which I could very well have spent looking
across the Iceland poppies at the lake-was
urged by the air and a sense of duty to take along walk the first day and a longish ride the
second. For this second expedition I hired amountain pony and decided to reach theMorame Lake, which lies at the end of The
Valley of the Ten Peaks. It was my first
experience of a Rocky Mountain pony, and I will
state at once that it was an unfavourable one
There exist, no doubt, a few excellent mountain
pomes. I bestrode one or two later in different
places. But this first one was o dispiriting
that he warped my mind concerning the whole
breed. The truth is that mountain ponies
being mtended for the average tourist who
seems to be not much of a rider, are both bredand trained to go no faster, and exhibit nomore spirit than a bath-chair man. Not theirs
to trot or canter, even if a smooth stretch of
road present itself. Enough if they move
steadily up mountain trails and along mountain
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ledges and down precipitous trucks in a manner
designed to make the tourist feel tlut mules
are stumbling creatures by comparison. Enough
in one way but not in another, for to emulate
a baser creature corrupts the best-bred pony
in the world. Ponies have that much of
humanity in them. Besides, it is not worth
while to breed the best ponies for such work ;

and, further and anyway, a mountain pony is,

so to say, a contradiction in species. A pony
as much as a horse is a creature of the plains

;

place him in the mountains and he becomes
so. 'ething different—; arcely a pony at all.

He is then an auimai that picks up his feet
in a marvellous way, is free from mountain
sickness and the faintness that comes from high
altitudes, and carries a pack or a person on his
back. But he is no longer the friend of man.
He is merely the tool of the tourist.

We started downhill—that pony and I

directly after lunch. Words—words—words.
I mounted that pony directly after lunch.
The road led downh.ll in the first instance. I
tried to start the pony in that direction. That
is a truer description of what actually hap-
pened. But after I had got his head set
towards the Ten Peaks Valley, he slewed it

round again. We had not by any means
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started. 'He is frightened of the hill,'
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tiiought to myself, and redirected his head
oncouragins him with words and reins. 1
had no whip. The owners of these hired
mountain ponies seem to think whips un-
necessary, and, indeed, they are very little use.
I tried one cut from the roadside some five
minutes later. We had by that time made
about a hundred yards. I beat him also with
his own reins and my heels, and we accom-
plished about a quarter of a mile downhill,
going delicately. I said to myself, ' Patience.'
The descent will soon be over. The road then
rises. We shall see a diflferent animal.'
What I saw when we came, by sideways and

prolonged efforts, to the first part of the ascent,
was that, greatly as that pony hated a down-
hill grade, far more did he loathe an uphill one.
We mounted it at what seemed to be a mUe
an hour or less, and I groaned to think that we
had eight or nine to accomplish before we got
to the lake, and the same in returning. By
late afternoon I judged we had made the half
distance and were still going weakly. I had
cut two or three different sticks by now, and
encouraged the pony with different words
from those I had used at the start. He woke
up once or twice and trotted for a moment.
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The romJ was not reaUy steep for mogt of the
way

;
where it was steep I walked, dragging

the pony behind me. He did not seem to mind
whether I was on his back or off, provided no
motion was required of him. I found it was
cooler work to get off and pull him than to
propel hnn from the saddle. Always he stood
still for choice.

The road was good— good underfoot and
good to observe from. On our left lay a broad
vaUey. and on our right the hiUs. I should
love to have paused voluntarily and absorbed
the views, but in point of fact I only paused
in passion to cut whips ; the pony, meanwhile,
grazing. He knew the road to the Moraine
Lake better than I did, and he contested every
inch of It.

I think I was aware long before the Ten
Peaks came into sight that I should not reach
the lake that day—or perhaps ever; but I
was determined that I would at least see where
it lay, though the sun set.

We came within sight of it at last. Before
then the Ten Peaks had come into line one by
one till there they stood, ten white peaks allm a row. At their base I thought I saw the
lake lying, very still and cold among its ice-
worn pebbles.

Ill
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If I did not see it, if it was but a mirage, I
do not greatly care. I achieved something
more that afternoon than the mere sight of a
lake. I got that pony back to the hotel almost
in time for dinner. I was pretty stiff in the
arms. It was not to be wondered at. Hauling
a pony nine miles is no light work.
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CHAPTER XXII

A SOLITARY RIDE INTO THE YOHO VALLEY

Emerald Lake is beautiful, but less beautiful,
I think, than Lake Louise. It is more like a
lake among mountains, and less like a lake in
a dream. I went to it because I wanted to
get into the Yoho VaUey, if only for a day,
and the trail from Emerald Lake into the
Yoho is, I had heard, the most picturesque
of aU. Even superficiaUy to see the valley
takes four days, and I had left myself with
only one, so that it was in a deprecating spirit
that I a^ked the manageress of the lake chalet
if I could at least get within sight of the valley
and back before dark. She said that if I
started at two o'clock punctually, on a pony,
the thing could just be done. I said that I
had tried one or two mountain ponies, and
did not care about them when I waa in a
hurry.

' Oh, but I 'II give you a slicker,' said the
manageress. 'You see there's no run on
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the ponies at present, and I 'U aak the man
to give you his very best. He 'U just get
you there and back in time.'

I thanked her and said I would try the
shoker; and, half an hour later, the slicker
and I were skirting the wooded shore of the
Emerald Lake at what was, for a mountain
pony, quite a tast trot. We were alone together.
There were a few gu.3ts at the chalet, but
the lateness of the season and the snow-clouds
that loomed on the horizon had deterred
any of them from starting on the Yoho VaUey
tnp that day. Earlier in the year, there
would have been quite a party riding together
with a guide in the direction I was taking,
tor there are four camps in the valley, placed
at picturesque points an easy day's ride apart,
where you may rest and sleep, one night
beneath a waterfall, the next on the edge
of a glacier, with the ponies tethered round,md the camp-fires crackling pleasantly, so
that you feel that you are pioneering, but
pioneenng luxuriously.

But now, as I have said, it was late in
the season, and the snow-clouds were holding
themselves in the sky ready for further attacks
and a keen wind was beginning to rise, so
that no one else thought the Yoho VaUey
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tempting enough, and it was certain I should
have it all to myself if I got there.

The trail was not difficult to follow. There,

at the end of the lake, was a mountain pass
visible from the chalet, and the thin white
line that screwed about among the rocks and
trees was the trail. The sUoker trotted. He
trotted through the wood that borders the
lake ; he trotted through a wonderful pebbled
valley beyond it which might have been a
sea beach (only everywhere sUm spruces, like

sharp, green, tenpeimy nails, grew out of the

pebbles) ; and he trotted up the first stretch

of trail leading to the pass ahead of us. Then
for an hour or more the slicker climbed as

steadily as a Swiss guide. The trail was
less than a yard wide and metalled with rolling

stones, and though it wound continually, its

most generous spirals left it, to my fancy,

almost sheer. We wound with it, past boulders
and hanging trees and little cataracts that

shot through air from some invisible lips of

stone above—between shadowy crags and over
unprotected places where the sun glared. In
the end the slicker brought me to the pass

itself, and we rode into a dark wood there,

and the trees grew bigger and bigger, and
the trail grew stickier and stickier, and the
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pass ended suddenly, and below, far. far below,
was the Yoho Valley.

The story of the boy who cried 'wolf' when
there wa* no wolf is a familiar one, but muchmore familiar in everyday life is the story of
the man who cries 'lion' when there is no lionVou know him and you don't believe him.You know that, moved by the immoderate
enthusiasm which is the chief qualification
for the profession of writing, he is doing his
level best to make you believe that the object
he IS presenting to you is a lion, for the simple
reason that if you believe it. you will be more
attracted by it and him. Canada, beine a
much-advertised country at present, is full of
hons. The finest view in Canada. Yes. sir

'

How often I heard that remark! How often
It turned out to be an overstatement. How
distrustfully I came to listen to it.

Was it, then, that for some months I had
imbibed the Canadian air. that when I reached
the Rocldes I too wa* carried away, and became
as immoderately enthusiastic as any Canadian »
X do not know. I merely have to confess that
1 was carried away, that I have ah-eady cried
lion more than once, and that I must do so
once again now that I have got to the Yoho
VaUey. .>i .deker saves his own dignity—and
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that of literature—by using an asterisk at these

critical points, or two asterisks if his emotions
are very poignant. But I, who have to fill

paper, must use words. Well, I am not afraid

of exaggerating the beauties of the Yoho.
This valley of enorn ous trees spiring up from
unseen gorges to wellnigh unseen heights;

of cataracts that fall in foam a thousand
feet ; of massed innumerable glaciers ; this

valley into which it seems you could drop all

Switzerland, and still look down—is not easily

overpraised. The difficulty is to praise it

at all adequately.

It seemed to me as I rode on along the

high trail that sometimes edged out to the

gulf below and sometimes swerved back from
it, that one of the wonders of the valley was
a thing that in smaller places would have
made for disappointment, and that is that
it lies, and always has lain, outside the human
radius. It has none of those connections
with men that set us thrilling in other parts.

No Hannibal ever led his army by this route
across these mountains. No hardy tribesmen

watched the approach of an enemy among
its crags, or bred among them a race of moun-
taineers. No gods dwelt on its heights, and
no poets ever came near to sing them. History
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has nothing to teU of it. Little hUls and little
valleys have their stories and their songs,
their memories and their miracles. They are
haunted still with those forgotten mysteries
which stir men's fancies more deeply than
things remembered or discovered can. This
vaUey walled about with mountains has been
above and beyond men's ken from the begin-
ning of the world : and now that men have
come into it, they find nothing to discover
in it except its vastness and immunity from
the touch of men. It strikes one even now
as not only devoid of human adjuncts but
needless of them. A man no more looks for
legends there than he would look for them
in the centre of a typhoon.

I suppose that men did pass through it-
even before the vaUey became a known part
of the world, and even a sight for tourists.
It was not, as the phrase goes, untrodden by
the foot of man. A few prospectors must
have passed this way from time to time many
years ago. Some may have died there for
aU one knows. Indian hunters, too, would
enter the valley in pursuit of game. But
no one possessed it; no one gave it the human
air: or, if they did, the records are lost. Pro-
spectors tell us only of their finds, nothing
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of their lives. Of the Indians, some one
someday may, perhaps, find some traces. At
present their white brothers are little troubled

by them or their history or their origin.

Canadians are content to think of them aa

a primitive, decaying people who came from
God knows where to a country they never
realised was God's. It will be easier to forget

them than to understand them, these strange

men with faces no more expressive than wood,
who, if they ever came to the Yoho Valley,

must have passed through it more like trees

walking among the trees than like men that
stop and wonder, and leave a habitation and
a name.

Shadowy, disregardable creatures, then, as

uniniluential as the slicker and myself, may
have roamed the valley in times past and
left no more traces upon it. We two realising,

I trust, our minuteness and unimportance,
went on, as it turned out, far beyond the point
intended for our afternoon's excursion. In
contemplation of the valley I had given the
slicker the rein, and he, poor pony, no doubt
thought that he was bound for the first camp,
there to rest the nigh' in the ordinary course.

Presently I found hun, his two front feet

planted firmly together, sliding down the
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.lipperie«t piece of trail we had yet encoun-
tered. .hding and sliding till we had got tohe very bottom of the vaUey-whereupon
I discovered that we had indeed attained
tiie nrst camp.

liHU T' ^
*^"*^'' "««*P«°t«d sight-a few

little lean-to tents and a coupl- of log huts,
.tandmg side by side on a flat piece of the
valley floor, just beyond the spray of a cas-
cade that dropped from ledge to ledge of the
mountain opposite, starting so high up that
rt seemed to spring from the sky. The place
seemed deserted, but while the slicker and
I paused to look about us, out of the biggest
tent there came a smaU, silent, yeUow figure.
It did not speak to nie, but only stared, and
I, having stared back for a little and having
wondered if it were some gnome peculiar to
the vaUey, suddenly saw that it had a pigtail
and remembered that I had been told that
there was a Chinese cook in every camp

' Is this the first camp ? ' I therefore asked.
Yup !'

' Can you give me some tea ?
'

'Yup!' he repeated, and vanished into
the tent whence he had come.
By the time I had tethered the slicker on

the grassiest spot I could find, that boy had
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tea ready. He Htarod at me while 1 ate it,

•tared at me when I paid him for it, and stared

at me when, having offered the sliclter Bomo

bread and sugar in vain, I remounted him

and set him on the homeward trail. I had

not a watch with me. But it was evident

from the position of the sun that we had

very little daylight left for the return ride.

Dusk, indeed, came on just as we reached the

other side of the pass, with a mountain side

still to descend. Dusk and an exceedingly

cold wind—in the face of which that cork-

screw trail goemcd doubly steep. It was one

of those occasions when vowing candles to

one's patron saint might have added to one's

peace of mind. But I have no patron saint

and could but give the reins to the slicker,

and he rewarded mo for my trust by not fall-

ing down till we had actually accomphshed

the descent and were on the pebbled beach.

Then, in the pitch-dark night, we both rolled

over together. A match, lighted with diffi-

culty, revealed the fact that neither of us was

injured ; and so, very steadily and cautiously,

we moved on to the chalet, where we arrived

to find dinner finished. But we had seen

splendid things, the slicker and I.
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CHAPTER XXIII

THE FBUIT-LANDS OF LAKK WINDERMERE

It would have been harder to leave the Rockies
If 1 had not been bound for the Selkirks, which
have th.8 advantage over the Rockies, that
they are perhaps less known. That part Iwas bound for is, indeed, not known at all to
tourists, and very little known to anybody.
The known part of the range lies round Glacier
House, and includes Mount Abbott, the Great
lUecillewaet Glacier, Mount Sir Donald, etc..
which h.gh places the railway has now made
accessible for tourists who can climb. The
part I was to see lies to the south-ea^t. at
the head of the Columbia Valley, and is at
present a hundred miles from the nearest
railway station.

First of aU I took train to Golden. If you
take a map of Canada and follow the trans-
continental line westward, you wiU see that
It emerges from the Rockies at Golden. Golden
IS a little mming town lying in the Columbia
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Valley, with the Rockies on one side of it and
the Selkirks on the other. It was chiefly to

see this valley—one of the most fertile in

British Columbia, but at present unopened
—that I got out at Golden with a friend. An
excursion into the Selkirks was to depend
upon the time at our disposal. We had been
told that near Lake Windermere, at a place

called Wilraer, there was a great irrigation

scheme in progress, which would shortly result

in 60,000 acres of dry belt-land being ready

for fruit-farming. This, when the rail from
Kamloops to Golden was completed, would
make the Columbia Valley as famous for its

fruit as the Okanagan. We both wanted to

see it. My friend wanted to buy land. The
problem was how to get up the valley.

There were, we found, five different ways of

doing the eighty miles from Grolden to Wilmer.

1. The first was to wait for that day of the

week on which the stage-coach ran. It took

two days to do the distance, and was very

convenient if we did not mind waiting in

Golden a few days first. But we were in a

hurry.

2. This way was by river-boat— a delight-

ful trip. But there were one or two objections

to it. The water of the Columbia was very
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low at this time of the year, the sand-banks
were numerous, and the boat had gone up
some days before and nobody knew when

boaT"
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3. The third way, which we decided should
De ours, was to go up in the only motor which
Orolden possessed. This would cost fifty doUars,
but the journey there would only take about
seven hours. When we had decided upon
this, we went to the proprietor of the motor
and found that the car wa« already out for
an mdeflnite number of days.

4. This way wa* to walk the eighty mUes—a plan I favoured and tried on the way
back Bs I shall describe. But my friend
cou^d not fancy it. Statelier than myself,
He had to carry five more stones with him.

6. This waa the way we took. We hired
a two-horse rig which undert^ook to do the
journey m the same time as the stage-but
for twenty doUars apiece instead of five
We started from Golden on a Mondaymommg in the two-horse rig, driven by ayoung American. He had been in the United

States navy, and also in Alberta, farming, but
he had had no luck with his farm, having
started with too smaU a capital to tide over
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the two bad seasons which he had met there.
He told us that he found Canada very similar
to the States—neither much better nor worse

;

and he took his own luck there philosophically.
He seemed to me altogether a capable man,
whose fortune might have been all the other
way. Anyway he drove excellently and was
not a grumbler, like the American e;:-sailor I
met at Regina.

Nothing could have been more beautiful
than the late September morning when we
started out of Golden. A spreading village of
pretty poplar-lined avenues and pleasant bunga-
lows. Golden explained its own name as we
went. The wooded hills on either side were all

splashed with autumn yellows, and the sun,
striking down through a grove of silver poplars
which shuts off the south end of the village,
made it all seem shot with gold. It is a mining
village, but compared with the usual mining
village of Great Britain it seemed as Eden to
the Inferno.

Coming out of it we struck what is the
dominant scenery of the valley—the blue
Columbia winding in and out, sometimes wooded
to its brim, sometimes sweeping over into open
marshland, but always with the hills lightly
wooded, facing one another across it, and behind

Ui
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them the white peaks hung with snow. At
every mile or two a silvery creek, sometimes a
mere ribbon of water, sometimes almost a river,
rushed down to join the Columbia below;
by the side of these creeks mostly would bo
the cleared land which small ranchers had
settled, and where they had gone on living
presumably on what they could grow off their
own places, since the chances of reaching a
market became obviously more difficult at
every mile. Every wind of the road—and it
mostly foUows the river—gave views that were
always changing and beautiful.

It was on the second day of our driving that
the appearance of the valley grew different.
The creeks became rarer; the soil drier.
Instead of silver poplars rising among a tangled
underbush, there were now jack-pines growing
out of a burnt-up sward. We might have
been going throuj^h some English park in the
south country, and some one had evidently
thought this before, for a man we met driving
told us that this part of the valley was known
as the Park. Passing through it we came at
last to the real dry belt. Those who know the
Okanagan would no doubt find it less strange,
but it amazed me to find a country among these
mountains almost Egyptian in its colouring and
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texture. Drier and drier became the soil

;

the trees became sparser and sparser ; there

wa« now no underwood at all. The straight

firs rose clear out of sandy hills and hollows.

Sandy they might appear, but this was not
sand in the vulgar sense. It was glacial silt

—

bottomless drifts of powdered clay that has
sUpped down from the mountains and piled

and sloped itself into ' benches ' above the

river.

We had to cross the river to get to Wilmer,
which is the headquarters of the irrigation.

Headquarters sounds imposing; and in a few
years, doubtless, Wilmer will be imposing, but
at present it consists of a few shacks, two
small stores, a dirty little hotel (in the bar of

which a man was shot the day after we left),

and one presiding genius who has made Wilmer
what it is and also what it will be shortly.

Need I say that it was a Scot who years ago
saw the far-reaching value of this land, conceived

the idea of irrigating it, and personally super-

intended the carrying out of his conception ?

I don't know that I need. I came to the con-

clusion before I left Canada that Scots, more
than any other race, wen- at the bottom, and
generally also at the top, of most of the enter-

prises that were being carried out there. No

h
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one talks of the Scotticlsation of Canada.
Perhaps Scots do not proselytise. Perhaps
they do not find any other people worthy of
being taken into their community. They prefer
to remain an international oligarchy, managing
others but not admitting them to equal rights.
They effect their intentions by usually working
alone and always sticking together. A para-
doxical people. It is amazing to think that at
the beginning of the eighteenth century the
Scottish Highlander was regarded by the average
Englishman in much the same light as we now
regard the Hottentot or the Andaman Islander,
a hopelessly idle and unoouthly impossible
person, destined to remain a barbarian for ever.
Dia aliter visum. The Highlander now directs
the Empire, distinguishing himself in that
respect even more than his Lowland brother.
Yet only two hundred years have passed since
he waa outside the pale.

My friend knew Mr. Randolph Bruce, the
Highlander who presides over the Columbia
Valley Irrigation Works, and wiU, it seems to
me, rank as one of the many makers of Canada,
and Mr. Bruce most hospitably put us up while
we were in Wilmer, and showed us what he haa
done and what he means to do. What he
means to do is to create a, town on the shores
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of Lake Windermere, and he drove us down
there to show us the lake, which is not the

least like its English original, but very beautiful

nevertheless, lying as it does clear and still

among the sand-hills, a belt of autumn-tinted
trees around it, and, above, the hills and the
snows. It looked like some African lake

stretched at the feet of the Mountains of the

Moon. It looked as if it might lie thus for

centuries, silent and untouched by the hands
of men. But it was a Canadian lake, and
though it might seem to be at the very back of

the world, it was shortly to have a town built

on its shores. Mr. Bruce showed us the town
site, the hotel site, the site of the bowUng-
green and the polo ground. I rather think

he showed us the ra«e-course that was going

to be. I saw it all the more clearly because
Mr. Bruce also showed us the work already

actually accomplished—the canals and ditches

that brought the upper mountain lakes down
on to the benches of friable clay that were to

grow the apples we shall eat in I.ngland a few
years hence. It is all extraordinarily interesting,

seeing this town of the future and these fruit-

lands of the future—of which my friend bought
twenty acres, whinh were to be named after

him. The Columbia River ran just below the

^1 I
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bench-land he bought, and I wished I had some
capital handy that I might buy the adjoining
plot, that I might also grow fruit there and have
a portion of the fair Dominion named after me.
If the Windermere race-course had already been
in existence, and a race being run, I should have
backed one of the horses against aU my
pnnciples, and laid out the proceeds in a fruit-
farm.

J'i
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CHAPTER XXIV
THB SELKIRKS—A OEIZZLT-BKAE OOUMTBY

Bkhind Wilrner lies a part of the Selkirks which
18 known only to a few ranchers in the neigh-
bourhood, and is scarcely accessible except from
this point. We had spent two days in the
neighbourhood of Lake Windermere, and on the
third, though each of us waa booked to be
hundreds of miles further on our way by the
end of the week, and heaven only knew how we
were even going to reach Golden again, for we
had let the rig go back and the boat wa« re-
ported stuck somewhere on the Columbia
River, we neither of us could resist an offer that
waa made us of an opportunity to climb Iron
Top Mountain, which was somewhere at the
back of this alluring ooimtiy.
The offer came from a Mr. Starboard. In

Canada youwiU sometimes find.several hundreds
of mUes from civilisation, some strenuous and
capable man whom you would think civilisation
needed and would require. But the wilds in
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Canada are more important. Mr. .Starboard
had come to these parts originally as a prospec
tor and miner, but the mine he had come to had
shut down-not for lack of silver and lead in it.
but for lack of transport facilities ; whereupon
Mr. Starboard, fascinated by one of these
valleys, had started horse-breeding there 00-
cupymg what time was left from clearing his
land in making roads through the mountains
and hunting big game. Dropping in at Mr
Bruce's casually one morning, he asked us if we
should like to see the best view he knew of in
the Selkirks. We said we should

; and each
equipped with a toothbrush and a comb was
driven out to Starboard's ranch for lunch.

Travelling in the remoter parts of Canada
gives you strange table companions. You
never know quite what company you will meet,
though you can generally count upon its beinr
interesting. While we were being driven up
the Columbia Valley a few days before, we had
heard from various homesteaders that there waa
' a big German bug ' staying up in the moun-
tains with his friends, trying for bear ' They
call him the Land Crab,' our informant would
usually add for further elucidation of the big
bug's official position. On arriving at Mr
Starboard's ranch we found that the big bug

n
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in question was, in the commoner prose of
Kurope, the Landgraf of Hesse with two
equerries and a small retinue. For a motley
coUeotion, the party that sat down to lunch
that day in the chief room of Starboaid's
ranch would be difficult to beat. There was
the Landgraf himself and his German com-
panions, a well-known Canadian official, three
valets—these aU neatly dressed—Mrs. Star-
board quite wonderfully frocked. as the fashion
papers say, Mr. Starboard in ranching costume,
and ourselves who had slept in our clothes for
several days. The waiters v.-ere a Japanese
and a Chinese. We fed off bear, shot by one
of the Germans, who had been most successful
in their hunting both of bear and goat.

Bear, by the way, was only one among other
delicacies. Its taste is rather like that of
Christmas beef stewed in the gravy of a goose.
Vegetarians would not care about it ; but after
living on little else for two days I nan answer
for its being both appetising and sustaining,
particularly in high altitudes. After lunch,
four of us, Mr. Starboard, the raUway man,
my friend, and myself started for Iron Top
Mountain, which lay seventeen miles off along
a trail that rose steeply most of the way. The
ponies were excellent ones, better even than
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• Starboard had specially picked
'^'- -e wanted to see if they could be

M to the top of the mountain, a
n thousand feet. He had never

< as high before, and doubted if the
over been made in Canada, thouch i

fancy ponies have done ns much or more i i tii •

Himalayas.

We did fourteen miles that afternoon. irJaw-
ing at first the bank of a blue foaminjr 4reani
then turning eastward up a steeper vhU^v
through which a smaller stream flowed The
trail was far better than many roads in Fren.-h
Canada or on the prairie, and had been con-
structed by Mr. Starboard himself to provide
access to a silver and lead mine which had been
shut down for some time. It seemed extra-
ordmary that in a country so wUd and remote
there should be any trail at all, but miners go
anywhere. A man who has to find his way
mto the earth makes no difficulty about finding
his way across it.

It was a day, half sunshine and half mist
and the mountains would sometimes be shut
entirely in shrouds of vapour, sometimes would
reveal slanted white tops cut off in mid-air by
the fog below, sometimes would clear altogether
80 that one could see everything on them'

i'i"
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from the snowslides down which the grizzlies

travel to the narrow tracks of the goats. As
we mounted, the valley grew steeper and steeper,

and the trail wound more and more. We passed
one place where, earlier in the year, there had
been a terrific slide of snow half a mile in width.
The huge firs still lay where they had fallen,

shattered and splintered before it. Half-way
down, the avalanche had met a great pinnacle
of rock that had stood the shock unmoved, and
caused the snow to part to left and to right,

where it had hewn two lanes of almost equal
breadth through the trees. It was just near
here that Mr. Starboard showed me a grizzly's

track, and told me that he had seen no less than
seventeen of these bears in the last fortnight.

He said that their numbers were in"!e:ising

yearly in that neighbourhood. A little later a
porcupine crossed the trail ahead of us, and
lurched unwieldily into the undergrowth. The
trees grew close together all the way, except
where we passed a great stretch of mountain-
side where a forest Are had raged, and even
there the scorched trunks still stood, gibbeted
bkeletons of trees.

We put up for the night in a deserted mining
camp, almost a village it was, with wooden
shacks likely to be used again when the Kam-

H
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loops to Golden Railway is completed and it is
worth while getting the stuff out of the mine.
Up there it had begun to freeze hard, but a

big fire and much bear, which the railway man
fried over it with skiU, kept us warm enough
till we went to bed under many blankets in one
of the shacks.

It was bitterly chill—the start in the early
morning—after a breakfast of cold bear ; and
very soon after we set out we got into snow,
and the trees ceased, and the ponies' flanks
began to heave steadily. The morning was as
bright as It was cold, however, and Mount
lamham, shaped like a ciiimney-pot, glittered
right over us on the left. I remarked to Mr.
Starboard what a nasty mountain it looked for
climbing purposes, whereupon he astonished
me by saying he had been up it.

' You went up to see if it could be done ' '

I said, thinking I had struck a keen climber in
the European sense of the word.

'No,' said Mr. Starboard simply; 'you
would not catch me going up a place like that
for the chmb. I went there because I thought
there was silver and lead there.'

The ponies were now beginning to show their
respective stamina, two of them going right
ahead, and the one that carried my friend
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getting slower and slower. We had got by this
time into a sort of rocky amphitheatre where
the snow lay thicker, and just as I passed
under a little cajscade congealed into fantastic
icicles as it spouted from a cleft, I heard a noise
in my rear, and turned to see my friend and his
pony doing Catherine wheels in the snow
together. Luckily they fell—and rolled—softly
and rose uninjured ; but very soon after that
the ponies had to be left. We turned them
loose on a platform of rock which was, Mr.
Starboard said, just short of ten thousand feet
up. Only a few hundred more remained to be
done, which we accomplished on foot through
knee-deep snow, gaining the summit just in
time.

For the first time I got a view of the Rockies.
We looked down a long, narrow, purple valley
that ran at right angles to the Columbia River,
over the first hills beyond Wilmer, into a sea of
mountains. I had heard that phra«e—a sea
of mountains—applied to the Rockies before,
but I had not realised its fitness before.
There it was, a sea of white caps frozen

eternally in the very moment when they had
stormed the sky.

For just five minutes we gazed, and then a
mist settled down on them, and, where we were.
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mmediately a bitter wind began to blow and
caused us to make for the ponies hurriedly. Aswe rode down the frozen trail we startled some
ptarmigan, which rose and fluttered above thesnow hlce big white butterflies.
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CHAPTER XXV
AN EIGHTY-MILE WALK THROUGH THE COLUMBIA

VALLEY

We got back to Wilmer the following morning
and the problem then was-how to reach
Golden again. The boat was due up the
river some time in the day, but sandbanks
do not encourage punctuality. I had my
suspicions of that boat, and in any case, even
If It arrived that day, it would certainly not
start back again till the morning following.
1 did not want to wait for it at Wilmer, and
decided inst.,-ad that I would start walking
down the valley at once and pick the boat
up at Spellamacheen, forty ,niles downstream,
some time next day. My friend was as sus-
picious of the walk as I was of the boat ; and
since he had heard that some men were likely
to turn up that day in a motor from Golden
who might give him a lift back in case the
boat failed, he decided to wait for them.
So we parted, and rather late in the day-
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at noon to be exa<,t-l set out on my walk.Forty miles .s not much of a walk. It canbe done ,„ ten hours veiy ea*ily_i„ eight

no time. I d.d not .stop for lunch in Athelmer-where one crosses the Columbia-hut merely

anThliTo:.'""'''^
""' ^ P"-'^ °^ ''PP'-'

^About a mile out of Athelmer J ate theapples, because they were a nuisance to carrv!and wished 1 could a« easily j^et rid of mJheavy overcoat which had its pockets stuffedwith toilet and sleeping accessories just like

that I had ever tried walking in. Still I did

Td^thrT "","
!r

'''' «^^* '^""^ -d - half,

tTve to fas/' ,t''
''"'' ^"° ^'''"g^ destruc-

tive to fast walking were about to happen.One was footsoreness and the other was rain.Both came upon me a few minutes later, andboth increased steadily hour after hour. The

the reds of autumn, as we drove through it

mist '"??^' ""' "°" ""^-i -'th - '^'^"""ymist; and the road which had seemed a fine

ri oV 'r" '" ""^ ^^^^''^ "- «t- 1^me as offensively sticky, and my pace declined

li
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to uomfcthing under three miles an hour. 1

consoled myself for a little with the thought
that I was getting an experience of autumn
in the Columbia Valley. Afterwards I decided
that I would gladly do without it. I could
have imagined it just as weU. The road was
like glue and my coat had increased in weight
several pounds. ? j balance this as tar as
possible, I sat o;i t wet spruce tree that had
fallen by the s. ,e of the road and ate my
packet of chocolate; afte' which I moved
on at a very sober pace. I began to doubt
if I should get to Spellamacheen that night;
and the doubt soon increased to a certainty
that I should not. Then I remembered that
on the drive out we had passed a place called
Dolans, only twenty-eight miles from Wilmer.
I did some mental arithmetic which seemed
to prove that even Dolans was a terrible dis-
tance off, and I tried a little running, but it

was not of a kmd to win a Marathon race.
Running through glue when you axe. footsore
is trying work. Nevertheless by six o'clock
I calculated I was only about three miles
from Dolans, which rejoiced me, until the
horrid thought cropped up—if I got in after
the supper hour, should I get any supper ?

It was by no means certain in that valley.
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Providence a few minutes later sent a buggy
driven by a small, glum-looking man up behind
me, and the glum-looking man said ' Care
to drive ? • I said < Yes.' and found he was
bound for Dolans like myself. We got there
about seven o'clock. The rancher and his wife
were in; also another wayfarer like ourselves,
who had arrived a few minutes before us. He
was an elderly man, with a great shock of
iron-grey hair, who « .s driving into Golden
111 a farm-cart from some place several days
distant. He had the strangest pair in his
cart—a httle brown mare of about fourteen
hands, and a great lanky horse the height of
a giraffe.

We were aU given a good meal, and ate
it in silence, and sat in silence to digest it
Canadians in these valleys are often that
way

;
it is due not to unsociabUity but to dis-

use of their tongues. Possibly to ruminate is
the better way, but silence can be oppressive,
and if you start a conversation and the other
people only reflect upon your words, they
may be weighing them as if they were gold
but you are not sure enough of this to be elated!
I was rather glad to be shown to my bed
which was in a bam (but the blankets wer^
clean, Mr. Dolans said), pretty early. Mr
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Dolan. sat on the bed for a bit. and advised
mo to buy the ranch. I promised to think
the matter over, and went to sleep instead
in a nice atmosphere of hay, and got up for
SIX o'clock breakfast. The other two had
already driven o«F; but the rain had ceased,
and though the road was a mud slide, I started
for Spellamacheen in high hopes of catching
the boat in spite of being footsore.

I need not have worried myself, for when
1 got there at 12.30, I learnt that the boat had
just passed on its way up to Wilmer, and was
not likely to be down again for two or three
days.

Spellamacheen consists of a rest-house ranchm full view of a semicircle of snowclad moun-
tams, but I was a little disheartened in spite
of the view. I particularly wanted to catch
the midnight train from Golden to Vancouver,
and now I realised that to do this I should
have to walk the rest of the way—another
forty miles. From two o'clock to twelve is
ten hours. If I did four miles an hour, I
should catch the train to a nicety.
When I am resting on a walk I am always

singularly optimistic. I was stiflF after lunch
—partly from the unusual exercise, partly
from sleeping in wet clothes, and my feet
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were sorer than ever, but I set out for (iolden
confident that I should catch that train. (young man with a bundle on \m back, whohad got nto SnHlamacheen just ahcd of
.ne offered to hike with ,ne. He aUo was for
Orolden. but thought twenty n.iles mon- thatday would satisfy him.
He was a pleasant and conversatioiml vouiieman, and told me that he was ^ro,,." New

Brunswick, but had for the last eight months
been at work digging the ditches for the
Columbia Valley Irrigation Company. He
had had enough of it. he said; i„ fact too
much. Compared with New Hrunswi. k, British
Columbia was no catch at all, a,„l he meant
to go back home. Frenchmen are not fonder
of their 'patrie' than are the Canadian-born.
He brimmed over, did that young man, with
praises of New Brunswick-brimmed over very
mt«ll.gently, telling me about the Reversible
*alls of St. John and the conditions of farm-
ing in the province with a clearness which
few Englishmen of his claas could emulate
He said that he would only get one and a half
dollars a day instead of two and a half, but
then one and a half would go much further
there than two and a half in British Columbia
You could live better on it, and life was easier
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there. British Columbia was too rough : he
allowed there was no pioneer about him. He
had got tired of the Columbia Valley months
befo-^ and had started to come out of it in

July, but had only got as far as Athelmer.
There he had gone to a hotel for the night, and
had got drinking, and somehow before he knew
it all the money he had saved during his months
of digging had been drunk. So he had gone
back to the ditches. But he meant to get
out of the valley this time. I gathered that
even this time it had been a near shave, for
having again got as far as the hotel, he had
found a lot of fellows drinking what he called
' Schlampagne.' He supposed there must have
been a hundred bottles of schlampagne drunk
last night, and whisky afterwards, but he
himself had been very careful and had taken
gin instead. You never knew, he said, what
the whisky would be made of, but if you
drank from a bottle of gin marked English,
it was all right. He felt a bit funny inside
to-day, but seemed quite cheerful about it

because he had won away from the hotel,
and was pretty sure now to get back to New
Brunswick, after which he would not go pioneer-
ing again. He doubted, however, if we were
likely to get to Golden that day. There was

,[ .i

1
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a place called M'Kie's we could put up at
eighteen m.les or. or if we felt like it, another
called Petersen's- eight miles further. I said
I wanted to catch the midnight train from
Golden and was going to walk on by night:
at which he said he would do the same. He
repeated that he was funny inside and foot-
sore but he thought he could do it. We

TiT *°
-'^'f

«'« f- -PPer, or rather
get M'Kie to make us up a supper, whichwe would eat upon the road, and we should
thus get into Golden in good time. He was
sure we were going at least four miles an hour'

,ni r\rt '""^ ''""^ '''^''^^y doing three,and by the time we did get to M'Kie's, just
before dark, we were both so sure that a rest
would do us good that we thought we would
eat our supper there after all.

M'Kie's was a shack just off the road, witha huge puma -skin nailed to the verandah.
Inside was a very old woman, who said thatwe could get our tea aU right, but M'Kie wasn't
in yet, and we'd better wait for him. Sowe sat down in the road, and I paddled in an
.cy creek that went foaming by the house
door. Then the old woman a«ked us inand chatted to us while she cooked themeal. M'Kie turning up, we fell to, and

,1 *
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M'Kie entertained us with trapping stories.

It seemed he was halt'-trupper, half-rancher,
and the big skin we had seen outside he had
got only a few days before. The mountain
lion had come down right into the sheepfold,
and his two dogs had treed it, and a single
bullet had brought it down. It was the biggest
skin that he had ever seen, and measured
ten feet six from tip to tail. It certainly
was a large skiii, but a puma's tail counts
for a good deal. M'Kie had also shot a bear
in the sheepfold the week before, and he talked
so much about cinnamons and grizzlies, which
seemed very plentiful round there, that the
New Brunswicker insisted on our having his

opinion as to whether they ever attacked un-
armed men walking by night. M'Kie thought
not. So we started on again, somewhat re-

assured, along what promised to be an un-
commonly dark road.

The sky was all clouded over, and it v/aa

now 8.30, and there was no chance whatever
of my catching the midnight t , since

twenty miles still remained to be accomplished,

and our limp condition made even three miles

an hour hard. But we walked on, mostly
because I now wanted to get the morning
train at eleven o'clock, and I felt that if we

'f '\
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went back to M'Kie's and stopped the night.
I should be so stiff that I could not walk at
all next day. The New Brunswicker sport-
>ngly said that he would go on for as long
as he could anyhow, though he wasn't bent
oil any particular train; and for some four
mortal hours we splashed along through mudand water n, what was the next thing to pitch
darkness To add to the discomfort, a high,
cold, and very wet wind began to blow, and
there was every prospect of rain soon descend-
ing n, torrents. It was at this point, I think,
that our thoughts began to turn to Petersen's,
ihe New Brunswicker remarked that if wehad passed Petersen's there was nowhere
to stop at between where we were and Golden ;but If we had passed Petersen's, we might
rest there a l«w minutes and perhaps getsome milk to drink. Soon after this we felt
sure that we had passed Petersen's in the

f t'.u^",''
^^°"^^ "^"'^^' °f »« admitted

It. 1 thmk our respective hearts sank. We
decided to rest a little, which we did, andwe rested again a few minutes later without
deciding to do it. As we got up from a brief
smoke on a fallen log the rain began to pelt
down, and we saw a light just off the road.

i own I should have wanted to stop at

t<
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Petersen's anyhow, even if the New Bruns-
wicker had not confessed that he could not
go any further: but I don't know that I
should have had his perseverance in knock-
ing Petersen's up. There certainly was a
light there. But I was convinced that every-
body inside was deep in sleep. The New Bruns-
wicker thought somebody might be up, and
after knocking vainly for ten minutes at the
front door of the house he went round to
the back, while I sat on the doorstep, wonder-
ing what fifteen miles in that black rain would
be like.

A couple of minutes later, the New Bruns-
wicker appeared triumphant. The Petersens,
he said, were up—in their kitchen—and thither
we limped, much relieved. They were the
kindest people—Swedes, both of' them, and
kept a m.j£ cow, and gave us milk and butter-
milk. They said they were sorry they hadn't
a bed to offer us, but we could have the kitchen.
Fastidious traveUers might have thought the
kitchen untidy and stuffy, and even the New
Brunswicker before he went to sleep on the
floor on his blankets, with some old clothes
that we found hanging on the walls over our
legs—even he got a broom (after the Peter-
sens had gone to bed) and swept a clean space
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us to lie on. But at least itand a haven of luxury
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- Was warm,

per.onaiiri'r;;^ ThTri""' *'^ "'"•

If
have to Jet up Ttha'tor7* 17 T'that industrious old lady Mrs pLt '

^'^^"

in again to relishf
,?^'/*^"- ^''tersen, came

breakfast. ShtaVfoL 7 '"' '° ^^^P"''

hu«h«.,^ J
followed -recently by hernusband and son and a hired mnn «.vi *

-^h-de?::i^rii£-oS-
I had seen at Dot! b^tto rs'thir'r'

StToTtLtiie'^-^r^^^^^^^^^
thewi„t:rn.:oi're.Thesfhr:fi'^^°-
their night in the barn, whfch «eems IT'"privileged resting-place for tr«v!n l"
part of the country

"'"""''
'" *»>'«

lAIrs. Petersen had to get breakfast f„.
dozen people, and an old co^" ^S ^^all unkempt and unshaven, a.fd moJt „fookn.g, truthfully enough, Is uJ^hLIZ
did

'"""^rrhs i„ our clothe,.. We ddid a wash before breakfast, however Two „the men at table were sociahsts, Ld Je hada desultory conversation on that IL .while we w«re not occunied in !• f"*
Petersen's bacon and e'r j^^'^.^'^ ^^-
-eh to dispute the .'Lu^'^'^LTZ
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this might have been because nobody was
greatly interested in it. I remember that

the socialists thought that capital ought to

be done away with, but Mi Petersen, who
no doubt had a small amount himself and
kept a hired man, thought it was a useful

thing, and uhould be retained. Everybody
went off directly the meal was finished, except

ourselves, who lingered because the New Bruns-

wicker had boldly requested the shock-headed

old man to drive us in to Golden in his farm-

cart, and we went to help harness the little

mare and the big giraffe.

It was still raining heavily when we started,

and it rained just as heavily all the way into

Goldin. I never was so damped in my life,

and this was due not merely to the rain, but
because the farm-cart was so full of the old

man's things (he seemed to be moving his

house in it) that the only place available

in it for me was a sack of hay. The cart

had stood out all night in the rain, and the

sack of hay was wet through, which made
it like a sponge, so that the more I dried off

the top of it the more moisture I seemed to

absorb from the under par.'. The little mare
and the big horse made about two and a half

miles an h ur, and if I could have walked,
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I should have done so, for now again theeleven o'clock train seemed in danger of get!ting off from Golden without me. Indeed twas half-past eleven before we got to Golden^d resigned to despair, I accompanS the*

I shoSdr r '"*" ''" '""• "^^'^ I thought

ram. We ordered beer i„ the bar. and asI wa« explaming to the proprietor what anu.sance It was to have missed the train!he put down his glass and said. ' Wait annnute.- and went to the telephone' HTcame

been "JTu™^ '^'' '^^ *'-« h'^d justbeen s.gnalled. being very late. He thoughtI should just have time to catch it if I rushed

li' r
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CHAPTER XXVI

FROM aOLDGN TO THE COASI

I MANAGED to get that train, and also a half

bottle of rye whisky on the way to it, and sank
into a seat in the smoking compartment, where
I sat all soaked and miserable, supping my
rye whisky at intervals and half dozing until

two grizzly-bear hunters got in a few stations

down the line. They were very wonderfully
arrayed in moccasins and Arctic socks and
tumed-up overalls and sweaters and cartridge

belts ; and though they were modest enough
in their bearing, and did not talk about their

exploits until they were asked questions, the
whole compartment was soon eagerly chatting

of nothing but grizzly bears. The two hunters,

who were amateurs of the sport, had been up
in the mountains alone, a three days' portage
from the ruilroad, and had got three grizzlies,

and would have got more, they said, but that

heavy falls of snow had forced them to decamp.
They spoke like good shots—which does not

^1
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™ean that they «aid thoy were good shot«-

Sioh thL r''*/"''^
''*«" °" their sport,which they claimed to be the most dangerou,

listen to iny meek suggestion that the Ben-

ll:;r
"""'' ""'P'^" ^•'-"-''^y -"''the

shoou;oV:tprar/'^^'"-^^-''«'^'-you
I said that I knew Anglo-Indians who went

elephant offered opportunity of showing one's

S^^f
'f th« howdah happens to have beeninexpertly fixed and slides at the oritillmoment. They allowed that theremight be

cTtiShu ;'^' ""* ^'^'^*«'» tha^fanycase tiger-hunting was done at ea«e. withatives to do aU the portering. whereas Jrizdt-bear hunters like themselves had to oarrveverything with them, and camp^ the snowand shoot on mountain-sides, lown whSi
"'

grizzly bear would charge at a man quicker

tio.: yr'""-, ^•'^^ «-« ^"'P''- desSptions of charges of grizzly bears, with their backlegs flying ahead of their frent on'r Tht
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laat bear thoy had bagged had dropped, they
said, within twenty paces of them, after being
rolled over three times.

I fancy they spoke reasonably enough, and
that the pursuit of the grizzly—certainly if

done without a guide—is as good a test of a
man's nerve as any other. As to the merits
of the grizzly considered as a brute likely to do
for you if you do not previously do for it,

and compared with such others as the tiger,

the buffalo, the rhinoceros, the elephant, or
the lion, there is no arriving at any final con-
clusion. African hunters never seem agreed
about the comparative merits of the last three

;

while one Indian sportsman supports the buffalo,

another will support the tiger. Not having any
experience of the grizzly bear myself, I can only
say that, judging from what I have heard, he
must be accounted big enough game for any-
body. There is no doubt that most of the old
trappers have a wholesome respect for him,
and the longer *hey are after him, the greater,

as a rule, their respect grows. His pace,
when charging, is said to be something terrific,

and, downhill, it always charges as soon as hit,

its back legs flying out before it at a nightmare
speed. Adt' that it seems less easy to drop
finally than any other animal, that your fingers

I'l
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may be frozen to the trigger in the intervals
of shootrng, and that a «ngle blow from one
Of lU front paws is strong enough to claw the
face out of

,
ox. and it wiU be seen that ii :,

no contemptible foe. On the other o-

J

expert. «een. agreed that it rarely if ever charges'
urbiU. and .f shot from above is therefore
cuaparatively harmless. If a man could always
p.ck h.s position for shooting, this would miuce
the value of the grizzly bear as a sporting
animal; but obviously the hunter ^cannot
always choose Any one who has been on a
«nowsl.de will calise that. From the point ofview of an ^.^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^would seem to be rather hss dangerous thanhe IS sometimes made ov to be. You will
often hear that grizzly b .^ will attack aman at sight. The truth seems to be that-as IS the case with any other bears-attacks
are only to be feared either from female grizzlies
with cubs, or from a grizzly of either se::, ifthe m ruder is so placed as to appear to he
grizzly s eyes to be cutting off its retreat to

ZrlT ^/'°'"^ "° "n«med man would
elect to put himself in either of these positions,and equaUy naturaUy he might unwittingi;
do 8o_.n which case it would be better not tobe that man, though I believe there is an
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authentic story of a lumberman who, return-
ing alone from his work, was suddenly attacked
by two grizzlies, and managed to kill both of
them with his axe, though the second mauled
him badly. Authentic or not, and one grizzly
or two, it is pretty certain that few people
would care to try a similar encounter.
Afterwards the conversation shifted to timber-

wolves and the Yukon. One of the passengers
scoflfed at the notion of a dog being able to
kill a timber-wolf, as happens in one of Mr.
Jack London's novels. A northern timber-wolf,
according to this critic, is at least twice the
size of the European wolf, with a disproportion-
ately large and powerful jaw—a single snap
from which would polish off any dog. Two or
three of the biggest dogs known could hardly
even hold a timber-wolf much less kill it. I
dare say there was more in this criticism than
in one I heard later, anent Mr. Maurice Hewlett.
A very solemn fruit - rancher was ploughing
wearily through one of Mr. Hewlett's eariier
romances, and he looked up presently to say
it was funny the sort of yarns these writing
chaps seemed to believe in. There was a girl

in the book who milked a wild deer. He had
seen plenty of deer in his time, but none of them
had seemed to fancy coming close enough to
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be milked. If a chap wanted to write about
the country he ought to know it right through
like m. Service. Had we read Service's
poems ? Several of the men in the compart-
ment evidently had read them; and, indeed,
Mr. Services poems concerning the Yukon
seemed to have reached the heights of popu-
anty. I think it is due in part to the fascina-
tion which the north exercises on all sorts and
conditions of Canadians, not only because it
stands for romance and mystery, but because
a sort of Idea is gaining ground that these
inhospitable and well-nigh polar regions only
await a sufficiently hardy type of colonist to
have as great a boom almost as some of the
more southern districts. The idea exists not
only among business-like estate - agents, who
see themselves in fancy seUing Arctic blocks
to this expected race, but among quite dis-
interested and patriotic people, who talk of it
as Mr. Service himself does, as a strong man's
land. A few peculiarly strong men may survive
there

;
and it is excusable for a poet to regard

them as super-men-Canada's noblest type.
As a matter of fact it is at least as romantic
to weave hales about the heads of the crowd
that seeks the Yukon country as it is to make
one s heroine milk a wild deer. A certain praise

It i
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is always due to pioneers, and the struggle with
nature at its cruellest and most wild is not a
bad test of an individual's character ; but for

respectable ranchers and fruit-growers (who
have never been to the Yukon themselves, but
have struggled with nature quite as valiantly
elsewhere) to talk enthusiastically about the
great lone land as the country for breeding men
is absurd. Canadians may be able to colonise

further north than they have done at present,
and their descendants will, no doubt, be a
fine and hardy race. But there is a point in

the north just as there is a point in the south
beyond which no white man's country lies.

If any strong men are going to perpetuate
their families beyond that northern point, they
are going to be strong Esquimaux—not strong
Canadians. Esquimaux already do quite a
lot of grappling with nature in lone lands, but
they are not the heroes of Mr. Service's poems.
I don't wish to labour the point, but this

northern strong man business seems to me
entirely overdone. There is always going to
be romance attached to the uninhabitable
country, and adventurous young men will

get there ; but the theory that these are the
people of whom Canada has peculiarly to be
proud will not do. Adam Gordon's bush-
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riders had a certain merit ; so had Mr. KipW's
gentemen-rankers; so have Jlr. Service's pro-
spectors; but none of them ever forwarded
cvihsation very greatly. The fact is. there aretrue and admirable pioneers, men like Hud-son and Thompson, of whom Canada ha« hadplenty; and there are pioneers of doubtful
value hke those in Mr. Service's poems. These
latter are picturesque enough in verse, especi-
ally m Mr. Service's verse, which catches the
fasc.nat.on of the north at times admirably,

about
'' ^'^ ^^^ '"^" '^•""' *'°^«""g

The rain persisted while we sat talking of all

the8ematters,andthemountainswerehungabout
w.th a clammy vapour which spoilt the viewfrom the train I should like to have stopped
at Glac.er. which is the usual centre for the
better-known Selkirks, of which many of the
giants have been chrabed only within the last
SIX or seven years, but I had not time, a.idthey all swam by in the mist, which changed
into dusk as we reached Revelstoke. There anumber of lumberjacks fiUed up the carriage
and were very cheery and conversational all
mght. Having slept only two hours the night
before. I should not have minded being able
to get a sleeper, but they were all taken ; and
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indeed there were not even seats enough to go
all round, though it was a first-class carriage.
In any case the lumberjacks in my part of the
carriage would have prevented sleep. Some-
times they would sit down for a few minutes
and tell stories, then they would dart off to
have a look at a carriage-load of Doukhobors
who were on in front and seemed rather better
than a show to judge by the lumbermen's
guffaws when they came back from these trips.

Canadian trains may not always be restful,

but they are generally entertaining. The
distances traversed are so great that people
cannot afford to sit in them in hunched silence.
They have to unbend, and some of them
unbend thoroughly. That is why, though the
ordinary traveller has to pass through great
tracts of land in the train, he is not losing
local colour to quite the extent one loses it in
an European train. Some one in the carriage
is sure to know something about the district

one is passing through and to be ready to talk
about it. The smoking compartment becomes
an animated club-room in which conversation
becomes general on any subject. There is

no better place for a discussion of political

problems, and I fancy a great many Cana-
dians reserve their consideration of these for
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the time they have to spend in the train. Cer-

JZ ^l^u
^^^ '"'^''^ arguments and themost hbeUous denunciations of leading Cana-dian statesmen hurled freely about among menwho had never set eyes on one another before,

whfnhfr "''J^'^^'y^i other arguments with

IncL^ 7' "
*'T-

^' ^" 8°* *^ Sicamous
Junction, for example, we took on board two
frmt-growers, one of whom was a ' wet ' growerand the other a 'dry.' A wet fmif L„
a «,„« u J

"' " iruit-grower isa man who does not irrigate his fruit-land,
and a dry fruit-grower is one who. having
^ttled in the dry belt, ha^ to irrigate. If
fierce a debate was started between these twoas ever you heard between exponents of wetand dry fly-fishing.

» "i wet

As far as fruit-raising is concerned, the 'drv

'

men appear to have the advantage. Their
contention is that they can turn off the v -tx^r
so as to leave their trees dry for the w, ;erwhen frost at wet roots is so fatal ; while laevcan turn the water on whenever it is wanted
or swelling the fruit. In addition, the dry
belt country gets a longer season of sunshine
which IS more favourable for the growth ofthe earlier and finer dessert apples. It seems
curious that none of our finest-flavoured apples

!/N
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such as Cox's Orange Pippin or Ribston Pippin,

seem to come to perfection in Canada ; and I

found British Columbian fruit-growers very

anxious that English people should appreciate

this fact, and also get to know which are the

British Columbian apples most worth asking

for in England, as though some of the older

orchards are still growing comparatively worth-

less apples, the new ones are being planted

only with a few best kinds, which are as wine to

water. One of these best kinds, by the way,

is called Wine-sap ; two of the other selectest

varieties being Jonathan and Winter Banana.

The latter is said to have a strong banana

flavour. It is worth the English public's while,

if it is going in largely for British Columbian

apples, to encourage only the growing of the

best, and that is to be done by demanding only

the best from our own greengrocers by name.

It is juat as simple to plant a good apple tree

as it is to plant a bad one, and there is no

reason why the world in general should not

eat only the best apples. So long as people

are contented to look only at the colour of

the fruit, which is no criterion whatever, and

to pay their greengrocers' price for an un-

named sort, the best apples will not be for

sale, and one will go on being provided with
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CHAPTER XXVII

A UTTLK ABOUT VANCOUVER CITY

A DIMINUTIVE Japanese who picked up my
fairly heavy trunk, slung it over his shoulder

and walked down the platforni with it as

though it were nothing but a shawl, was the

first person I met in Vancouver, reminding

me that that land-locked sea below was the

Paoifc, '.vhioh white men do not own but

only share with the brown and yellow

Orientals. I wonder—will the day come when
the latter want an ocean all to themselves ?

And are there, in view of this contingency,

plans of this intricate coast among the Japanese

naval archives ? They knew the other side

pretty well before the war began with Russia,

and they are not a people to leave things

to chance. The yellow men have knowi; the

Pacific coast from San Francisco to Van-
couver as long as the white men, and put

in a great deal of work there and eaten much
humble pie, and also realised by the constant
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Btrangely Jt wXu W T^ Z^
'"

XweZor ^"' '^^ ^-^ --^ '-

BTo^rrr"
'* ^^'^ '"'»"«fully situated. The

CtStV" ^'f'"'
''^'*' «^ -ith th-e

anoe'^Tv ''"i?
"*"* ^^^^ * «"« °f luxuri-ance to thi8 northern Pacific coast which no~p. country ean excel, is a perfeTla-tion for a big city. Vancouver is a big citv

iL 1^:^'^*'? "''"y P««P'« -" afraid£

^ ^tnrraEL :^ ^^^:;tr= i^x;t/b-L^ii

^^^^^^^
wifhf., 1 " " ^'8 **''^«t entirely filledwith their offices, and the mark of them is
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everywhere. Mr. A. U. Bradley, in that

encyclopaedic work Canada in the Twentieth

Century, jeera at the English for their diatruit

of the real estate man, who, he thinks, serves

a useful and necessary purpose. Better go to

the real estate man, says Mr. Bradley, if you

want to buy land, than to the bar loafer.

There is a great deal in that. In individual

cases they are exoellsnt men. But, collected

together in vast numbers, as in Vancouver,

they can do mischief in a way the bar loafer

never can, and that is by so magnifying the

importance of the buying and selling of land,

that people take to it in exchange for work,

and falsely imagine that enormous prosperity

is coming to a place which in in reality doing

nothing but changing its land at fancy and

speculative prices, expecting the prosperity

somehow and some day to follow of itself.

I suppose Seattle, with less justification,

is in very much the same case. Both, besides

being ports with great expectations, happen

to be the last place, so to speak, in t heir respec-

tive countries ; and there is something mag-

netic in the attraction of a last place. Thither

drifts that very considerable population which,

by getting on geographically, almost persuades

itself that it is getting on materially. Having
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plu» population »,i»k Jl. • ' '*''*' * '"r-

"P la„7a,rtVetor;"* '° '° *•- '^'

in vroTvL'r^rth "rv «''""^"'' •='""-

inteUigenoe that So o
.""^''P"'* •"''

fioent port. havTn^K- /'."^""^y * "'"gni-

Jut„otTin«^'2elt Sir: nr; '''"*•

Canadian ro'i«e\*:C fnT'"^
°^ ^'^^

every one 8av« t^
"'""*'''y. and is destined,

Ora^dS • l^^r; *';: *«™',"- Of the'

wants to out et n ^u^ ^ " ""^°a'' that

begun to :ote tlrout ^f " T''^«*
'>"

that used to go Zt Monra, V"^^reciprocity treatv win
,!"°7real. The new

freight t^ ZLT "^ """"^ °^ thi"

remains to be seen In"
°"'*' ""' ^'^'^^

being a port, Va" "uver wi,rLr;.'?'"
ness capita] of » ^Z ^*'" '^e busi-

minerairand tils ir "'^"^^^ "^"'' '»
in fruit- andfarm-land XS'^""'"'^^'

"^^

Vancouver wiJl extenH * ?u
''''^' therefore.wui ei.tend to those remote spots
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where already town lots are being disposed

of. Some day. Only, a big city should not

live upon its future; and the sale of such

lots miles off in the backwoods to people

who, having bought them, cannot pay for

them or cannot put up houses on them, or

cannot afford to live in those houses even

if they put them up, because there is nothing

for them to do there and their money has

run out—this sort of sale, while it enriches

the real estate man, does not enrich anybody

else. Moreover, it creates a restless spirit

among those genuine farmers out in the country

who would honestly be farming their land,

if real estate agents would leave them alone,

and not persuade them that it is just as profit-

able a game to hang about waiting for oppor-

tunities to sell their farms in plots. Of course

they, like most other people who get as far

as Vancouver, are not mere innocents. Sellers

and buyers are probably equally aware of

the risks they run; but where a tide of

speculation sets in, the shrewdest people seem

ready to take the most absurd risks. And

the slump has taken so long in coming, and

the possibilities of Vancouver seem so im-

mense, that speculation in land has become

a perfect fascination.

i.
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'What will it be worth next year ? '

That is the formula you constantly seeaMhe end of an advertisement of somehow.

lor^!.
"'' P'^'^^P^' ^'•»» ^"y^he'*. Thecorrect answer varies. If the slump does

T:r\'^ "-* year, the lot maybLorthdouble what is being asked for it no,^ Ifthe slump does come off it will be worih
wentjeth, perhaps, of what was giTen fo
t. Slump or no slump, this method'of build-

Toronto W ^ '' unsatisfactory. Montreal,loronto, Wmnipeg-these have become greatas the centres of comparatively popurus^rovmces. m which wealth has been gr^uaUvand caj^fully created by agriculturafand £dustnd enterprises established on a firm basfs.

fo Van "', ''""'^ ^""'"g f°' the menIn Vancouver alone, of aU big Canadian cities,

h wZ '''^7^'«"« f«' the jobs, or. whaIS worse, waitmg in the belief that monevcomes anyhow, and that jobs are noTthe

nrir'™"'^:"^''"^- I do not wish

f^ r,. ^P'f^^'"" that Vancouver isfull of unemployed people, still less of un-employable ones; merely that many of tTe

the undertakmgs that ensure the continuityof a city's prosperity. •'

?
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Certainly any picture of Vancouver that

made it out gloomy would be a mistake. No-
thing could be livelier than its streets and its

people; and if the slump does not come, and
the Jeremiahs are wrong, Vancouver citizens

will be justified of any amount of exultation.

Already they have most of the things that make
citizens pleased and proud—a beautiful site,

fine streets, the most splendid of public p. -ks,

water-ways innumerable in front, and, behind,

a country good to look at and rich in poten-

tialities. Vancouver's industries, even if they

do not justify the size of the place, are im-

portant and prosperous ; and its propinquity

to the salmon fisheries and vast timber tracts

of British Columbia is something which alone

would make a great town. In tone it is new
world compared with Victoria, but old world

compared with Seattle. There are many
English people there. Living is high. No
coin under five cents is, of course, in use, and
when you start the day by paying that sum
for a newspaper marked one cent, you find

it difficult to beat down prices during the

rest of the day. Apropos of newspapers,

I was told of a very successful strike among
the paper - boys of Vancouver some little

time ago. Many people must have heard

i.
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was headed by a youthful organiser, popu-
larly knoAvn as Reddy, from the colour of hisW Reddy was aUeged to be thirteen yea«

older when he became Prime Minister of Great

and Ws fT*""
'''' «™ «°«^'''«°n that heand h.s feUow. workers were entitled to atea^t two cents out of the five for eveiy paper

piclaLT "?r^ °' "^ figures),\^eddy
proclayned a strike, and conducted it so suc-
cessfully that the newspaper proprietors ofVancouver were compelled to wait upon himhumbly, and yield in every particular

"

^JZn^- f ''T"^ ^**'"'= ^'^^ *»>-seems worthy of a place.

I'l
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THE HAPPy FARMERS OF THE ISLAND

There are no lotus-lands attached to the
Dominion, and wUl not be, unless we make
over to it at some date irie West Indies.

But because Vancouver Island has a climate

excelling that of any other part of Canada,
and a beauty of scenery not surpassed any-
where ; because also the men who have settled

there have reckoned these possessions dearer
than other things, such as the fat soil of the
prairie and the chance of growing quickly
rich, Canadians of the mainland are given
at times to lay a charge of lotus-eating against

them. I think the charge is an unfair one.

Ijife may be less strenuous on the island,

and there are men there, no doubt, who take
their work there over easily. Against this has
to be set the fact that the work that does go
on in Vancouver Island goes on all the year
round, that the colonists are men with an
eye to the far future as well as to the imme-
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diate one (they have, that is to say, an English
ideal of permanent residence instead of the
notion of getting what they can from the
place and decamping), and that in their hands,
if the island is not being developed as fast as
it might be, it is at least safe from spoliation
and waste. Some day, when the mainland
Canadians have time to consider the amenities
of a country life as well as the necessities, they
will find themselves going to the island for hints.
As one crosses from Vancouver, the beauty of

the straits prepares one a little for the beauty
of the island which, so far as I saw it, has no
bare or ugly places. Its coast-line has the con-
tour of the Scandinavian fiords, but its charm
is greater, owing to the luxuriant growth
of the tall and splendid trees. Right to the
edge of these rock -bound sea -water lakes
the forest grows—Douglas firs, surely the
finest of all straight - growing trees, cedar
and maple, jack -pine and arbutus, and at
their feet, flowers and mosses and saxifrages.
Arriving at Victoria, I went straight through
to Duncans, and, looking from the train, was
reminded by the greenness of the land, freshened
by the delicate rain that was falling, of the
mountainous parts of Ceylon—which impres-
sion was strengthened by the fact of the smoking-
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compartment being crowded with Orientals of
all sorts, mostly Chinese, but Japanese too
and some Indians, all seeming very much
at their ease among the white men. It was
a harmonious sight; but what, I wondered,
would an Anglo-Indian say if he found him-
self condemned to sit with his cheroot among
this riff-raff of natives? and what chance
of any agreement on questions affecting our
Indian Empire between the officials of India
and these Westerners who admit the Oriental
to an equality with themselves ?

I was bound on a visit to friends who had
a farm on Quamichan Lake, and found a buggy
waiting for me at Duncans station, driven by
an elderly man who had all the Canadian
optimism, in spite of the fact that he had,
in 1882, sold for a song the whole of Edmonton,
then in his possession. Another of the missed
millionaires of Canada. He brought me in the
dark to my friends' farm, and when I looked
out of my window next morning, I almost
believed myself to be back in England. A
little lake lay two fields below—a fresh-water
lake still and reedy, with woods or orchards
sloping to its edge, and in the distance a ring
of hills. It might be Grasmere transported
to some warmer coimty such as Devonshire;
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but Itevonslure never grew such stately trees
nor has England anywhere mountains wooded
like these to their peaks. A heat -mist lavon the water, and the apples in the orchard
seemed th. reddest I had ever seen. Only
the grass was not English grass, though itwaa greener than most of the grass of thenew world All round the lake were farms,
belongmg largely to Englishmen, dairy -farm-
ing or fruit -farming, making use of science
and co-operation, but not sacrificing beauty
to utility Perhaps they could not spoil the
island ,f they tried. The trees are so dominant
and stately that every piece of cleared land
seems to look at once like a part of an old
Jinglish park.

It should have been caUed New England,
this beautiful country which has so many
Enghsh people in it, which carries on so much
of the English tradition and sentiment, and
which ha« even the English pheasant. 1 saw
thousands of pheasants during the days 1 spent
there. They were put down on the island not
so very many years ago, and they have in-
creased enormously. The deer were already
there, and you may see them in the orchards
unless they are very high-fenced, at almost
any time m the ,arly morning. And there are

..(
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grouse and partridges in plenty too, and beasts

that England no longer possesses— the coon
and the puma, and the bear and the wolverine.

To see the salmon leaping all across Cowiohan
Bay, on a bright October morning, is a sight

for sore eyes, if they happen to be an angler's.

To drive along the roads is to realise instantly

that they are the best roads in the Dominion.

Duncans is particularly English, even for

Vancouver Island. I think it is vanity and
a certain cause of vexation to expect in the

new world a conformity to the ways of the

old, which necessary differences of living

—

the indispensable growth of new habits, some
of them better than the old—render in time

impossible. Those who expect such a con-

formity are usually the first to forget that the

old country changes too, and that it is we,

as often as those across the sea, who have
forgotten the ancient order and taken on the

new, generally without thought, and often

without reason. Though it is absurd to expect

to find Canada a replica in ideas and habits

of the old world, it is nevertheless pleasant

to come upon a community there which, with-

out holding itself too much apart from its

neighb -nrs or standing out against what is

progressive, does represent some peculiarly
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English qualities at their best. That is, perhaps,why the island makes a particular appeal to
the man newly out from home. 1 certainlydo not think its inhabitants are to be charRed
with stiffness and uiwdaptability. Men who
have taken on the new life, and work in a spirit
of optimism not less than that shown else-
where, are rather to be admired than otherwise
If they have retained, and even insist on.
what IS good m the old. And a love of sport
and beauty and sociability, and even of leisure
18 a good thing. especiaUy when it is found
among men who do their own work as thesemen do, and more especially when found
among women who work as the women of
the IS and do. The work is the best of all,
but all work and no play turns many people-
and not a few Canadians-not merely into
duu folk, but into narrow-minded and back-
ward ones, who wiU some day have all the
unpleasantness of being rudely awakened to
the fact.

No doubt there are some ne'er-do-weels
on the island, but the great majority of those
I met seemed to me to be capable men. likely
to do well by what is the most beautiful,
and will some day be. perhaps, the most valu-
able part of the Empire.
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CHAPTER XXIX

A CHAT WITH THE PRIME UINISTFR OF BRITI8R

OOLUHBLA AND A BIO FIRE AT VICTORIA

As everybody knows who has been in Canada,
there are two hotel systems in vogue there.

By the one system you pay for your room and
board separately, and this is called the European
plan. By the other you take your meals and
lodging at a fixed price, and that is called the

American plan.

In much the same way one might say there are

two systems of life in Canada, and indeed else-

where. By the one you distinguish between
your work and your play, and treat each as a
separate item. By the other you mix the two
up, and are apt to consider yourself a stren-

uous person. I don't know that it is fair to

describe these respectively as the American and
the European system of life ; but I am pretty

certain that whether you apply the systems
to life or to a hotel, the results produced by
them are not on the whole very different.
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•eems to be that the exponents of the 8t«nuou.or American method-those who get their funout of their work and their holidays out of theirforced travel, or their compulsory rest bydoctors orders-a« frequently led to confuse
tlie appearance of work with the reality and

wh oh. m the presence of confessed believers
of leisure they too frequently assume. Forwhen all ,s said and done, leisure is as necessary
to man as work, and everybody takes it. what-ever he may think.

Vancouver laughs at Victoria for its dead-
a^veness and want of hustle. Victoria smilesat Vancouver for its restlessness and super-
nuity of energy.

*^

Nov.- you see the point of my aphorism. Ido not propose to hold the balance between
these distinguish-d cities. Both have their
pecuhar merits

; and if Vancouver is likely inyears to come to leave Victoria far behind in

!„LT r '"?.'?"f
"^^ supremacy, Victoria isnone the less hkely to remain ahead of Van-

couver in cultm* and the arts. At present Ishoidd judge that Victoria is distinctly the
steadier city of the two. Speculation in land
18 the exception rather than the rule; prices go
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up steadily, and the Iniid is bought by intending
residentw. At which point i will abandon
comparigong, which are the more abgurd because
the destinies of the two towns are so widely
different. Vancouver is a great port on the
mainland of Canada, connecting it with Asia,

the western States, South America, and what-
ever countries will henceforth export merchand-
ise via the Panama Canal. Victoria is the
political capital of British Columbia, with all

the prestige that attaches to such a position and
the finest climate in the Dominion. Not that
it is only tliat. Some of its inhabitants con-
sider that its prospects are immeasurably
superior to those of Seattle, 'since the riches

of Vancouver Island ' (I quote from a local

pamphlet), ' in their entirety incomparably
more valuab'.i I'l. >i the gold-mines of Alaska,
are directly tributary to the British Columbia
capital.'

There is a great deal in this, though one has
to remember that those riches will take many
years to develop. The drawback to the im-
mediate development of Vancouver Island is

that it is covered with enormous timber.
Reciprocity with the States is likely to give
a fillip to the lumber industry, and the clear-

ing of the land will then go on far quicker than
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see Mr. Kichard M'Brde Tim <„, j-
appointed ,„e just a little r»
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magniHcent view of th!,
'\^'°""'>«nd« a

commonplace. Perhaps it is that I ^.^

ful no doubt tTtleevsi^t" "*^' «"'*^-

to the utilitarian rr oft^ Zs;""::?
JJogether lacking i„ architectural iL^
n^ainteLrwlr

:JrThe'^- '"• *''-^''

•Canada- from across theToL oMh"'''T'°"
coloured lettering it looks hkl l!'"'

'

mottoes you see LribTdL'ttllS^r
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But let a more enthusiastic pen than mine
(again I fall back on that local pamphlet)

describe Victoria as it appears to Victorians.

' If there are sights more beautiful than the

Olympian Mountains from Beacon Hill, or the

windings of the Gorge as the waters come
in from the sea between waving battlements of

plumy firs, then eyes have not seen them.

If there is a sweeter song than the skylark's

matin melodies high up from Cadboro Bay,

then ears have not heard it. If there be more
bewildering loveliness than clusters about the

shaded and flower-gemmed gardens of Victorian

homes looking seaward, then poets have not

written it in imperishable numbers, nor minstrels

celebrated it in well-remembered song. If

there be a city of dreams, even the fabled

Atlantis of antiquity, or vision of Babylonian

towers set in hanging gardens, and redolent

of strange odours of musk and myrrh, or fairy

casements opening out to perilous seas forlorn,

then never one approached in splendour this

jewel of all time, ringed by the azure seas and
sentinelled by everlasting hills. ... A bird's

song drops like the sudden peal of a bell.

Outside are broad boulevards, grey with

powdery macadam, stretching towards the

bustling city ; highways of progress and
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modernity, now scroUed by the flight of a
wiuzzmg automobile, now echoing with the
staccato sound of hurrying hoof-beats. Inside
are lio Ters and brooding hedges, the sheen of
s!" "^-cropped grasses and sun-lacquered tree-
trunks—rest, peace, and sweet seclusion.'

After this it comes almost as a relief to know
from the same pamphlet that ' the climate of
Victoria is best expressed in figures.' There is
a great deal to be said for figures.

There is a very good, small, natural-history
museum in a wing attached to the Parliament
Bmldmgs, but it is absurdly small. The coUec-
tion of Indian curios is remarkably inadequate,
and merely tempts the visitor to ask when
Canadians are going to devote some of the
money they are undoubtedly making to a
genuine study and collection of the remains
of their predecessors in the land. Indians
are not dying out as fast as some people sup-
pose

; but their crafts are, and so are their
creeds and aU that appertains to them. It
would be easy even now to create a magni-
ficent Indian museum, but it will become
less and less easy as the years go by. Relics
of Indian times are constantly being picked
up by men travelling in out-of-the-way parts
or unearthed during railroad and other excava-
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tions, and if it were kiiown that the authorities

would be glad to receive them and would
perhaps pay the cost of their carriage to some
centre, there is no doubt that many valuable
finds would be forwarded to them. The
making of museums, just like the building
of ships, is a branch of empire work which
should not be neglected ; and Victorians are

eminently the people to recognise this.

It was in his rooms in Parliament Build-
ings that Mr. M'Bride conversed with me
on the subject of British Columbia. You
hear people say in Canada, that if ever that
astutest of party leaders. Sir Wilfrid Laurier,

goes out of office with his Liberals, Mr. M'Bride
will shortly after become Prime Minister of

the Dominion—as Conservative leader, be it

understood. He is not a great orator, and
he has no scheme even for a party millennium.
That, however, in Canada is a strength rather

than a weakness. Politicians are not expected in

Canada to bring about the millennium : indeed,

so far as I could make out, the average Canadian
is of opinion that when the millennium comes,
it will be noticeable for an absence of pobti-

oians. They have not our reverence for these

great men. But on the other hand, they
require from them evidence of qualities which
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may or may not be present in our ministers.
One is a readiness to seize opportunity as
It comes. Another is, to have a practical
understanding of the ways of finance. Yet
a third is, to be in touch with men and things— the sort of quaUty we mean, however
vaguely, when we raise the cry of a Cabinet
of Business Men. Ail these quaUties Mr.
M'Bride possesses, together with that readi-
ness to seem agreeable which is almost a
necessity to a pubhc man.

Mr. M'Bride confined his conversation with
me to British Columbia—a big enough subject
for a short interview. I wished to know if

the survey of the province was being carried
out as quickly as possible. In a vast country
Uke British Columbia, it seems one of the
most important things. The right to acquire
land must be made simple and certahi. Mr.
M'Bride declared that surveying was going
on as fast as men and money could do it,

and referred me to the surveyor-general for
details. I wish I could go further into the
subject, but there is no space for it here. Then
we got on to education, and Mr. M'Bride
asked me to assure the working men of England
that the education facilities of British Columbia
were as fine as any to be got anywhere. Per-
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haps this is so, though I heard some oritioism
of the public schools from another eminent
Victorian. It is easier, perhaps, to be enthusi-
aatic than to be unanimous about any given
system of education. To take but one small
point, the co-education oi boys and girls is

a thing upon which people are not agreed
even in British Columbia.

I was on the steamboat, ready to start
for Vancouver, when the great fire of 1910
broke out in the town. With a considerable
wind blowing it seemed to me not improbable
that the whole of Victoria would be burnt
down that night, and I had sufficient of the
journalistic instinct to leave ray things to
go on by the boat and to go back myself to
watch the blaze. Luckily the wind dropped
and the fire was kept to one quarter, and I
rather regretted my haate when I found
myself stranded in Victoria at three o'clock in
the morning. Still, it was worth whUe to have
been there, if only to observe the working
of the Canadian mind in a crisis of this sort.
In England you would have heard ejacula-
tions of horror and much sympathy expressed
with those who were bound to suffer by the
fire. The Victorian crowd took it quite diflfer-

ently. ' This '11 create more work,' said one
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man fervidly. 'Just what the town needed,'
said another enthusiast. ' We 'U be able tohuve a better-looking street there after this.Ihose shops weren't good enough.' I evenheard some of the men who had rushed outOf their burning offices talking keenly and

to S !^' "'^ °' *'""'*^«« they 'd\ave
to start puttmg up next day-much better
buildings. Presumably they were insured, buteven so men in the old country would havebeen a little shocked and perturbed, and

Z^^l °'t*!?'u°''
'"""^ '"^^y --~tomed to. I fell asleep, when I had found a

Cania
°T?P'^^^^^ by the optimism of
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CHAPTER XXX

BACK THROUGH OTTAWA

It was just before sunrise that I first t:aw

Ottawa. I was on my way back from Van-
couver, and had spent four successive days
in the train, getting out only for minutes
at a time to stamp about platforms where
the train waited long enough to permit of

such exercise.

Such days, varied only by meals for which
one is always looking, but never hungry,
tend to become monotonous, even though
one spends them mostly in the observation
car. The fact is, observation pure and simple

is one of the most difficult things possible

to a member of the human tribe—as hard
as doing compulsory jig-saws ; and reading

humorous American magazines, one after the

other, is an alternative that also requires

the strong mind. If I must travel long dis-

tances by train, I want to be the engine-driver.

The country, I thought, looked less attrac-
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tive afi I repassed it now than it looked before,
and I put this down to the freeze-up, which
had come unusuaUy early, people kept saying,
and gave to the land a black and ruffled look,
like a sick bird's. Later it would be beautiful
again in snow, and the life and work of the
season of snow would begin. Meanwhile,
people in the little northerly stations we passed
had the appearance of having stopped work.
You saw them standing about—always with
theu: backs to buUdings to get out of the
shriveUing wind. I suppose in most of these
places there is a between-time in which nobody
can work.

Nothing much was doing in Ottawa when
1 got out there, but that of course was due to
the earliness of the hour. It was so early
that when I reached a hotel they told me
breakfast was not to be had for some time
yet, and so, since I was too wide-awake to
go to sleep again, I thought I would spend
the hour looking at the Dominion Parliament
Buildings. Perhaps it was the too early hour
perhaps it was the coldness of the wind blow-
ing round that bluff above the river on which
the famous buUdings stand—but I could feel
none of that satisfaction, when I looked at
them, which great architecture gives. The
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situation is fine, but not the buildings. Anthony
Trollope has written of them :

—
' As regards

purity of art and manliness of conception, the
work is entitled to the very highest praise. . . .

I know no modem Gothic purer of its kind or
less sullied with fictitious ornamentation '—but
I think he must have breakfasted handsomely
first. Some one else, but I forget who, and
it does not matter, has described the build-

ings as ' a noble pile,' which seems to hit the
mark, if, as I fancy, that mid-Victorian expres-
sion suggests something on so large a scale,

which has obviously cost such a lot of money,
that vague admiration is the least of the
emotions which should be produced by a
sight of it. ' A noble pile,' then, let them re-

main, especially since, seen from some dis-

tance, with the beautiful river below and a
spacious country stretched before them, they
possess a certain imposing appearance. Closer
up, one is less impressed. There is a long-

backed unmeaning set to the buildings, as
though the architects had found concentra-
tion a vexation, and had decided to extend
instead. StUl, they might have elaborated
painfully, and they did not—except for those
little turrets on the side-buildings, surmounted
by railings which one associates chiefly with
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the London area. Area railings are meant,
I suppose, to prevent errand-boys from falling
into the areas, but there can be few errands
to the roof of the Parliament Buildings. In
parsing, I did not like those hundreds of siUy
httle windows that peep all round: one, as it
were, for every official to peep from.

Reflection should serve to temper criti-
cism, however. The year 1867, in which the
Domimon Parliament required its Houses, was
not one of brilliant achievement in the archi-
tectural world; and when it is remembered
that Canada itself was also a new country,
the wonder is that nothing worse was built.'
Only a few years before, we in England had
been transfixed with admiration of the Crystal
Palace

; Royal Academicians were above
criticism, and ' almost too great to hve '

;

bright in the sun gleamed the Albert Memorial!
We ruled the waves, but not the arts ; and
'our daughter of the snows' took over our
large ideas and our httle taste in building.
Whether she took over our political ideas is

another matter, upon which I pondered as
I contemplated those Parliament Buildings.
There stood the House in which Sir John
Macdonald evolved that east-and-west policy
which seemed such an empire-cementing thing

;
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where Sir Wilfrid Laurier teaches the world

how to lead a party ; where not as yet had
been ratitied that Reciprocity Agreement with
America which has been agitating our states-

men so much this year, though, even as I

gazed, it must have been in course of construc-

tion. Would an Imperial Parliament sit there

some day, I wondered, and direct the affairs

of the British Empire from what would be,

not so long hence, a far more central and im-

portant spot than Westminster ? I could not
quite imagine it. 1 could not even like the

idea, as some Imperialists at any price can.

Home Rule for England is one of the policies

I shall always stand for, I believe ; even when
Canadians have that grasp of Imperial affairs

which we in England impute to them—by
comparison, we generally mean, with our own
English political opponents—that grasp which,

as a matter of fact, is much less common among
them at present than it is among us, whether
we be Liberals or Conservatives.

I wish our party political system allowed

of our minimising the zeal and intelligence

of the side opposed to us without magnify-

ing those qualities in a third party which, in

strict reality, it scarcely possesses. I wish, for

example, that Tariff Reformers could deride
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the ImperialiHtic attitude of Free Tradew (and
vice verBa) without declaring that Canadians
could in this matter teach us all lessons. For
the truth is that Canadians could not give
lessons to either in this matter. They have
an Imperial sentiment all right, but they do
not worry over it as we do. Take that ques-
tion of Preference which has been making us
an so hot for several years now. It never
troubled Canadians at all. They thought that
there was a good deal in it from a business
point of view, and they were prepared to try
it-and did so. But they never for a moment
fancied or perturbed themselves with think-
ing that, either with or without it. the Empire
would totter to its fall. Our fervours left
them entirely cool

; and in that business-like
state of coolness, after duly granting us Pre-
ference, they have, equally duly in their opinion
set out to establish reciprocity with the States'
The only thing likely to make them hot in
this matter is the suggestion that they have
been lacking in Imperial spirit Of course
they had been lacking in that early, romantic,
self-immolating and fantastically quaint Im-
perial spirit which we attributed to them—
just to make our own Little Englanders try
and feel ashamed

; but. equaUy again, they
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never had it, oiid wouiU nut dream of claiming
it even if they could be made to understand
what our devotees meant by it. To forgo
trade in order to uphold the flag would not
appeal to a Canadian—mainly for the reason
that the idea would strike him as grotesque.

In the matter of this Reciprocity Agreement,
then, I think it is we who are wrong if we
make it a reproach to the Canadians. It

may or may not be a sound economic pro-
ceeding, but it is entered upon without pre-

judice to Imperial sentiment. Only if we
first assume that all Canadians have been
burning for years past with the same zeal

for an Imperial ZoUverein that has animated
our own Tariff Reformers, can we now credit

them with cooling off and backsliding. But
such an assumption would be a very great

mistake. All assumptions that Canadians view
our political problems from our ^-'^ ' •iew
are great mistakes. They nu .,i , o

than we view theirs from their po;i.l, ri vicw.

We do not. Nothing struck me more forcibly

than the fact that what causes us political

turmoil in Great Britain is viewed with com-
plete coolness in Canada, and that what
Canadians are keen after remains unknown
to us. While I was there, I kept seeing letters
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in English papers (reproduced Bo.netimcs—
but very briefly-in Canadian papers) saying
that Canada was whole-hearted for Tariff
Reform, or that Canadian Free Traders were
sweeping the country ; whereas the fact was
and is, that these two terms (whatever might
in reality be the state of Canadian parties)
never conveyed in the least in Canadn what
we mean by them, and therefore conveyed
no truth that could be understood of both
peoples equally.

Does this inter-Imperial lack of comprehen-
sion threaten the future of the Empire ? It
might seem so at first. Lack of understand-
ing between fellow-citizens cannot be a good
thing in itself. But it has this merit, that
it makes real interference on either side a
rare thing. If we understood—or believed we
understood—what was for the future welfare
of Canada, it is doubtful if we could refrain
from pointing it out, even if we could refrain
from insisting upon it. If the Canadians
thought themselves capable of directing us in
the right way—say in the management of India
—they would feel urged to give their opinion
and Anglo-Indian officials, having this last straw
added to their backs, would strike en masse
As it is, we let each other's real problems

T
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alone, and are satisfied with our own solu-

tions of them. Imperial Conferences are neces-
sary because in some matters the Empire
must work together, having the same interests.

Cables and Dreadnoughts are cases in point.

That Great Britain still bears the main ex-
penditure in all such matters is proof, if proof
be needed, that what American papers some-
what unkindly call 'British Island PoUtics

'

are, still, more Imperial than the politics

of any other part of the Empire. We pay
and we ask for little in return, and the Empire
will go on, even now that Canada has becoitae

a nation. Only some mistake could, I think,
part us—a mistake as big as that which parted
us from the United States—and we are not
likely to make it; nor is Canada likely to
wish for it, however great she may picture

and make her own destiny. But that she
will want to rule entirely in her own house
is certain. Canadians themselves—the voters
I mean—are not likely for a long time to wish
for much more than they have in the way
of national liberty. I do not think they would
much worry as to whether their ambassador
at Washington, for example, was appointed
from Ottawa or from London. The results

in either case would be likely to be very similar.
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and in any case, as I have said. Canadians
are not obsessed at present with pohtics. But
It has to be remembered that besides Canadian
voters, there are Canadian politicians, and
smce It is in the nature of politicians to be
at least as ambitious as other people, it is
natural that Canadian politicians should wantm their own hands aU the important posts
that are to be had. Just at present Canadians
take such a disrespectful view of politicians in
general— which is unfair no doubt to their
own poUtical representatives, but natural per-
haps in a new country which has not too
much time to reflect upon the real bene-
factions poUticians may confer, and rather
fancies, from isolated examples, that ' graft

'

IS what they are usually after—that they are
not likely to demand of their own accord
more power to the hand of their own states-
men. But the accord of voters depends in
due course upon the persuasive powers of
candidates, and I foresee the candidates per-
suading pretty hard in the near future: aU
of which wlU make work for Imperial Confer-
ences of the near future, but not, it is to be
hoped, impossible work.

I find that having represented myself as
reflecting upon Canadian politics outside the
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Dominion Parliament Buildings, I have alto-

gether omitted Canadian poUtics in favour
of Imperial considerations. Beyond showing,
or rather trying to show, that Canadian
politics—the things that really interest Cana-
dians—are not in the least what we are accus-
tomed to think them, I have got no further
at all. Still, that—if I have shown it—is

something, for it may suggest to some gentle
reader that an Empire is not a simple, extended
Great Britain, in which every one thinks
precisely the same things to be of the same
immediate importance ; of which all the emo-
tions and reflections may be realised in full by a
perusal, let us say, of the Standard of Empire.
And so I remove myself from that bluff

above the river at Ottawa to my hotel, and
thence to divers parts of that charming town,
which looked then—for ParUament was not
sitting—something like Oxford out of term ;

and thence to the train carrying me back to
Montreal and Quebec.

Afterwards came the return across the
Atlantic to a coimtry smaller than Canada

—

(less than a week of steaming, my friends),
in company with Canadians who were return-
ing to see what the old place was like after
many years. I think they would not be
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m-p?,as6d with it. smaU as it is by comparison.
I hope they found behind it some of the qualities
which. M it seems to me. are to be found
also m The Faib Dominion, making it to my
eyes yet more fair.
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